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ABSTRACT
Music and Jewish Practice in Contemporary Istanbul:
Preserving Heritage, Bending Tradition
by
Joseph M. Alpar
Advisor: Jane C. Sugarman
This dissertation is a study of ongoing transformations in the sacred musical repertoires practiced
by ḥazzanim (synagogue cantors) and their synagogue congregations in Istanbul’s contemporary
Jewish community. I argue that clergy and laypeople alike negotiate their religious identities as
Turkish Jews in the musical choices they make. While many try to maintain the community’s
local music tradition, rooted in makam—the Ottoman Turkish melodic system—others attempt to
broaden their repertoire with musics from Israel, the United States, and Ḥabad Hasidic Judaism. I
examine adjustments made to the musical components of ritual as responses to decades of Jewish
religious life as experienced under the authority of the secular Turkish state and to the resurgence
of religious observance within certain segments of the Jewish community. Newly religious and
spiritually searching Jews now have a conflicted relationship with their community’s historic,
sacred musical practices, appreciating their cultural significance but questioning their relevance
and efficacy. I assert that ḥazzanim and community members articulate ambivalent and changing
attitudes about their Jewish identities, memory, and the value of local tradition in their diverse
approaches to making sacred music. Based on more than two years of ethnographic fieldwork in
Istanbul’s Jewish community, my study investigates these contemporary musical practices and
debates over four chapters. Chapter One provides a historical overview of the community and
introduces the central theoretical arguments of the dissertation relating to secularism, memory,
and ambivalence. The study moves on to an ethnography of music and ritual at the Bet İsrael
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synagogue in Istanbul’s Şişli neighborhood, focusing on the tenuous position of makam in
synagogue life today. I describe the makam tradition as it is practiced in Şişli, the ways in which
ḥazzanim and congregants talk about makam, and the struggle to make it relevant to younger
Turkish Jews. I also introduce Rabbi David Sevi, who as the community’s Chief Ḥazzan and Bet
İsrael’s head rabbi, is a key figure in the preservation and performance of Ottoman Jewish
liturgical and paraliturgical music. Chapter Three builds on the topics of the previous chapter by
considering ways that a few contemporary ḥazzanim are attempting to modify some of the
archaic qualities of the makam-based liturgy to make prayer more palatable and participatory for
congregants. I focus in particular on Ḥazzan İzzet Barokas and the congregation of the Etz
Ahayim Synagogue in Ortaköy. Chapter Four tackles the topic of Ḥabad Hasidic Judaism in
Istanbul’s predominantly Sephardic religious community, discussing the active presence of
Ḥabad emissary, Rabbi Mendy Chitrik. It explores how music and spiritual aesthetics of
Ḥabad’s weekly Shabbat lunches have become an important means of Jewish expression for a
number of the community’s newly religious Jews. By examining these different spheres of
musical and spiritual life, I demonstrate how my interlocutors try to understand their place as
Jews in Turkey and as Jews in the world through the songs they sing. My study investigates the
tension between their loyalty to tradition and the freedom and fear of being liberated from it.
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Note on Musical Transcriptions
The transcriptions in this dissertation are my own and are based either on sung musical
renditions in field recordings or on repeated listenings during synagogue services, Shabbat
lunches, and other occasions. The transcriptions are of two types: major or minor melodies that
should be read according to the conventions of western staff notation, and makam-based
transcriptions that follow the accepted modern notation practices of Turkish classical music. For
the latter examples, their makam names are labeled and transcriptions notated on the standard
tonics for a particular makam. While both music systems use staff notation, Turkish music
theory divides the octave into fifty-three equal, microtonal intervals called komas. There is a
space of nine komas between two consecutive whole tones. The table below lists the names,
koma values, and abbreviations of the microtonal intervals. These abbreviations (capital letters)
represent the distance between pitches on the scale.
Interval Names and Koma Values
Koma
Bakiyye
Küçük mücennep
Büyük mücennep
Tanini

F (fazla)
B (bakiyye)
S (sâgir)
K (kebir)
T (tanini)

1 koma
4 komas
5 komas
8 komas
1 whole step

The distinctive-looking array of flat (bemol) and sharp (diyez) symbols in Turkish
notation indicates the various microtonal koma intervals within a certain makam. The following
table shows the range of bemol and diyez symbols and the number of komas within each
interval.
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Koma values

Sharps (Diyez)

Flats (Bemol)

1

4

5

8

9

Most ḥazzanim (synagogue cantors) in Istanbul learn the art of ḥazzanut (cantorial chanting)
orally over a period of many years from childhood to young adulthood. With certain exceptions,
ḥazzanim in Turkey do not read music notation. Their understandings of makam and how to
utilize it in liturgical and para-liturgical performance develop over time through lessons with
older ḥazzanim, listening to Turkish classical and folk musics, and, most importantly, listening to
each other each day in synagogue. Every ḥazzan develops his own style. Therefore, each
transcription should be considered one ḥazzan’s particular rendition of a portion of ḥazzanut
rather than a standard version. Wherever possible, I indicate the ḥazzan whose version I used to
notate the transcription.
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Note on Hebrew and Turkish Transliteration
All Hebrew and Turkish words are translated upon their first appearance in the dissertation.
Hebrew transliterations follow Sephardic pronunciation. The reader will frequently encounter
transliterated Hebrew words containing the letters “kh,” representing the Hebrew letter khaf as in
halakhah and “ḥ,” representing the Hebrew letter ḥet as in ḥazzan. Both should be pronounced as
a voiceless uvular fricative like the German name “Bach.”
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Chapter One: Introduction
Prelude
Cruising along Istanbul’s Golden Horn, my taxi driver left the main road and pulled over
in front of a narrow side street. “Sinagog var burda.” “The synagogue is here,” the driver
grumbled. If there is anything that an Istanbul taxi driver hates more than getting stuck in one of
the city’s notorious traffic jams, it is having to maneuver his way through unfamiliar and
labyrinthine side streets. I paid him and stepped out onto the quiet road and walked a few feet to
the entrance. Looking up at the enormous stone building in front of me I saw a large cross etched
in a center medallion just below the roof. The driver mistakenly had taken me, not to the Ahrida
Synagogue, the oldest continuously functioning synagogue in Istanbul, but rather to the
Ecumenical Patriarchate of Constantinople. It was an easy mistake for someone who likely was
used to bringing tourists to this important church but never had to locate the grand synagogue of
a former center of Jewish life.
I was in the heart of Fener, one of Istanbul’s old Rum (Greek) neighborhoods. However, I
needed to be in Balat, the historic Jewish neighborhood that borders Fener. Much to my dismay,
I had been left with a bare fifteen minutes before my scheduled 10:00 A.M. visit to Ahrida. Its
devoted and notoriously punctual caretaker, Madam Ertem, was unforgiving about lateness and
would not wait for me. Knowing that the two neighborhoods blend into one another, I hoped that
if I kept walking and asking for directions I would eventually find it. “Sinagogu arıyorum.
Yakın mı?” “I’m looking for the synagogue. Is it close?” My questions to the old men sipping tea
and chatting in the cafes along the dusty avenue were met with quizzical glances. Some looked
around, scratched their heads, and shrugged apologetically. Others thought there might be a
synagogue “that way” leading me further along Vodina Caddesi, the main avenue connecting
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Fener and Balat. I passed bakeries, tea houses, and tiny cafeterias selling lahmacun, a round thin
flatbread topped with mince meat and vegetables. A group of small boys playing soccer in the
street invited me to kick the ball that had rolled in front of me. “Yakın sinagog biliyor
musunuz?” “Do you know of a synagogue nearby?” “Yok. Hadi vur!” “Nope. C’mon, kick it!”
While searching for Ahrida I took in the cityscape before me, a warren of meandering narrow
cobblestoned streets and crumbling grand Ottoman houses made of wood, brick, and stone. Some
were beautifully preserved and marked as historically significant properties by the European
Union. Others lacked roofs. Vodina Caddesi is the main street of Balat, the centuries-old
marketplace for the thousands of Jews, Greeks, and Armenians who once lived there. Balat is
now home to Muslim Turks who migrated from villages and towns along the Black Sea and
elsewhere in eastern Turkey. No one needed to know how to find an old and mostly unused
synagogue anymore. As I moved further west, I started to have better luck. People told me it was
close, just up the street and on the left. I finally reached the gate to the synagogue complex at
10:05 A.M. A stone sign depicting the Ten Commandments on two tablets and the name of the
synagogue in Hebrew was at the top of the gate. Madam Ertem was nowhere to be found. I rang
the bell and waited until an old man across the street called to me and, with amusement,
paraphrased a classic Turkish song. “Bekledi de gelmedin,” he said. “She waited, and you didn’t
come.”
I stood in front of the Ahrida gate for a few minutes, frustrated, sweating, but also
exhilarated. I was pleased that I had managed to find my destination using my still embryonic
Turkish, and I also was gratified by the fact that I had walked through a neighborhood that was a
center of thriving Jewish life in Istanbul for more than five hundred years. I crossed the street to
look at a beautifully restored Ottoman house. Nearly hidden, carved in the wooden ceiling of the
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second-floor balcony, was a Jewish Star of David. I would learn later that this building was once
the home of Istanbul’s Chief Rabbis during the Ottoman era.
Figure 1.1: Gate of the Ahrida Synagogue in Balat

Turkish Jews reflect on their shared histories in old Ottoman neighborhoods such as
Balat, Hasköy, and Galata with a combination of wistful regret at what was lost and pride in how
far many of them have come. Migration from these former Jewish enclaves embodied the
opportunities, challenges, and social, political, and economic ruptures of the past nearly one
hundred years, ever since Turkey became a modern Republic. For some Jews, leaving Balat
meant the prospect of upward mobility to newer neighborhoods for opportunities in centers of
commercial and cultural life in Istanbul. For others, crushed under the weight of the Wealth Tax
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of the 1940s, it meant actually leaving Turkey for life in Israel and elsewhere. For Turkish Jews
who remained in Istanbul, it represented the scattering of a once tightly knit Jewish population
across a vast city during a time when the state actively promoted a highly circumscribed
definition of what it meant to be Turkish. The dispersal of the population affected other key
aspects of Jewish life. For example, there was a disinterest in retaining and learning the Ladino
(Judeo-Spanish) language in favor of Turkish. A staunchly secular and anti-minority state policy
eroded one’s ability to participate in Jewish religious practices. This led to an increased
frequency of interfaith marriage as well as a disconnection from Jewish religious institutions.
Since the founding of the Turkish Republicthere has been a slow but inexorable breakdown of a
cohesive Jewish communal life. The effects of this decline can be felt in the community’s
various cultural institutions and historic traditions, including its music.
The repertoire and performance practices of Istanbul’s rich Jewish sacred musical
heritage struggle for relevance among contemporary Turkish Jews. Synagogue music represents
some of the lingering remnants of a revered tradition of Jewish musical creativity in Turkey.
Makam, the elaborate system of melodic modes, patterns, and methods for composition and
performance of Ottoman court music, forms the musical underpinning of the traditional Turkish
Jewish prayer service. Jews of Istanbul began to utilize the makam system in their ritual musics
as early as the sixteenth century. The Maftirim repertoire, para-liturgical hymns set to makambased melodies, were the ultimate expressions of Jewish musical imagination in the Ottoman era.
The strength of makam in Jewish liturgy and para-liturgy linked Turkish Jews to networks of
palace composers, Sufi tarikats (orders), and the surrounding Ottoman soundscape (Seroussi
1989, 2011, Jackson 2013). Today, however, makam is perceived by many as esoteric and
unfamiliar. The makam tradition is further imperiled because of the dwindling number of older
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knowledgeable Turkish ḥazzanim and the absence of new and talented students to train. Still,
despite these struggles, a vigorous Jewish life in Istanbul persists, responding to new realities and
challenges while attempting to hold onto vestiges of its illustrious heritage.
Ḥazzanim function as powerful anchors for sustaining a locally rooted Turkish Jewish
tradition while creating new possibilities of Jewish experience through musical innovation.
Certain ḥazzanim such as Chief Ḥazzan David Sevi have acquired added influence as both
guardians of the local tradition and inventive religious leaders, whose musical, spiritual, and
social work bridges local and global Jewish practices to best suit the needs of a community in
transition. The Turkish Jewish tradition, rooted in centuries of Ottoman Turkish and Sephardic
cross-cultural exchange, complements and competes with American, Israeli, and Ashkenazi
musics, thereby broadening and complicating this once insular community’s religious musical
practices and the feelings of Jewishness and Turkishness that they evoke.
Within the past decade, a growing number of individuals in Istanbul’s largely secular
Jewish population have chosen to become more religious. As they attempt to reconcile their
place within the Jewish community, the Turkish nation, and the diverse global Jewish diaspora,
religious music-making has become a key site in the process of religious renewal. Musical
practices in the synagogue, home, and wider Jewish community are pivotal, expressive tools with
which religious Turkish Jews shape contemporary, multi-layered, and ambivalent Jewish
identities while engaging their community in an increasingly transnational religious and musical
soundscape. Entangled social and spiritual identities emerge in the context of religious musicmaking, during which musical conventions of the makam tradition are simultaneously
reinforced, stretched, transgressed, and abandoned by ḥazzanim, rabbis, and lay people alike.
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These processes of musical modification reveal the tensions and contradictions between loyalty
to tradition and the freedom and fear of being liberated from it.

Scholarly Approaches
Contributions
In this study, I analyze ongoing transformations in the sacred musical repertoires
practiced by ḥazzanim (synagogue cantors) and their synagogue congregations in Istanbul’s
contemporary Jewish community. I combine ethnography, musical analysis, and history in order
to investigate three central and intertwining topics. First, I trace the ways in which the
community practices its makam-based sacred musical traditions today with a specific focus on
Shabbat (Sabbath) services. Next, I examine the contested status and dwindling knowledge base
of these practices and how their current condition emerges from and responds to decades of
religious institutional life under secular governance. Lastly, I discuss new directions in the
musical performance of Jewish liturgy and ritual in Turkey, including the growing popularity of
the Ḥabad Hasidic repertoire. I show how these contemporary trends are part of a resurgence of
religious activity among a segment of Istanbul’s Jewish community. I frame the aspirations and
anxieties motivating my interlocutors as articulations of an emergent conceptualization of
contemporary Jewish life, a shared ideal whose delineations in terms of religiosity and social
cohesion are often fluid and imprecise.
This work builds on a growing body of ethnomusicological work about current and
enduring religious minority communities in former Ottoman lands (Jackson 2013, Jarjour 2018,
Lind 2012, Seroussi 1989, 2006) while engaging the literature on diasporic Jewish communities
coming from the Middle East and West Asia (Kligman 2009, Rapport 2014, Shelemay 1998,
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Thomas 2014). It adds critical new data about the transformations occurring in Jewish sacred
music of Istanbul, contributing to the body of work on Jewish music in Turkey. By connecting
elements of makam theory with the embodied practices of makam-singing in synagogue, my
work also converses with the study of Ottoman musical performance more generally (Feldman
1996, Gill 2017).
With this dissertation, I contribute to multiple scholarly conversations within and beyond
ethnomusicology. In particular, my work adds to the ethnomusicological inquiry into how
communities and individuals practice religion and ritual under secular governance (Engelhardt
2015, Engelhardt and Bohlman 2016). I analyze ways that decades living within a system of
political secularism have complicated the spiritual practices and expressive cultures of
communities which are undergoing a religious revival. Importantly, this study broadens
discussions of secularism (in Turkey and beyond) and religious resurgence in ethnomusicology,
Middle Eastern studies, and other disciplines with its specific focus on perspectives of Jews and
Judaism. It adds to studies that foreground Jewish voices as necessary to theories of secularism,
secularization, and the globalization of religion (Joskowicz and Katz 2015). Lastly, my work
theorizes music as a means by which religious communities reconcile their traditions with
emerging and trending religious paradigms and practices. I add to recent trends in Jewish studies,
which aim to enrich the scope of research into the Jewish experience, using a multiplicity of
perspectives and data—textual, visual, aural, ritual, and spatial, among others (Boustan,
Kosansky and Rustow 2011). By foregrounding music and performance, I hope to further
develop our understanding of the vibrant role of musical expression in the interplay of continuity
and change in religious and everyday life.
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Secularism in Turkey as a Challenge to Jewish Tradition
A central argument of this study is that clergy and laypeople alike negotiate their
religious identities as Turkish Jews in the musical choices they make. I examine these
transformations in the music of ritual as responses to decades of experiencing Jewish religious
life under the authority of the secular Turkish state. A study of a religious community living
under secular governance is a study of the secular state itself and the ways in which it
participates in or imposes limits upon the spiritual lives of its citizens. Mustafa Kemal Atatürk
founded the Republicof Turkey in 1923 and advanced a vision of secularism based on the French
model of laïcité, or laiklik in Turkish. Soner Cagaptay distinguishes between the laïcité of France
and the secularism of the United States as a difference of freedom from versus freedom of
religion.
While the United States is secular, providing freedom of religion in education and
politics, many European societies are laïque, providing freedom from religion in
education and politics…The bottom-line difference between US-style secularism
and laïcité is that the former is neutral toward religion whereas the latter—which
Atatürk’s Turkey firmly embraced—seeks to control it, and relegate it to the
private sphere. (Cagaptay 2017:223-225)
The Turkish state exercised considerable control over religious affairs as part of its distinct
version of laïcité. Initial and immediate religious reforms included abolishing the caliphate as
well as madrasas (schools of Islamic instruction) and Sufi lodges. Atatürk banned the fez and
turban, replacing them with the western hat, and actively discouraged women from wearing veils
and headscarves. The government established a new agency in 1924 called the Directorate of
Religious Affairs (Diyanet İşleri Başkanlığı) or Diyanet. “Attached to the Office of the Prime
Minister, the Diyanet was given the responsibility to carry out activities related to Islamic belief,
the principles of worship and morality, religious education of the public, and management of
places of worship” (Ulutaş 2010:389).
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In his groundbreaking study of secularism, Talal Asad considers how the secular has been
politically constructed both in the West and Middle East. He pays particular attention to the ways
in which the secular state imposes itself on religious lives and bodies. Religion must either
operate solely in private or, if it enters the public realm, be forbidden to intrude on people’s lives.
In either case such religion is seen by secularism to take the form it should
properly have. Each is equally the condition of its legitimacy. But this
requirement is made difficult for those who wish to reform life given the ambition
of the secular state itself. Because the modern nation-state seeks to regulate all
aspects of individual life—even the most intimate such as birth and death—no
one, whether religions or otherwise, can avoid encountering its ambitious powers.
It’s not only that the state intervenes directly in the social body for purposes of
reform; it’s that all social activity requires the consent of the law, and therefore of
the nation-state. The way social spaces are defined, ordered, and regulated makes
them all equally “political.” (Asad 2003:1999)
Saba Mahmood further articulates the challenge of political secularism for religious liberty. Like
Asad, she argues that states maintain a particular narrative of political and ethnic identity
intimately bound to the dominant religion. She cites
the fundamental centrality of Christian norms, values, and sensibilities . . . to
European conceptions of what it means to be secular. Prejudice against European
Muslims today (and European and non-European Jews of the past) is constitutive
of, and emanates from, this self-understanding of Europe as essentially Christian
and simultaneously secular in its cultural and political ethos. (Mahmood 2016:8)
For Asad, Europe’s language of tolerance toward Muslims is itself a form of division. He
explains that the idea or narrative of Europe is a story of a civilization shared by those with a
particular ancestry and religious affiliation (Christianity). Citing various academic texts on
European history, Asad argues that “‘European history’ is the narration of an identity many still
derive from ‘European (or Western) civilization’—a narrative that seeks to represent
homogeneous space and linear time” (Asad:167). European leaders often draw a distinction
between residents who are of Europe rather than in Europe. Those that are in Europe, often of
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Muslim descent, exist outside the grand narrative of European identity and, for this reason,
require understanding and tolerance. Asad uses the case of Bosnian Muslims as an example:
Bosnian Muslims may be in Europe but are not of it—and it is precisely for this
reason that they should be accorded toleration. Even though they may not have
migrated to Europe from Asia . . . and even though they may have adjusted to
secular political institutions . . . they cannot claim a Europeannness—as the
inhabitants of Christian Europe can. It is precisely because Muslims are external
to the essence of Europe that “coexistence” can be envisaged between “us” and
“them.” (Asad:165)
The Jews of Europe have historically endured a similar status as a religious population
whose practices and lifeways are seen as contrary to European values. Ari Joskowicz and Ethan
B. Katz highlight Max Weber’s lecture “On Science as a Vocation” as an example of how the
German sociologist framed the question of Jewish belonging and European identity. In
recounting Weber’s views, Joskowicz and Katz state that he “illustrates the persistent symbolism
of Judaism as a primitive and non-productive religion,” and, after two millenia, the Jews “remain
entombed in their own enchantment and tied to an ancient set of beliefs out of step with science
and reason. He thus implies that both their passivity and otherworldly religiosity constitute the
very source of the suffering and persecution they have experienced over the centuries”
(Joskowicz and Katz 2015:3). As a result, Jews have been regarded as out of step with European
citizenship and its legacy.
Secular Middle Eastern states such as Egypt and Turkey emphasize Islam as their
intrinsic religious identity. Mahmood argues that such distinctions “violate the norm of secular
neutrality,” deepening inequalities and hierarchies between different faiths and intensifying
sectarian unrest (Mahmood:7). In the case of Turkey and the political reforms that followed the
establishment of the Republic, early nationalist ideologues were divided about whether to
characterize Turkishness in terms of religion or ethnicity. Turkey’s leadership ultimately favored
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ethnicity. At the same time, Atatürk left open the possibility that non-Muslims could strengthen
their position as Turkish citizens through assimilation (Cagaptay 2004).
According to the Turkish government, all Muslims living within the borders of Turkey
are Turks, whether or not they wish to accept that label. Peter Andrews’s sweeping treatise on
the range and organization of ethnic groups in the Republicof Turkey (Andrews 1989) offers a
counternarrative of ethnic identity formation to the religion-based narrative of the Turkish state.
He proposes a range of individual and combined emic associations that strengthen and sustain
self-differentiation. These include language, religion, tribal organization, territory, characteristic
occupations, a common sense of exile, and material culture, including music. Despite the
multiplicity of ways in which ethno-religious groups in Turkey may identify themselves, the
early Turkish government’s need to establish national unity through Turkish identity compelled
it to efface these differences. Yael Navaro explains that the newly formed country’s ideologues
enforced the link between Muslim identity and Turkishness as an essential step toward creating a
feeling of “imagined community” (Anderson 1991) among its ethnically diverse population.
“The early nationalists hoped that the Muslim heirs of the Empire, diverse as they were, would
become assimilated as ‘Turkish’” (Navaro 2002:65). Meanwhile, “Muslim-born populations who
might have wished to claim minority status and rights such as the Kurds, could not do so without
serious consequences (e.g. war). As Muslims, they were officially designated and categorized as
Turks” (Navaro:49).
What of Turkey’s non-Muslim populations? Prior to the establishment of the Turkish
Republic, the Ottoman government accepted diverse religious communities within the Empire,
often referring to them as taifes or cemaats, both meaning “group” or “community.” As Yi
illustrates in her study of guilds in seventeenth-century Istanbul, such designations were not
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always limited to religious groups alone but included professional groups and places of
residence, too. The millet system established independent courts of law for the Empire’s
confessional communities, giving Jews, Greek Orthodox Christians, and Armenian Orthodox
Christians reasonable autonomy over the internal affairs and disputes within their communities.
Sharkey makes an important point that the millet “was an administrative interface of a religious
community and not the community itself” (Sharkey 2017:82). In fact, in the case of Jews, there
were multiple communities who based their divisions on countries of origin as well as religious
rites (to be discussed in the historical section of this chapter). Amnon Cohen writes that
although the distinctions were obvious in everyday life and in communal
organization, the Jews were treated as an undivided community. This situation
appears to have been acceptable to both sides: the rulers did not find the
differences among the Jews as profound and fundamental as those dividing the
various Christian sects, while the Jews, who were strict in upholding the
differences among themselves, preferred to present a united front when dealing
with the authorities. (Cohen 1984:7)
A decade after Turkey’s War of Liberation, the majority of the former Ottoman Empire’s
considerable Armenian and Greek populations no longer existed as a result of “several
xenophobic events and policies targeted at non-Muslims” (Navaro:65). Jews, Istanbul Greeks,
and the country’s remaining Armenians were given the official designation of minority (formerly
ekalliyet, later gayrimüslimler and azınlık) after the Treaty of Lausanne in 1923. This treaty, and
those signed at the Versailles Peace Conference of 1919, provided for the protection of specific
cultural groups by the successor states of the Ottoman Empire, Austro-Hungarian Empire, and
Prussian Kingdom. Jennifer Jackson Preece explains that, according to the League of Nations,
one had to have “an objective association with a particular geographic region and its history” to
be considered a national minority (Jackson Preece 1998:15). At the same time, in the words of
one representative of the League of Nations, a national minority would also have “a culture of its
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own [and] cannot be confused with the majority of other subjects because of the difference of
race, language, or religion” (Jackson Preece:15)
Mahmood makes a significant and eloquent point about an underlying problem with the
concept of national minority.
On the one hand, it signifies the membership of a minority group in a national
polity; on the other hand, the minority group also represents an incipient threat to
national unity, by virtue of its differences from the majority. This threat is
intrinsic to the ideology of nationalism because the modern concept of nationhood
regards linguistic, ethnic, and cultural characteristics as a legitimate basis for
people’s claims to self-determination and independent statehood. (Mahmood:5253)
The newly formed Turkish government met this perceived threat head-on, aiming to unify its
ethnically, linguistically, and religiously diverse peoples through a process of Türkleştirme or
Turkification. The legitimacy of a person’s status as a Turkish citizen would be based upon his
or her commitment to the mission of Turkification. Türkleştirme was a totalizing process of
cultural and political transformation required of all who inhabited the country, according to a
particularly confining understanding of Turkish ethnicity. Çağlar Keyder describes this
phenomenon as modernization-from-above, a project driven by elites, exerting state power and
private interests upon the people, who could not effectively challenge the will of the state.
Rather, “the masses in Turkey generally remained passive recipients of the nationalist message
propounded by the elites” (Keyder 1997:43).
Cagaptay (2006) argues that the Kemalism of the 1930s “increasingly favored ethnicity
as a marker of Turkishness,” yet the government instituted various projects that might allow
ethnic and religious minorities to pursue Turkification willingly. None was more effective than
the “Citizen, Speak Turkish!” campaign that demanded non-Turkish-speaking populations to
learn Turkish and use it as their primary language of communication. Cagaptay asserts that the
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purpose of “Citizen, Speak Turkish!” was not to further alienate these groups but to bring them
deeper into the nationalist fold through massive pressure by the state along with average people
on the street.
As Marcy Brink-Danan argues in her study of Turkish Jewish life in the early 2000s, the
Jewish community continually faces a paradox in which they benefit from the full rights and
opportunities of Turkish citizenship, while constantly facing scrutiny and doubt about their
patriotism and legitimacy as Turks from fellow citizens, the press, and the government (BrinkDanan 2012). In the past ninety-four years of the Turkish Republic's existence, the Jewish
community has demonstrated careful and committed allegiance to the aims and demands of
Turkish nationalism. Jewish children are given identifiably Turkish first names. They learn
Turkish as their first language at home, achieving the perfect accents that their Ladino-speaking
grandparents lacked. As Turkish citizens, Jews have demonstrated extraordinary upward
mobility, obtaining higher degrees, living in a diversity of middle-class and affluent
neighborhoods, and achieving great success in a variety of lucrative professions. The great
majority of the population embraces the state's formative ideology of secularism and rarely
participates in Jewish spiritual activities. Despite these efforts, Muslim Turks often regard
Turkish Jews as long-term guests rather than as legitimately Turkish. In Navaro’s words:
At certain points in the history of Republican Turkey, Jews have attempted to
identify themselves as Turks. At present certain Jews do identify themselves as
Turkish (Türk), claiming the category of Turkishness as a secular category of
citizenship. But most Muslim-born Turks do not really accept Jews as such.
(Navaro: 211)
According to Rifat Bali, the early Turkish government expected the country’s Jews to
become a “model minority,” serving as an example of good citizenship to the Armenian and
Istanbul Greek populations. The regime saw the Jewish population as an ideal test case and
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symbol of successful Turkification in large part because, unlike the Greek and Armenian
communities, it had “no bitter memories that would either prevent or slow such a process” (Bali
2013:115). Based on this assumption, the government subjected its Jewish population to intense
assimilationist pressures, with an especially clear expectation that they commit themselves to
speaking Turkish exclusively. Bali describes Turkification as a crisis of identity for Jews in
Turkey:
For Turkey’s Jews, the “question of Turkification” was a profoundly difficult
question of identity: more than simply a slow assimilation, it represented the
transformation of their understanding of themselves and their relationship to the
power structure: from ‘Jew’ to ‘Turk’, from dhimmi, or protected minority, to
citizen. But . . . the primary obstacle to this assimilation was not so much the
unwillingness of the Jewish population to change their habits and customs
(however slowly), but the unwillingness of Turkish society to accept them as fullfledged Turkish citizens and members of society. (Bali:129)
Therefore, there is a fundamental tension between how Turkish society and government see the
country’s Jewish population and how Jews in Turkey see themselves. The Jews in Istanbul with
whom I conducted fieldwork did not refer to themselves as azınlık or gayrimüslimler. All
identified as Turkish citizens but also as Turkish Jews, who were part of a unified religious
community within Turkey.
Jews have been called Musevi in Turkey for many years, referring to Moses, the prophet
and leader of the Israelites, who is also considered a prophet and messenger of Islam. The name
Yahudi, closer to the Hebrew word Yehudi (Jew) was used less frequently in the past. However,
it has become more common. The current official Turkish-language name of the community is
Türk Yahudi Toplumu. Toplum also means community, but, unlike words with Arabic roots such
as taife or cemaat, it is newer and of Turkic origin. The community’s Hebrew name is HaKehilah
HaYehudit B’Turkiya, The Jewish Community in Turkey. Such linguistic nuances and
adjustments merit analysis beyond the scope of this discussion.
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Suffice it to say that the Jews of Turkey officially identify themselves as a community.
Individually, self-identifications can vary. Most of my interlocutors expressed no discomfort
with minority as an identifier for themselves, knowing that their community of a few thousand
Jews was a tiny fraction of Turkey’s total population of nearly eighty million people. As Turkey
approaches it centennial, Jews continue to face challenges as citizens of Turkey.
Consequences of the Jewish community’s commitment to Turkification include a steady
decline in synagogue attendance along with interfaith marriages between Jews and Muslim
Turks. Jewish religious practices, institutions, prayer services, and musical repertoire stand in
contrast to the daily experience of a mostly secular Jewish population. The demands and limits
imposed upon the community's ability to express its religiosity by the constricting early social
policies of the modern Turkish Republiccontinue to have repercussions in spiritual, social, and
musical interactions today. Bonds of physical proximity (historic Jewish neighborhoods),
distinctive language (Ladino), uniformity of religious practice and commitment, and enduring
traditional artistic endeavors like music have been in a continuous decline since the formation of
the Turkish Republic.
In this study, I analyze the work that music does to counter this decline: preserving local
heritage, building community, and reviving religious commitment among a particular population
of Istanbul’s Jews. I argue that Turkish Jews are faced with limited choices about what can
endure and what must be let go. It is in this state of limitation, of unavoidable losses and
potential futures, that my interlocutors devise, present, and debate strategies of survival. They are
experiencing a period of uncertainty, transition, and ambivalent action that highlights efforts of
preservation, experimentation, and abandonment.
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The survival of traditional Jewish religious practice in Istanbul today faces challenges on
two fronts. The first is the reality of the disinterested secular Jewish majority and its inevitable
dilution and waning population. The second and more provocative element is how the small
population of active synagogue-attending community members attempts to breathe new life into
Jewish experience in Istanbul. The pervasiveness of the internet and opportunities to connect
with Jewish music, thought, and people beyond Turkey have had profound effects on how some
Jews in Istanbul think about religion and religious practice. Greater knowledge of Jewish life in
Israel and the United States, where Jews feel less threatened by surrounding populations and
state attitudes, compels Turkish Jews to reconsider their futures in Istanbul. They wonder
whether the religious lives they want to lead can truly be possible in Turkey, and that if they stay,
they will be forever stranded in limbo, practicing Judaism in ways that do not reflect their
contemporary religious identities. During my fieldwork, one young friend who was well on the
path toward becoming religiously observant was already spending weeks at a time in Israel,
studying at a yeshiva (a Jewish seminary) in Jerusalem. Each time he returned to Istanbul he felt
as if he were being pulled back toward a way of life that he struggled to sustain. He told me,
“When I finally make aliyah1, Joe, there won’t be any back and forth. When I go, it is
forever…I’m just not ready to go yet” (personal communication, 2014). All of these feelings
point to a state of uncertain transition that is being expressed within a variety of spheres of
Turkish Jewish life. Religious music-making is one of those spheres.
Ambivalence
The question that ethnomusicologists of contemporary religion might ask is two-fold:
what are the long-term consequences of state-driven secularism on the musical practices of
1

Jewish immigration to Israel
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religious groups? With the current global rise of religiosity, how do such populations reconcile
their vanishing traditions with emerging and trending religious paradigms and practices? I argue
that creative adaptations and ambivalent action define this period of extraordinary global
circulation of bodies, ideas, and institutions. The contemporary period of Turkish Jewish
experience in Istanbul that I am studying is one of acute uncertainty and community
fragmentation. I apply the concept of ambivalence as a meaningful theoretical framework in
which to situate this study of religious music. David Berliner defends the value of
anthropological inquiry into expressions of contradiction, asking "what if one adopts an
individual-centered and phenomenological perspective on contradictions? How might we
describe them from an anthropological point of view?” (Berliner 2016:1) He calls on
anthropologists
to bring back ambivalent statements, contradictory attitudes, incompatible values,
and emotional internal clashes as research objects. It is also essential to outline a
typology of different contradictions as well as to explore the cognitive, emotional,
and social processes through which they are rendered possible in human lives. In
particular, it is worth investigating how actors themselves live with and justify
their contradictory thoughts and behaviors. (Berliner 2016:5-6)
Close attention to statements, incidents, and performances of ambivalence and contradiction can
illuminate the myriad ways that individuals cope with situations of rupture, uncertainty, and
transition. In a response to Berliner's call, Deana Jovanović describes the value of ambivalence
as a theoretical approach during her fieldwork in a Serbian copper-processing town, arguing that
ambivalence in my research helped me to understand the ways in which my
interlocutors dealt with and stood toward myriad ambiguities (situations) and
contradictions (embedded in a wider social arrangement and on an individual
level). Hence, it enabled me to understand that while hope entailed a more
optimistic disposition toward the future (being hopeful), people’s ambivalence
referred to a more doubtful disposition, or rather to an attitude toward the future
consisting of both a positive (optimistic) outlook and a negative (pessimistic) one.
Many of my interlocutors were expecting both good and bad, they saw themselves
as good and bad, and they were feeling “in between.” (Jovanović 2016:3)
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Ambivalence is a particular response to precariousness in times of uncertainty. Acts of
ambivalence articulate an internal struggle. For my interlocutors, this struggle is manifold. It
might be between adhering to their local Jewish traditions and trying out alternative ways of
practicing their faith. It may also articulate a sense of urgency about the future of Turkey's
Jewish community as a whole and the challenges it faces: withstanding the vicissitudes of
assimilation, interfaith marriage, and steady emigration. Turkish Jews must also cope with being
a vulnerable religious minority in an era of rising authoritarianism and public intolerance toward
Jews and the state of Israel. Brink-Danan utilizes W.E.B. Du Bois's theory of "double
consciousness" to articulate the ambiguous private and public dualities of the Turkish Jewish
experience (2012). She describes the inherent tensions felt by a transnational and cosmopolitan
religious minority, which the surrounding majority population both tolerates and discriminates
against as a perceived non-Turkish “other.” I argue that for Istanbul’s religious Jews, living
within a predominantly secular community, there can be additional feelings of ambiguity and
displacement. As a consequence, certain Orthodox Sephardic Turkish Jews find value and
meaning in alternative forms of Jewish practice.
Currently, religious families are deciding whether they can maintain the kind of
comprehensive spiritual life they desire or if aliyah is a better option for them. Their status as a
minority within a minority—practicing religious Jews in a mostly secular community—
contributes to feelings of alienation and the desire to belong to more homogenously observant
Jewish communities. Such varied ambivalences may not necessarily be expressed explicitly in
conversation and interviews, though they often are.
Ambivalence can also occur in the context of performance. My analysis demonstrates
how ḥazzanim, rabbis, and congregants engaging in spiritual life express ambivalence regularly
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in the context and programming of synagogue musical prayer, singing at the table during
Shabbat meals, studying Torah and Talmud in small groups, and using multiple languages in
nuanced and subtle ways in the course of conversation. Turkish Jews articulate ambivalence in
parody, debate, nostalgic longing, and enthusiastic experimentation.
Charles Taylor argues that conflict, indeterminacy, and ambiguity are the marks of
contemporary relationships with faith and that secularism is unable to explain the continuity of
belief in the modern age. He writes that despite the established opposite extremes of traditional
religiosity and secular modernity, the majority of people occupy a space in between (Taylor
2007). Further, secularism has been unable to either eclipse religion or to lastingly relegate it to
private spheres. José Casinova argues that
we are witnessing the ‘deprivatization’ of religion . . . Religious traditions
throughout the world are refusing to accept the marginal and privatized role which
theories of modernity as well as theories of secularization had reserved for them.
(Casanova 1994)
This idea is particularly cogent when thinking about the rise of Islamism in Turkey in the 1990s.
A watershed moment for Islamism came in 1994, when the Islamist Welfare Party swept the
municipal elections across the country (Navaro:22). Istanbul’s newly appointed mayor Recep
Tayyip Erdoğan would go on to become the head of the conservative Justice and Development
Party (AKP), founded in 2001. Promoting itself as a Western-oriented conservative democratic
party, AKP has remained in power since 2002 with Erdoğan at the helm.
Scholars who study the anthropology of religion address the multiplicity of ways in
which the sacred has remained a potent and unstoppable force of contemporary life in an era
marked by the unprecedented interconnectivity that globalization has brought about. In a world
of interlocking economies, travel, mass migration, and digital media among other factors,
religions transcend the boundaries of nation-state, ethnicity, customs, and language.
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Monotheistic faiths woven into the fabric of tribal religions, the rise of religious fundamentalism,
and the appearance of innumerable new and "alternative" spiritualities reveal the myriad unique
trajectories, settings, and social frameworks that define the transformation of religion in the
contemporary world. At the same time, although contemporary secularism has not spelled the
death of religion, in certain cases, for specific populations such as Turkey's Jews, it certainly has
dealt a significant and lasting blow. Despite a revival of interest in and devotion to Jewish
religious life in Istanbul, the consequences and limitations imposed by the secular legacy in
Turkey cannot be ignored.
It is significant that "ambivalence" is a term frequently applied to discussions of the past,
present, and future condition of Jews living in diaspora with regard both to intra-Jewish
communal affairs and to relations with non-Jewish populations. Studies of Jewish ambivalence
in diaspora often reveal concerns that thriving—even just existing—as Jews in a non-Jewish
world may inspire resentment and anti-Jewish hatred (Gitelman 2001). The plethora of Jewish
religious and social movements that continue to divide themselves into further fragmented
groups reveals a contradictory Jewish identity at odds with itself and with what Jews and nonJews expect it to be.
To be Jewish in Istanbul today is to be entangled in a multitude of nuanced ambivalent
positions and feelings, the effects of long-standing periods of precarity. It is this particularly
Jewish experience of precarity that I wish to address. Although Jews define themselves and
operate according to the age in which they live, certain tenets of Jewish philosophy and practice
have been sustained over centuries. Despite the ruptures and calamities that have often
transpired, the core principles, texts, and practices remain, even while communal traditions and
customs specific to a time and place evolve or disappear.
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The Entanglements of Jewish Memory and the Collective Experience of Forgetting
The Hebrew imperative, zakhor, “Remember,” is a charge that recurs frequently
throughout Hebrew scripture. In his penetrating book, Zakhor: Jewish History and Jewish
Memory, Yosef Yerushalmi ponders the seemingly eternal Jewish struggle and preoccupation
with these two poles of psychological experience. "Only in Israel and nowhere else is the
injunction to remember felt as a religious imperative to an entire people” (Yerushalmi 1996:9).
Throughout the five books of the Torah and subsequent biblical texts, there is a repeated clarion
call to remember key milestones in the origin story of the Jewish people and not to forget the role
that God has played in all of them. These texts demonstrate an awareness that human memory is
fickle, and it is through Jewish ritual, from daily and weekly prayer services to the yearly Jewish
calendar of holidays, that Jews are instructed to remember. Yet, as Yerushalmi points out, up
until the early nineteenth century, the commandment to remember rarely translated into a
concern or curiosity about the recent past. Tracing the history of Jewish historical writing
beginning with the rabbis of the first century, he reveals that Jewish thinkers had a relative
disinterest and even discomfort with writing down histories of post-Biblical pasts that were seen
as inconsequential and irrelevant in comparison to the Biblical histories and subsequent
accompanying interpretations (Talmud) that had to be regularly studied and internalized. It was
not until the nineteenth century, a period for many young Jews of rapid assimilation and
distancing from ritual life, that new Jewish historians adopted the tools of the Western European
academy to research Jewish history. One purpose was to combat anti-Semitic dismissals in the
academy that Jewish history was irrelevant since the advent of Christianity. Equally important
was a desire to provide assimilated Jews with a critical awareness of their pasts that ritual could
no longer fulfill.
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The conflicts and tensions of an entangled Jewish memory often center upon whether to
perpetuate longstanding, but perhaps unsustainable local traditions in the face of new
opportunities and ideas that might challenge and further weaken them. Judaism's global
evolution is defined by stretches of tenuous stability and the steady establishment of traditions
often unique to a region or locality, followed by gradual or sudden ruptures that unsettle those
traditions. Wars, regime changes, genocides, expulsions, economic upheavals, new religious
leaders, and competing spiritual movements interrupt a community's sense of permanency, both
physically and existentially. Periods of transition and argument occur in which multiple streams
within a community, exploring and negotiating different ways of thinking about how to live and
pray as Jews, strain together with those wishing for things to remain the way they are. A fear of
loss and of forgetting what is being lost accompanies dislocation, crisis, and the new frontiers of
what Judaism and Jewish life might look like.
Traditions in crisis and the varied ways in which different societies attempt to resolve the
past with the demands of the future are some of the fundamental experiences of contemporary
life. Globalization, the rise of new technologies, violent conflicts, and shifting perceptions of
citizenship and national belonging are forces of the modern age, propelling once relatively stable
groups into states of uncertainty. Religious and ethnic minorities are in particularly imperiled
positions. Vulnerable to the will and power of the dominant religious and political forces that
surround them, they experience intervals of cultural, spiritual, and physical dislocation and
transition. Their lives and lifeways are often in states of social and spiritual anxiety. For Jewish
communities, this vulnerability signifies the essence of Judaism. The tragedy of being uprooted
and the triumph of spiritual survival in spite of shattered families, communities, and entire
populations frame the yearly calendar of commemorative holy days and rituals. Judaism's
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survival demands the collective memorializing and retelling of the accumulation of milestones,
disastrous or jubilant, throughout its history. Historically, Jewish survival has also meant the
necessity of understanding and adjusting to one's surroundings, embracing some new practices,
and modifying or abandoning older ones.
Resourceful responses or "creative adaptations" of communal and spiritual endurance to
political and social circumstances are a mark of contemporary identities that are continually
evolving and redefining themselves. The idea of creative adaptation, as described by Gaonkar
is not simply a matter of adjusting the form or recoding the practice to soften the
impact of modernity; rather, it points to the manifold ways in which a people
question the present. It is the site where a people “make” themselves modern, as
opposed to being “made” modern by alien and impersonal forces, and where they
give themselves an identity and a destiny. (Gaonkar 1999:16)
My dissertation describes the contemporary Turkish Jewish community's experience of
negotiating the remnants of its deep-rooted sacred musical traditions as a means toward
strengthening the religious connections and commitments of its people. In the process, they are
coming to terms with malleable feelings of nationality and belonging. The changing musical,
spiritual, and social desires of Turkish Jews leave an indelible mark on these feelings. The varied
examples I describe in this dissertation are by no means representative of a unified project with
specific targeted approaches, goals, and outcomes. Rather, they are far more individualized and
often articulated implicitly in contexts of ritual, celebration, gatherings between friends and
family, community learning, and conversation. However, taken together and observed with
regularity over extended periods of research, these moments reveal a sector of the community
that is in transition, forging new frameworks of belonging in Istanbul, Israel, and beyond.
Ḥazzanim, rabbis, and congregants alike utilize a new range of musical and religious sources. At
the same time, they try to reconcile the musical memory of their community with its changing
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circumstances. A challenge for my interlocutors is the act of remembering itself and how to
perform and program the music of worship when so much has been forgotten.
My research often centers on the collective experience of forgetting. For example, during
paraliturgical singing sessions in Istanbul synagogues, participants sometimes cannot recall how
the melody, sung from memory, lines up with the Hebrew words. A limited and declining
knowledge of makam on the part of congregants means that musical aesthetics that were once
central to the proper execution and enjoyment of a service have a diminished spiritual meaning.
In this study, I focus on how memory in decline works against the survival of tradition while
allowing for possibilities of artistic and spiritual innovation.
I follow Svetlana Boym’s distinction between national memory and collective memory in
my own understanding of memory as expressed across the global Jewish diaspora versus
memory within the more narrowly defined group of Turkish Jews. Boym states, “National
memory tends to make a single teleological plot out of shared everyday recollections. The gaps
and discontinuities are mended through a coherent and inspiring tale of recovered identity”
(Boym 2001:53). Similarly, the Jewish people, Am Yisrael, embrace a shared story of struggle,
dislocation and ultimate redemption, further amplified after the founding of the State of Israel.
On the other hand, collective memories are “the common landmarks of everyday life…shared
social frameworks of individual recollections…individual reminiscences that could suggest
multiple narratives” (Boym:53). Collective memory—and its obverse, collective forgetting—are
the affirmations or negations of a community’s distinctiveness and changing local circumstances.
Music can sustain connections to local pasts while also opening new vistas of musical
and spiritual possibility for the future. One unfortunate mark of contemporary Turkish Jewish
ritual life is the dual decline of collective Jewish knowledge in general and the forgetting of
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historic local musical practices. The roots of these losses are explained in the community’s
complicated history of the past almost one hundred years. Many Turkish Jews argue that the
decline of local Jewish and musical knowledge has been part of a larger erosion and neglect of
Jewish practice in modern Turkey. The strains imposed by Kemalism, the ideology advocated by
the Republic’s founding leader, Mustafa Kemal Atatürk, advocated secularism and suppressed
non-Muslim religious minorities as foreign, even after centuries of coexistence.

Istanbul’s Jews: An Historical Overview
Sephardim of Istanbul
Istanbul's Jewish community, now numbering approximately sixteen thousand, is one of
the last remaining Jewish communities in the Middle East outside of Israel. Today’s population
is mostly of Sephardic origin: Jews whose ancestors were expelled from the Iberian Peninsula in
1492 and fled to the lands of the Ottoman Empire, where they were welcomed. However, four
percent of the city’s Jews are of Ashkenazi origin. The social, political, and musical trajectories
of Sephardim, Ashkenazim, and other local Jewish populations reveal a complex and
intertwining history of coexistence under Ottoman rule and as citizens of modern Turkey.
Following the conquest of Byzantine Constantinople in 1453 by the Ottoman Turks,
Sultan Mehmed II organized non-Muslim religious groups in the Empire—Jews, Greek
Orthodox Christians, and Armenian Orthodox Christians—into reasonably autonomous, selfgoverning religious communities. The spiritual leader of each religious group in the Empire
functioned as intermediaries between their communities and the state. Barkey and Gavrilis
(2015) note that Ottoman authorities respected the administrative differences between the three
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religious communities and allowed them to structure their communities in various ways.
Ottoman Jews
were the most geographically dispersed, and coalesced around many smaller
communities strewn throughout the Empire, with a combination of religious and
lay leaders at the helm acting as intermediaries between the state and their people.
(Barkey and Gavrilis 2015:26)
Consolidating Ottoman Jews into a single administrative unit proved difficult in the early
centuries of the Ottoman Empire. This was due to the fact that a diversity of Jewish groups, both
autochthonous and migrating, were living alongside one another. Some of these populations
included Romaniots, Karaites, and Ashkenazim.
Between the conquest of Istanbul in 1453 and the arrival of the first Sephardim from the
Iberian Peninsula in the 1490s, enormous demographic shifts occurred among Jews of the
Empire. The Ottoman state resettled longtime Jewish residents of the new capital city, including
a large population of Karaite Jews, in different neighborhoods, while forcibly relocating Jews
from Asia Minor and Ottoman lands in the Balkans to Istanbul as sürgün (“those who were
exiled”) to revitalize the economy (Rozen 2010). Rozen describes the majority of Jewish sürgün
as being Romaniot, Greek-speaking Jews who had settled in Byzantine lands centuries earlier.
The Ottoman government designated particular neighborhoods where new arrivals as well as
autochthonous residents of the city were allowed to reside. In a strategic effort to “Turkicize”
certain neighborhoods that previously had been devoid of a Muslim presence, the state relocated
Jewish populations to alternative areas. According to Rozen, these were the circumstances in
Galata. Once a Karaite enclave, the Ottomans transferred the entire Jewish population to
Eminönü shortly after the conquest (Rozen:56).
Exiled Romaniots from Anatolia and the Balkans established communities in Eminönü
and other designated neighborhoods along the Golden Horn. The restricted mobility of the
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sürgün—generally, the state forbade them to leave the city—was in contrast to the circumstances
of the Iberian Jews that began arriving in the late fifteenth century. As kendi gelen—“those who
came of their own free will”— the Iberian Sephardic Jews had greater freedom in choosing
neighborhoods in which to settle (Heyd 1953). In addition to merging with existing Jewish
enclaves, Sephardim formed new communities in areas such as Kuzguncuk, Ortaköy, and
Arnavutköy.
Because of a diversity of Jewish communities coexisting in lands all over the Ottoman
Empire, no centralized Jewish authority emerged until the nineteenth century. In the early
Ottoman period, Romaniots, Jews from Iraq, Aleppo, and Cairo, Sephardim from the Iberian
Peninsula, and Ashkenazim from western, central, and northern Europe all lived as distinct and
autonomous communities in various Ottoman cities. They organized themselves into kehilot
(communities or congregations), relatively autonomous social frameworks based around a
particular synagogue. These kehilot established a sense of unity based on origin, spoken
languages, and customs.
Jews often named their kehilot after the cities and towns they came from. For example,
Romaniot Jews from Ohrid, Macedonia, founded the Ahrida Synagogue in Istanbul’s Balat
quarter in the early fifteenth century. Sephardic Jews from the town of Hiambouli, Bulgaria—
renamed Yanbolu under the Ottomans in the fourteenth century—built Yanbol Sinagogu, another
kahal in Balat, in the fifteenth century. An oligarchic Jewish leadership ran the inner workings of
these kehilot, providing critical community services such as a bet din (Jewish court of law),
kosher food, support for the poor, a cemetery, and communication with Ottoman and Jewish
authorities (Ben-Naeh 2005).
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Figure 1.2: Yanbol Synagogue sanctuary

Figure 1.3: Yanbol Synagogue, painted ceiling
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The Sephardic Jews that settled in Istanbul and other Ottoman territories carried with them a rich
Judeo-Spanish linguistic, musical, literary, and culinary legacy, which they preserved for many
centuries under Ottoman Turkish rule (Alharizi 2003, Altabé 1993, 1996, Benardete 1982,
Benbassa and Rodrigue 2000, Gerber 1994). Rozen’s analysis of Ottoman demographic surveys
over a period of two centuries depict shifts in population size and influence between the
Romaniots and Sephardim. These surveys demonstrate that, by the late seventeenth century, not
only were the Sephardic Jews in the majority, but the blending of the two communities had
reached a point where “it became impossible to tell which members of a congregation defined as
Romaniot were actually Romaniots, and which members of a congregation defined as Sephardi
were actually Sephardi” (Rozen:54). Over time, Romaniots became assimilated into the larger
Sephardic community.
The expulsion of Sephardic Jews from the Iberian Peninsula was a catastrophic rupture in
their lives. Settling as refugees in Ottoman lands, Sephardic Jews embraced Turkish cultural
practices as their own (Yahalom 1995), particularly in the areas of apparel, lodging, and music.
The Jews of the Sephardic diaspora shaped their burgeoning local way of life in large part
according to their surroundings, although they retained important features of Iberian Jewish
culture as well. Ladino (Judeo-Spanish) continued as the main language of communication
among Sephardim in Turkey. The Sephardic rite, the order in which prayers should be recited on
weekdays and on Shabbat remained much the same. However, almost all of the vocal genres
associated with the synagogue liturgy were adapted to the rules of makam, the elaborate system
of melodic modes, patterns, and methods for composition and performance of Ottoman court
music (Seroussi 1989, 2011, Jackson 2013). Sephardim, adapting to new lives under Ottoman
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rule, constructed identities that were multifarious and fluid, responding to the realities, needs,
and opportunities of the age.
The primary sources on Ottoman Jewish life and music from the sixteenth through
nineteenth centuries consist of Hebrew rabbinic literature (responsa, exegesis, ethical texts, and
sermons), folk literature, and a limited number of collections of Hebrew texts set to pre-existing
or newly composed Ottoman melodies. Rabbinic literature from as early as the sixteenth century
reveals a disagreement among the Jewish leadership about utilizing Ottoman musical and poetic
traditions to express Jewish religious devotion. Despite frequent, written admonitions against the
crossing of such boundaries, Jews quickly became immersed in Ottoman culture at all levels of
society, including court music. Many Jewish musicians such as Tanburi Isak (1745-1814) and
Mısırlı İbrahim Efendi (1879-1948) achieved fame as composers and instrumental virtuosos who
performed frequently for the Ottoman sultans (Feldman 1990, Jackson 2011).
Jews, like Greeks and Armenians, occupied the position of dhimmi (protected subjects),
in Ottoman society. The category of dhimmi can be traced back to the earliest days of Islam.
Muslims referred to Jews and Christians as “ahl al-dhimma or dhimmis, meaning ‘people of the
pact’…Yet, although Islamic states tolerated Jewish and Christian dhimmis, they prescribed for
them a subordinate social status and imposed restrictions in law and policy” (Sharkey:27). One
aspect of their lower social rank was a special tax called the jizya, which all Christians and Jews
needed to pay. Non-Muslims were also forbidden from wearing certain clothing styles as well as
specific colors reserved only for Muslims. Such clothing laws were inconsistently enforced.
The Tanzimat or “reorganization” era began in 1839 with aim of modernizing key aspects
of the Ottoman state in order to catch up with the economic, military, and social progressions of
Western Europe. Even before the Tanzimat reforms of 1839 and 1856, Sultan Mahmud II passed
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an extraordinary measure regarding headgear, abolishing the turban and replacing it with the fez.
In its many styles and colors, the turban was an easily distinguishable mark of social class and
religious identity. Many Jews and Christians accepted the new fez with alacrity, relieved finally
to avoid discrimination while walking in the street.
The 1839 Rose Chamber Edict brought about a centralized system of taxation, and, most
significantly, the guarantee of the rule of law for all subjects. According to Sharkey, the 1839
edict “seemed to address a new kind of Ottoman: someone who would belong to the Empire not
through coercion or religious allegiance, but through membership, choice, and participation”
(Sharkey:136). The 1856 reform, the Hatt-I Hümayun, tacitly abandoned dhimmis as a social
category in Ottoman society. Over time, Ottoman authorities abolished the jizya tax, instead
requiring non-Muslims to pay for exemptions from military service in the Ottoman army.
Sharkey notes that
The Ottoman state after 1856 continued to recognize non-Muslims as
members of millets, that is, religious communities endowed with corporate
identities resting on the cultural life of their places of worship and associated
institutions (such as church-run schools). (Sharkey:136)
Under Sultan Abdülmecid I’s Nationality Law of 1869, the Ottoman state awarded full Ottoman
citizenship to all subjects of the Empire, irrespective of religious or ethnic background. Jews
embraced their community’s new social position with gusto, becoming what the Ottoman state
referred to “en sadık millet” (“the most loyal community”), supporting the sultan and rejecting
secessionist nationalism pursued by the Greek and Armenian communities (Cohen 2014, Naar
2016). Jewish leadership sought to project an image of steadfast loyalty to the state in all areas
including synagogue worship.
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In her recent monograph on Jewish citizenship in the Ottoman Empire of the late
nineteenth century, Julia Phillips Cohen recounts a prayer service at the Ahrida Synagogue in
1877 after Russia declared war on the Ottoman state:
Even more striking than the impressive cast of characters attending the prayer
service was the presence of two enormous Ottoman flags on either side of the
Torah ark . . . Whether these symbols had entered the Jewish house of worship
specifically for the occasion or were already part of the its permanent décor, their
presence…suggests that the distinction between being a Jew in the synagogue and
an Ottoman on the street had already begun to blur. (Cohen 2014:34)
In his sermon, the acting Chief Rabbi of the period, Moshe Halevi, drew on the biblical story of
the Exodus, presenting Russia as a modern-day Egypt or Spain, and he reinforced what would
become a familiar Jewish narrative of the Ottoman Empire as “savior” to the Jewish people.
Reasonably positive Jewish-Muslim relations continued after the ascension of
Abdülhamid II to the throne in 1876, even as he ruthlessly put down Armenian revolts in eastern
Anatolia and heavily promoted a pan-Islamic identity for the Empire. An intensely paranoid
man, prone to micromanaging every aspect of his rule, Abdülhamid dissolved the Empire’s
newly formed Parliament only two years after its establishment. In 1908 a secret group of army
officers, exasperated by Abdülhamid’s thirty-year reign and fearing for the survival of the
Empire, staged a successful military coup, demanding the restoration of the parliament.
Originally labeled the “Committee of Union and Progress,” their followers called them the
Young Turks.
The Young Turk Revolution was championed initially, particularly for reinstating the
Ottoman Constitution of 1876 and instituting multi-party politics in the Ottoman parliament.
However, the movement’s leadership retained and even exacerbated social and political
inequalities as it began advocating a Turkish rather than Ottoman nationalism, which alienated
Christians and Jews as well as Arabs, Kurds, and other groups. Its policies kindled rebellions all
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over the Empire, fueling resentment and further violence toward various populations
(Sharkey:284-287).
Despite their best efforts, Jews of the late nineteenth century struggled within a political
landscape that began shifting increasingly toward exclusionary understandings of Ottoman
citizenship that were framed in terms of Islamic and Turkic identities. In particular, the fact that
Jews continued to speak languages other than Turkish was held up as proof of their foreign
status. In the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, Sephardim spoke Ladino and
eventually French as a result of the Alliance Israélite Universelle, an elaborate system of Jewish
schools established throughout the lands of Islam in the mid-nineteenth century (Rodrigue 1990:
1993).
Alliance schools, rooted in the ideals of the Haskalah movement, or Jewish
Enlightenment, provided a broad Western European and Jewish education for Eastern Jews.
Rodrigue’s important studies of the Alliance Israélite Universelle in Turkey describe the impact
of a Western European education and French language on Ottoman Jews in the nineteenth
century, a time when the Empire was in deep political and cultural upheaval. Rodrigue argues
that the Alliance’s project of Europeanizing Ottoman Jews must be examined in contrast to the
concomitant period of westernization occurring in the Empire, beginning in the mid-nineteenth
century. He writes that
it was the mass education system developed by the Alliance which gave the
process of Westernization a definite direction toward a French-Judeo biculturalism. Unlike West European Jewry “modernization” for Turkish Jewry did
not lead to the adoption of the culture and language of the surrounding society but
resulted in an increased orientation toward a distant civilization. Largely as a
consequence of the work of the Alliance, French culture, not the Turkish one,
became the culture of reference of an increasingly polyglot Turkish Jewish
community. (Rodrigue:120)
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The Alliance, “convinced of the superiority of European culture and civilization,” could not
survive the period of intense Turkish nationalism that followed the transition from Empire to
Turkish Republic (Rodrigue 2003).
Ashkenazim of Istanbul
The first significant wave of Ashkenazi Jewish migration into Anatolia began in 1324,
the year that Orhan, son of Osman, the founding sultan of the Ottoman dynasty, captured the city
of Bursa from the Byzantines. Ashkenazi Jews, suffering religious discrimination in Western
Europe, began arriving in Bursa shortly after its conquest. As Orhan's son, Sultan Süleyman
Pasha, brought Gallipoli (1354), Ankara (1360) and Adrianople (1363) within the Ottoman
domain, more Ashkenazim began to arrive in droves. Süleyman Pasha sought to reinvigorate the
economy of his new capital, Adrianople, now Edirne, by populating it with southeast European
Jews and Ashkenazim from Hungary, Italy, France, Poland, Russia, and southern Germany.
Edirne quickly became the largest Jewish community in all of Europe (Barnai 2002, Goffmann
2002, Shaw 1991, Ben-Naeh 2008).
Ashkenazim, hailing from various parts of Europe, differed from their other coreligionists in their strict observance of dietary laws and religious ritual. Their rigid approach to
observance eventually left them at odds with the more cosmopolitan Sephardim, whom they
looked down upon for assimilating and adjusting approaches to ritual according to surrounding
circumstances. Although the Sephardic majority gradually assumed religious and cultural
dominance, unifying the various kehilot in cities such as Istanbul, Edirne, Izmir, and Selânik
(now Thessaloniki, Greece), Ashkenazi Jews remained relatively autonomous in their religious
and community affairs. However, at various points in the community’s history, Ottoman
Ashkenazim acknowledged the authority of the Sephardic Grand Rabbi.
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In the mid-nineteenth century, a significant number of Ashkenazi refugees, escaping
pogroms in Russia, religious persecution in Germany, and post-Crimean War instability arrived
in Istanbul. Larger numbers of Ashkenazim in the Ottoman capital further amplified conflicts
with the Sephardic majority over sheḥitah (ritual slaughter), kashrut (dietary laws), butchers, and
the general interpretation of Jewish law. Furthermore, Ashkenazim overwhelmingly spoke
Yiddish and had little desire to learn Ladino. By the late nineteenth century, the increasing
prosperity and success in trade and commerce enjoyed by Jews of German origin further pushed
the community away from the centralized authority of the Sephardic Chief Rabbinate, or
hahambaşılığı (Rodrigue 1990, Schild, Grosman, and Frayman, 2000). By the second half of the
nineteenth century, the overwhelming majority of Istanbul's Ashkenazim were living in Galata, a
highly cosmopolitan and diverse neighborhood on the northern shore of the Golden Horn. After a
fire in 1866 destroyed the house where Ashkenazi Jews had been praying since the early 1830s,
wealthy Ashkenazim of Austrian origin constructed the "Österreichischer Tempel" (Austrian
Synagogue) on Yüksek Kaldırım Caddesi in Galata. With financial assistance from sympathetic
Austrian Jewish donors abroad, construction began on a new and more permanent Ashkenazi
house of worship at the same site in 1900. The well-known Italian architect, G.J. Cornaro,
headed the project. The final cost of building the grand structure was sixty thousand francs
(Güleryüz 2008).
The synagogue, renamed The Yüksek Kaldırım Sinagogu, and now called the Aşkenazi
Sinagogu (Ashkenazi Synagogue), is an exquisite three-story structure with two balconies
wrapping around the entire perimeter of the second and third stories. The synagogue is
beautifully maintained to this day and retains much of its original detail. A high domed ceiling
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painted in royal blue and illuminated with impressed gold stars rises above the ebony bima,2 the
raised platform at front of the synagogue
Figure 1.4: View of the Ashkenazi Synagogue from Yüksekkaldırım Caddesi, Galata

On the bima is a desk for reading Torah as well as the aron kodesh, the ark where the
synagogue's Torah scrolls are stored. The ark itself is ebony and dark mahogany, with detailed
carvings capped by two large onion-shaped wooden domes. The synagogue can hold up to fourhundred worshippers. For its official dedication on Monday, September 17, 1900, the Sephardic
hahambaşı, Moshe Levi, the Austro-Hungarian ambassador, Baron de Calice, and the newly
2

The podium or platform from which the Torah is read.
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appointed rabbi of the Ashkenazi community, David Marcus, were in attendance. The ḥazzan
who officiated the ceremony was R. Vladovski. Unfortunately, beyond the occasional fleeting
mention of his name as a famous Ashkenazi tenor who was based in Istanbul through the 1920s,
I was unable to locate additional details of his life and work (Schild 2000, Güleryüz 2008).
Figure 1.5: Ashkenazi Synagogue sanctuary

Following the retirement or death of Ashkenazi ḥazzan R. Vladovski in the mid-twentieth
century, the Ashkenazi community hired a young and up-and-coming Ukrainian ḥazzan, Gershon
Shaposhnik, to be its chief cantor. Sadly, there is scant information about Ḥazzan Shaposhnik's
more than forty years serving as the ḥazzan in the Ashkenazi Synagogue. Older Turkish Jews
remember his magnificent tenor voice, recalling that Sephardim and Ashkenazim alike would
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visit his shul to listen to him chant prayers on Shabbat. According to Schild, even priests from
the Greek Orthodox churches would come to listen to him chant the Kol Nidre service on the eve
of the Yom Kippur holiday (Schild 2016, personal communication). Shaposhnik was also a
prolific composer of Jewish liturgical music that was published in Istanbul and marketed
throughout the Jewish world. He continued to serve as ḥazzan to the Ashkenazi community until
his retirement. He died in Istanbul in 1972.
Figure 1.6: Ashkenazi Synagogue ceiling and dome

Istanbul Sephardim and Ashkenazim: Coexisting as Two Distinct Jewish Diasporas
In his foreword to H. J. Zimmels’s Ashkenazim and Sephardim: Their Relations,
Differences and Problems as Reflected in the Rabbinical Responsa (1958), Great Britain’s Chief
Rabbi at the time, Israel Brodie, wrote of the two largest Jewish diaspora populations as
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interdependent communities. He argued that a sense of unified peoplehood endures, regardless of
their myriad cultural differences and unique approaches to Jewish practice:
In spite of the differences between Sephardim and Ashkenazim in the liturgy,
minhagim, intellectual interests, pronunciation of Hebrew . . . essentially these
differences are but variations of the same common Judaism expressed in identical
basic terms. Ashkenazim and Sephardim are mutually indebted to the scholarly
contributions of the great names of both communities. The differences have not
been really divisive. They have not prevented fruitful interdependence particularly
in the field of Torah, nor weakened the overall consciousness of being members
of one people. (Brodie 1958: foreword, vii)
Chief Rabbi Brodie’s brief, optimistic assessment of Sephardi-Ashkenazi relations belies certain
historical realities of the complicated dynamics between the two populations, particularly when
living side by side. The Ashkenazim and Sephardim of Istanbul share a history of coexistence,
spanning more than five hundred years. Until the dissolution of the Ottoman Empire, however,
frictions erupted for a variety of reasons. Divergent interpretations of halakha, rabbinic
leadership vying for cultural and political influence, Ashkenazi desire for autonomy within a
predominantly Sephardic population, and differing positions toward Zionism are just a few
examples of intracommunal antagonism.
In the years prior to World War One and leading up to the collapse of the Ottoman
Empire in 1922, different approaches to the burgeoning Zionist movement all over Europe were
further cause for Sephardi-Ashkenazi acrimony. The earliest attempts to establish Zionist
organizations in Istanbul began in 1908, the same year as the Young Turk Revolution. The
central political aim of The Young Turks was to transform the absolute monarchy of the
Ottoman sultan into a constitutional government (Zürcher 2014). The success of this revolution
inspired minority religious populations inside the Empire to push for reform within their own
communities.
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Ashkenazim of Istanbul became increasingly active participants in the Zionist cause
(Rodrigue 1990). Many Sephardim, on the other hand, upheld the opinions of the powerful
Alliance Israelite Universelle (AIU), which rejected the mission of Zionism as contrary to its
own. Whereas the AIU endeavored to fully integrate Jews into the citizenry of the countries in
which they lived, Zionists championed the establishment of a Jewish national ancestral homeland
in Palestine. The Alliance further saw the Zionist aim of building a Jewish state in Palestine, land
still under Ottoman control at the time, as threatening to the security of the Empire's Jewish
subjects (Rodrigue 1990).
A growing rift developed between Ashkenazi leadership and the AIU. The chief rabbi of
Turkey, Haim Nahum (1872-1960), himself a product of an Alliance education, sided with the
AIU, ultimately compelling Ashkenazim to push for further self-governance in all religious and
communal affairs. According to Sara Abrevaya Stein,
By 1912, the Sephardi-Ashkenazi divide had become so rife that the president of
the Ashkenazi community, Henri Resiner, and the community's head rabbi, David
Marcus, advocated that Constantinople's Ashkenazim be fused under one
communal authority, placing them outside of the influence of the (Sephardi and
Alliancist) Chief Rabbi, Haim Nahum. (Stein 2003:262)
Naim Güleryüz, a local Istanbul Jewish historian and the director of the Jewish Museum of
Turkey, writes that under a new agreement signed on January 26, 1912, "all the Ashkenazi
congregations would unite under a single board or hakhgaha that would be attached to the Chief
Rabbinate from a religious and administrative point of view” (Güleryüz 2008:156). The
Ashkenazi community living in Istanbul today continues to operate in this fashion, although
years of intermarriage between local Sephardi and Ashkenazi Jews have made many of these
distinctions largely official or ceremonial. One policy that exists to this day is the right of all
Ashkenazi Jews to be married in the Ashkenazi Synagogue on Yüksek Kaldırım Caddesi in
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Galata or at the Neve Shalom Synagogue a short distance away. Sephardim, on the other hand,
may only marry at Neve Shalom (Rabbi Mendy Chitrik 2016, personal communication).
I do not wish to suggest that positive relations did not exist, but rather to draw attention
to the fact that the Jewish community was heterogeneous, with social, spiritual, and political
entanglements bringing people together and pulling them apart at various points in history.
Zimmel indicates that the mutual study and interpretation of Sephardic and Ashkenazic rabbinic
commentaries, in fact, acted as a unifying force throughout the Jewish communities of Europe,
North Africa, and the Mediterranean at various historical moments, particularly in the late
nineteenth century. Sephardic and Ashkenazi rabbis did indeed take each other’s commentaries
into account when making religious judgements.
Marriage between Sephardim and Ashkenazim, once a rarity and a source of mutual
communal condemnation, became commonplace in countries such as England (Zimmels:74-75).
I have been unable to locate statistical information on Sephardi-Ashkenazi marriage for the two
communities in Istanbul during the declining years of the Ottoman Empire. However, such
marriages have certainly been a common feature of Jewish life in Turkey during the twentieth
and twenty-first centuries. They are a corollary of continuously declining total numbers of Jews
in Turkey and a tiny local Ashkenazi population that now makes up less than four percent of the
total Jewish population (Robert Schild, interview, 2015). Local Jews attribute the decline of the
Ashkenazi community to emigration and intermarriage with the larger Sephardic population. In
much the same way, throughout the last several decades, Jews of Sephardic extraction whose
family roots are traceable to the Iberian Peninsula have married Anatolian Jews from Gaziantep,
Antakya, Urfa, and other cities in the south and southeastern portion of the country. Those non-
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Sephardi, eastern Jewish populations are far smaller and long ago left their regions of origin,
either for Istanbul (and, to a lesser degree, İzmir) or for Israel.
For the most part, all of these minorities within the Jewish population—Ashkenazim and
eastern Jews—have been subsumed within the dominant Sephardi cultural milieu of Istanbul.
Some culinary and musical distinctions survive and are demonstrated in private Jewish family
gatherings for Shabbat and holidays. I had the good fortune to attend one Passover seder at the
home of a friend whose family origins were in Gaziantep and Urfa, both cities in the southeast of
Turkey near the Syrian border. His wife’s Sephardic family hailed from İzmir, boasting an array
of traditional recipes that her mother asserted were quite distinct from the Jewish dishes of
Istanbul.
The sumptuous seder meal drew on both eastern Jewish and Sephardic cuisine, and the
diversity of foods on the table was a source of pride for our hosts. Additional guests included
my former Istanbul roommate, Yossi, and his mother, both hailing from the Jewish community
of Antakya (Antioch) in Southeastern Turkey, which numbers less than twenty-seven. Yossi, as
the youngest member of that community and the last boy to have a bar-mitzvah there, moved to
Istanbul for high school and university, as well as to have a richer Jewish social life with people
his own age. Yossi’s mother, originally from Syria, moved to Antakya to marry his father and
brought her own set of Syrian Jewish traditions into the family. A singer and lover of music, that
evening she shared a Syrian-Jewish rendition of “Eḥad Mi Yodea?,” a traditional cumulative
song sung at the conclusion of the Passover seder. She taught the lively version to us in Arabic
and Hebrew, thereby adding to an evening replete with Jewish diversity.
This kind of religious eclecticism is born of traditions thrust together, by marriage, of
course, but first by the vicissitudes of political and economic unrest and social isolation in
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Turkey’s southeast, which necessitated relocation to friendlier and more stable environments like
Istanbul. The Ashkenazim and Sephardim of Istanbul, while officially existing within two
distinct and autonomous Jewish communities, have also needed to combine forces—
economically and personally—to strengthen Jewish life among their declining populations. An
intact Ashkenazi liturgical practice that is unique to Istanbul no longer exists. The last remaining
Ashkenazi cantor, Dovid Goldner, is in his late nineties and has not served as a ḥazzan for the
community’s Ashkenazi population in decades. The Ashkenazi Synagogue in Galata employs a
Sephardic ḥazzan, Aaron Edili, who conducts the service in a Sephardic style for a tiny
assemblage of mostly Sephardic elderly men. Meanwhile, a range of Ashkenazi-owned
properties and lands have been utilized for critical community endeavors, including the Jewish
private day school in Ulus.
Despite the importance that remaining local Ashkenazim have played in the financial and
cultural affairs of the Jewish community in Turkey, a coherent, Istanbul-based sacred musical
tradition among Ashkenazim has not survived. What does exist is the music for Jewish wedding
ceremonies in Istanbul, composed by an Ashkenazi Jew, that continues to be used for every
wedding, Sephardi or Ashkenazi, at Neve Shalom (Istanbul, multiple personal communications,
2015). Other potential Ashkenazi fragments are a couple of Shabbat melodies, described in the
second chapter, that are strikingly different musically from the rest of the decidedly Sephardic
musical content of the Shabbat service.
Jewish Life and its Challenges in Modern Turkey
The collapse of the Ottoman Empire in 1920 and the founding of the Republicof Turkey
in 1922 brought renewed challenges to all Jews living Turkey. In particular, an aggressive, statesponsored Turkish nationalism asserted a very narrow view of what it meant to be a Turk and a
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loyal citizen of the Turkish Republic. Jews who did speak some Turkish spoke with a Spanish
accent. As a result, Jews and other religious minorities were perceived as foreigners despite their
local presence for centuries. Pogroms instigated by the government in the early 1940s against
Jews, Greeks, and Armenians of Istanbul and cities in northwestern Turkey had a devastating
impact, as did the discriminatory wealth tax imposed mostly on religious minorities (Bali 2005,
2012a, 2012b, 2013).
Another pivotal moment came in 1948 with the founding of the state of Israel. Jews in
Turkey who were alive during this period argue that while Israel’s independence was a joyous
milestone in Jewish history, it played a significant part in the erosion of active Jewish communal
life in Turkey. Thousands of religiously observant Jews chose to leave Turkey to make aliyah.
Most of the community’s rabbis followed their congregants to new communities in Israeli cities
of Ashdod, Bat Yam, and Yehud. Nearly emptied of all rabbinic leadership as well as a
significant portion of its religious population, Istanbul’s community suffered a dearth of Jewish
educational guidance. One intrepid figure who rose to prominence during this period was the
teacher Nessim Behar, a dominating and revered figure among Turkish Jews who trained a new
generation of rabbis, cantors, and young Turkish Jews. Nessim Behar’s story will be discussed in
greater detail later in Chapter Two.
An equally significant set of policies of the new Turkish Republicthat would have lasting
repercussions on Turkish Jewish religious practice were the staunchly secular and anti-Ottoman
policies of Kemalism, the founding ideology of the Turkish state. Many Jews began to
disassociate from public expressions of religiosity, and synagogue attendance in particular, as a
means to conform to the secularist principles of the government and to successfully blend into
modern Turkish society by assuming Turkish identity (Brink-Danan 2010). This was in direct
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opposition to life under Ottoman rule, in which public expressions of faith by religious
minorities were looked upon positively by the Islamic leadership (though conversion to Islam
was always welcomed) (Ben-Naeh 2008). Jewish rituals and liturgical practices were also deeply
entangled with Ottoman musical and aesthetic forms, which, in the new Republic, were
perceived as backward and anti-Western by ideologues of Turkish nationalism such as Ziya
Gökalp (Feldman 1990, Tekelioğlu 1996, 2001). I would argue that this was yet another reason
why many Jews distanced themselves from ritual life.
Morvan suggests that the general migration of the community from predominantly Jewish
neighborhoods with multiple synagogues to newer ones without any was a key factor in the
general decline of religiosity among Turkish Jews (Morvan 2011). In her study on tolerance and
national identity in Istanbul, Mills focuses on Kuzguncuk, a formerly multi-ethnic neighborhood
of Jews, Armenians, and Greeks, emptied of its religious minorities in the mid-twentieth century
as a result of policies of Turkism (Mills 2010). Mills examines the selective and ambiguous ways
in which current residents and the Turkish state remember Kuzguncuk as a model of Turkish
cosmopolitanism and religious tolerance. Finally, the machine gun attack on the Neve Shalom
Synagogue in 1986, the bombings of Neve Shalom and the Şişli Synagogue in 2003, and
subsequent extreme security measures implemented in all Jewish community buildings have
created further reasons for people to stay away from synagogues and assume a policy of selfprotective isolation. Turkish Jews today are extremely careful to keep their religiosity invisible in
public life. Religious men, for example, wear baseball or felt caps outdoors, not wanting to be
identified as Jews by their kippot, traditional Jewish head coverings. In the early weeks of my
own preliminary research trips, I would forget to take the kippah off upon leaving synagogue and
would often be pulled back into the building by protective and thoughtful individuals concerned
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for my safety. For the majority of Istanbul's Jews, the synagogue has become a rarely visited
place, mostly to commemorate the anniversary of a family member's death or to celebrate a bar
mitzvah, circumcision, or wedding.
In the last ten years, however, a growing and highly influential circle of newly religious
Sephardic Jews, along with a dedicated clergy of rabbis and ḥazzanim, have been attempting to
bring members of the community back to synagogue and to a more immersive Jewish life. There
has been an increasing visibility of religion in the Jewish community and what I would argue is
an ongoing process of institutional and spiritual reinvestment. Local clergy and newly religious
community members encourage non-religious Jews to become more actively involved in
synagogue activities while emphasizing the importance of following the laws and customs of
Judaism, halakha, in a true and precise way—what anthropologist Lara Deeb calls “religious
authentication” (Deeb 2006). Many look toward more global understandings of Orthodox Jewish
practice, showing a new openness and a shift from an historically insular local Jewish identity to
a more transnational one. At the same time, many members of the Jewish community and
ḥazzanim express concern for the survival of unique Turkish Jewish traditions that could
strengthen the tiny and dwindling community's collective sense of local identity. These changes
are occurring during a period in which Turkey's current government is relaxing established laws
against public religious expression. However, it is too early to tell whether transformations at the
national level are directly related to movements toward greater religious observance in the
Jewish community.
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Methodologies
Scope of Fieldwork
This study is based on twenty-two months of ethnographic field research in Istanbul. A
series of shorter stays in 2012 and 2013 culminated with a year of research between June 2014
and May 2015, funded by The American Research Institute in Turkey, and a final summer trip in
2016. I centered my fieldwork on the synagogue communities of Bet İsrael in Şişli, Etz Ahayim
in Ortaköy, and Istanbul’s Ḥabad House. Their reasonable proximity to one another on the
European side of Istanbul made it possible for me to invest the necessary research time in each of
them. Shorter distances between field sites were particularly important on Shabbat, when
prohibitions against traveling by car or public transportation demanded walking from one place
to another. These three sites also provided an array of complementary musical practices and
perspectives. At the Şişli synagogue I could observe and study with David Sevi and other
ḥazzanim on the staff, some of the foremost cantorial voices in the city. The traditionalism of the
Şişli synagogue service enabled me to gain a stronger understanding of the music and
longstanding performance practices.
The ḥazzanim of the synagogue in Ortaköy brought contrasting repertoire and
performance styles to my project. Beyond musical considerations, these two congregations were
distinct from one another in personality, and my interlocutors from both offered a variety of
perspectives on music, belief, and the direction of religious life in Turkey. Similarly, Rabbi
Mendy Chitrik of Ḥabad brought a different and compelling voice to my research. My plan to
highlight the activities of Ḥabad emerged from regular participation in Shabbat lunches at Rabbi
Mendy’s home on Saturday afternoons following morning services.
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In the early weeks of fieldwork, I attempted to broaden my research to include additional
synagogue congregations, particularly on the Asian side of Istanbul (Caddebostan, Kuzguncuk,
and Haydarpaşa) and in certain historic European neighborhoods such as Galata, Sirkeci, and
Balat. Despite forming valued relationships with ḥazzanim and congregants in these
communities, it became clear that I would need to limit my number of research sites this time
and not overwhelm the scope of the project. Therefore, this study could not be a comprehensive
description of the musical approaches, religious practices, and spiritual ideologies of the entire
Jewish community of Istanbul.
Although every open synagogue in Istanbul remains under the official authority of the
city’s Chief Rabbinate, each one operates according to its own unique circumstances. The
leadership of each synagogue attempts to satisfy the particular needs of the people who worship
there. In this way, clergy and congregants of each synagogue create their own little community.
Despite an important, shared sense of ethnic and religious identity among the entire Jewish
population of Istanbul, these synagogues, as well as youth clubs and other Jewish social circles,
are where relationships and unique practices are formed among a distinct group of people, often
praying with each other every week, if not every day. Although I spent time in many other
Istanbul synagogues, my more limited exposure precludes me from attempting to offer
thoughtful analysis of the ways in which they experience ritual. Where appropriate, I include the
voices and perspectives of other ḥazzanim and Jewish musicians throughout Istanbul.
My Jewish identity and strong Jewish religious and cultural education enabled me to
enter relatively quickly into everyday religious life in Istanbul. I participated fully in synagogue
services, sitting in the front row among a number of key interlocutors. I was able to sit next to
the chief ḥazzan during Saturday afternoon Maftirim singing sessions. As a foreign student living
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alone in Istanbul, people regularly invited me to their homes for Shabbat meals. There was, of
course, a short period early on when some community members were convinced that I worked
for the C.I.A. “What kind of a profession is ethnomusicology? It sounds like a good cover for a
spy!” However, it was not long before people became familiar with my project and
enthusiastically supported it.
There are certain realities that are, perhaps, unique to conducting ethnomusicological
fieldwork in an observant synagogue setting. First and foremost are the laws of Shabbat and
Yamim Noraim, Jewish holy days, that prohibit using electronic equipment, writing, or, more
generally, work of any kind. The ethnographer's trusty field recorder, pen, and notebook need to
be left at home. Meanwhile, Shabbat, the spiritual climax of a week of work and daily prayer, is
when a ḥazzan truly liberates his voice. The singing by ḥazzanim and congregants alike on a
Friday evening or Saturday morning service—and especially on Rosh Hashanah and Yom
Kippur—is at its most inspired, virtuosic and transcendent. Yet, it cannot be recorded. This
situation posed a particular set of challenges. On one hand, it required me to take active listening,
observation, and internalization of the scene around me to another level. At the same time, I did
not wish for that kind of acute, tenacious listening to prevent my engaged participation in the
prayer service. Ultimately, it was the regular, weekly attendance at Shabbat services in the
synagogues of Istanbul (coupled with extensive post-Shabbat written reflections on Saturday
evenings) that allowed me to deepen my awareness of the rituals, the unique voices and singing
styles of individual ḥazzanim, and the lively, diverse interactions between the congregants.
Although recording was forbidden on Shabbat, many of the community's ḥazzanim and
rabbis kindly offered to sit down with me and sing anything I requested on other days of the
week, so that I amassed a large repository of field recordings to assist me with my research.
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Although it would be impossible to replicate the spontaneity and excitement of an actual Shabbat
service, these performances were still exceptionally beautiful. I also had the freedom to make
recordings during weekday prayer services and other Jewish holidays that did not fall under the
laws that prohibit the use of electronic equipment.
Throughout my fieldwork I was a regular participant-observer in daily synagogue prayer,
myriad community concerts and events, home gatherings such as Shabbat lunches and dinners,
and Jewish learning in synagogues, schools, and private homes. Consistent participant
observation was the most important branch of my research design in Istanbul. It enabled me to
build lasting relationships and acquire a thorough knowledge of the ways in which ḥazzanim,
rabbis, and congregants applied music to liturgy and other forms of ritual.
I followed a daily research schedule. On weekday mornings, I alternated between
attending services at the Şişli and Ortaköy synagogues. On Tuesdays, Wednesdays, and
Thursdays I would often return to the Şişli synagogue in the late morning to participate in David
Sevi’s yeshiva (a school of Talmudic learning) for ḥazzanim, shoḥatim (ritual slaughterers), and
other interested community members. Prior to or after the yeshiva, ḥazzanim were often willing
to sit with me for interviews and recording sessions. On most weekday afternoons, I would
attend afternoon and evening tefilot (prayers) at Şişli, although I often traveled to Ortaköy or
other synagogues, including Büyük Çorapçıhan, a tiny and historic synagogue in Eminönü, as
well as Caddebostan on the Asian side.
I also often alternated my Shabbat attendance between Şişli and Ortaköy from week to
week. Occasionally, I passed Shabbatot (plural of Shabbat) elsewhere, including the various
synagogues of Galata (the Italian Synagogue, Neve Shalom, and the Ashkenazi Synagogue), and
the synagogues in Yeniköy, Sirkeci, and Büyükada. Most often, my Shabbat routine began at the
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Şişli synagogue for Friday evening services followed by dinner at someone’s home. On Saturday
mornings, I would walk to the Şişli synagogue for Shaḥarit (the morning service) and then to
Rabbi Mendy’s home in Nişantaşı for a Shabbat lunch. I spent other Shabbat mornings and
afternoons in Ortaköy but usually returned to Şişli for the seudah shlishit (third meal) prior to
Minḥa (afternoon), Arvit (evening), and Havdalah (ceremony marking the end of Shabbat)
services.
I attended Sunday morning services at Şişli, staying afterwards to attend David Sevi’s
Torah lesson. I incorporated a weekly cycle of community learning into my research schedule as
well. In addition to the Sunday lesson and weekday yeshiva, I regularly attended Sevi’s Thursday
evening Torah study held on the fourth floor of the Şişli synagogue. Whenever possible, I
attended bi-weekly evening lessons of visiting Israeli rabbis, which were held in people’s homes.
Over time I interviewed many congregants and clergy of different ages and backgrounds
at the various synagogues. I also interviewed leaders of Jewish cultural institutions and teachers
at the Jewish private school and afterschool religious programs. My interviews and musical
recording sessions with ḥazzanim were often taken in stages. For example, I spoke with David
Sevi a number of times over a three-year period, requesting additional repertoire for him to
chant. By staggering these interviews, I could address new questions about music and religious
practice as they came up during my fieldwork.
Another strength that I could bring to this project was my background as a Turkish and
Middle Eastern musician. I was already relatively familiar with the style of Turkish cantorial
singing and the basic music theory of makam. Over the years I had amassed a large vocal
repertoire of Turkish classical and folk music, which made me a popular guest at Shabbat
lunches and dinners. In order to heighten my understanding of Turkish Jewish liturgical practice,
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I studied the local tradition privately with various ḥazzanim including the chief ḥazzan, David
Sevi. These lessons were invaluable for me to understand key aspects of cantorial practices—the
primacy of the text in synagogue chant, developing one’s own individual style, and learning
important musical repertoire in the Shabbat and weekday services. Part of these studies included
learning the Turkish taamim or cantillation for reading Torah on Shabbat.
As I became more familiar with chanting the Shabbat morning service, my companions at
the Şişli synagogue, particularly the two young ḥazzanim, actively encouraged me to join them
occasionally in the teva.3 These were terrifying, exhausting, yet invigorating opportunities to
experience the art of ḥazzanut in Istanbul from a personal perspective. On a few occasions, the
gabbai4 invited me to chant the Shaḥarit service, nearly forty-five minutes of improvising within
a certain makam.
I also reinforced my understanding of Ottoman Turkish music and makam by singing in
multiple Turkish music ensembles. During my first six months of fieldwork, I participated in an
amateur ensemble that focused on light Turkish classical repertoire. Each week, we rehearsed an
entire fasıl (suite) of music in a single makam at a music atölye (studio) in Istanbul’s Beşiktaş
neighborhood. During my year of field research funded by ARIT, I sang in a meşk5 led by Dr.
Ruhi Ayangil, a virtuoso kanun (plucked Turkish zither) player, musicologist, and composer.
Participants in these weekly music sessions included professional performers of Turkish classical
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The teva, as it is called in Sephardic synagogues, is the space from where all the various clergy, including rabbis,
cantors, and the gabbai, conduct the services.
4
A gabbai is a Jewish beadle, a synagogue official whose main task is to ensure that services run smoothly. The
gabbai’s duties may include calling individuals up to the teva during the Torah service, handling financial matters
for the synagogue, and allocating responsibilities of the service to different ḥazzanim. Niso Bahar is the head gabbai
of the Şişli synagogue who determines which ḥazzanim will lead portions of the tefilot (prayers) that day. When
Marsel and Rifat encouraged me to join them in the teva and lead Shabbat Shaḥarit services in my final months of
fieldwork, they needed to approach Niso abi to obtain permission.
5
A traditional system of transmitting Turkish classical music, centering on the intimate exchange between
a teacher and students. The term often refers to music practice sessions themselves. See Gill 2011, 2018 for a
detailed discussion of meşk.
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music as well as conservatory students. Our focus was religious Sufi repertoire, including a vast
number of ilahis (devotional hymns) and larger works such as the Ayin-I Şerif, compositions
accompanying the Mevlevi Sema ceremony. Eventually I began weekly studies in kanun with
Professor Ayangil. In addition, I audited courses in makam theory at the Türk Musikisi Devlet
Konservatuarı of Istanbul Technical University.
My half-Turkish ethnicity and the story of my parents were both sources of curiosity and
pride for my Jewish interlocutors. My father, born into a secular Muslim family, converted to
Judaism before marrying my mother, an Ashkenazi Jew from Philadelphia. Both are musicians
who led active and rich musical lives in the Middle Eastern music scene of 1970s New York. In
that period, they opened a school for Middle Eastern arts where my mother taught Turkish and
Middle Eastern dance and my father taught a variety of Turkish instruments. They divorced
shortly after I was born, and I was raised entirely by my mother, who continued to instill in me a
deep love of my Turkish heritage. She simultaneously increased her own knowledge of
Sephardic Jewish culture and history, culminating with a National Endowment of the Arts grant
to do research in Istanbul’s Jewish community in 1994. I was twelve at the time and had the
opportunity to accompany her on this trip, my first time in Turkey. Upon our return, my mother
incorporated this research into her work as a composer and music teacher at a Jewish elementary
school outside of Philadelphia. Her fascination with this culture spurred my own and ultimately
led me back to Istanbul for my dissertation research.
I share this story to give some background about my own journey toward choosing this
topic but also because I had to tell it repeatedly to dozens of people during my research period in
Istanbul. The conversations would often proceed as follows:
“The name, Alpar…You are half Turkish? Where is your father
from? Istanbul or Izmir? I know everyone!”
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“My father’s family is from Ankara.”
“Ankara? There are no Jews in Ankara!”
“Actually, he converted to Judaism before my parents
married. He was raised as a secular Muslim.”
“Ah…” (long pause). “Well, what is your mother’s last name?”
Names are important among Istanbul Jews, some of whom can trace their ancestry back more
than five hundred years to Toledo, Cordoba, or Seville. A few individuals claim to have the
original house keys.
While my Turkish side was unusual, people were equally interested in my Jewish family
identity, including my Moldovan great-grandfather who was a rabbi as well as his Sephardic
wife. Early on I felt it was necessary to quell any doubts about my Jewish identity by
emphasizing the strength of my Jewish roots, education, and religious commitment. While this
could be frustrating at times, I understood that questions from people meeting me for the first
time often came from a precarious position as members of a threatened religious minority in an
often-hostile environment. The many people with whom I had close relationships as interlocutors
and as friends understood that my identity was both Jewish and Turkish but different than a
Turkish Jew. However, by the end of my research period, many came to regard me as a member
of the community. It is an honor that humbles me deeply and fills me with gratitude.
Gendered Boundaries in Sacred Music-Making and Religious
My background as an Ashkenazi Jewish man granted me access to what is essentially a
male-centric religious world. Women’s voices are regrettably, but unavoidably, mostly absent
from this dissertation. As in most Orthodox Jewish communities throughout the world,
traditional Turkish Jews perceive women’s roles in ritual life as distinctly separate yet vital and
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complementary to those of men. The main pillars of women’s Jewish responsibility are in
lighting Sabbath candles, nurturing the family according to Jewish values and beliefs, and
maintaining a kosher home. On the other hand, women may not take on roles in ritual associated
with men such as putting on tefillin.6 In Orthodox circles, Jewish women are prohibited from
serving as ḥazzanim and rabbis, nor are women congregants able to take on active roles in the
leading and organizing of religious services. They are forbidden from reading Torah in front of a
mixed gender congregation. This is one of a number of reasons why many Jewish women in
Istanbul, particularly young people, do not attend synagogue regularly (if at all). Younger
community leaders recognize the importance of creating opportunities for women of all ages to
feel welcome and valued in religious spheres. At the Bet İsrael Synagogue in Şişli, one of my
primary field sites, a tiny group of women regularly attend services as well as weekly Torahstudy and other classes in religion. Some classes specifically offered to women in the community
focus on Jewish domestic life and women’s roles according to Orthodox Jewish practice. Others
may be geared toward new or soon-to-be-married couples and serve as a Jewish guide to the first
years of marriage.
All of these courses are particularly of interest to couples and families who are seeking
greater involvement in Jewish life. Each couple has a unique story of what drew them toward
Jewish religious practice. In many cases, it is the man, pushing for the household to become
more observant. Occasionally, women have been the driving forces. Some men are looking for a
deeper sense of Jewish “tradition” both at home and through synagogue prayer. They want to
experience Shabbat meals with their wives and children and keep kosher. While some wives are
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Phylacteries; small black leather boxes containing scrolls printed with key verses of Torah. One is placed on the
upper arm with long straps wrapped in a precise method multiple times around the arm and hand. The other is placed
above the forehead. Jewish law commands men and boys over 13 to “lay” (put on) tefillin every morning for the
Shaḥarit service.
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homemakers, many others have active professional lives outside the home. However, the
homemakers are formidable and independent, at least to my outsider's eyes. Couples seem
willing to accept each other's religious boundaries and limitations. Wives may prepare lavish
Shabbat meals for their families and guests but are not necessarily going to observe at the same
level as their husbands. Some women choose to embrace a totally observant life.
During fieldwork, I observed a variety of arrangements. Some husbands who wished to
walk great distances to and from the synagogue did not expect their wives to do the same. Most
couples agreed to keep a kosher home and follow certain laws of Shabbat. One religious man in
his mid-forties accepted that his children would use electronics and go out with their friends on
Shabbat but took pride in the fact that the whole family participated in candle lighting and
Shabbat meals on Friday evenings and Saturday afternoons. Some of my married young male
friends attended synagogue alone on Shabbat. Their wives joined them occasionally on holidays
and for special ceremonies and events. As an outside observer, it seemed as if the husbands and
wives made these decisions as a couple.
The uncoupled religious person may face additional challenges. During my time in
Istanbul friends of all ages frequently told me how complicated it could be for a single,
religiously observant man to date. “When a girl finds out a guy is religious, she runs the other
way! There is no second date!” (personal communication, 2014). The struggle that religious
Jewish men face as they attempt to date in a tiny, mostly secular community is one reason why
some choose to immigrate to Israel. In Israel they hope to meet other like-minded people, willing
to embrace an observant life.
Beyond religious settings, women play active roles in a variety of local artistic initiatives.
For example, Jewish youth clubs in Istanbul are egalitarian and staunchly secular sites, where
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men and women prepare elaborate dance performances and original musicals, showcasing
Sephardic history and culture. These clubs also provide many opportunities for young Istanbul
Jews, ranging in age from elementary school through the twenties and thirties, to socialize and
perform service projects together. As secular institutions, these youth clubs maintain a certain
distance from specifically religious ones, although collaborations occur from time to time.
A handful of Jewish women are active, concertizing musicians in Istanbul. Janet Esim
and her husband Jak have been performing and recording Sephardic folk music professionally
for decades. Karen Gerşon, a linguist, Ladino scholar, and director of the Ottoman-Turkish
Sephardic Cultural Research Center in Teşvikiye, Istanbul, is also a professional singer of
Sephardic music. She is a member of the ensemble Los Paşaros Sefardíes with local musician
and music teacher, İzzet Bana. Scholars such as Maureen Jackson (2010, 2013) have examined
nuanced, and often un-told, perspectives of Turkish Jewish women on sacred music genres.
These voices are not present in the day-to-day context of Orthodox synagogue music-making in
Istanbul.
During my fieldwork my interlocutors and the musical-spiritual worlds they inhabited
were predominantly male. I do not mean to suggest that women were entirely absent from these
spaces. However, my opportunities to engage women’s voices in synagogue were limited in key
ways. I was restricted by the fundamental gender divisions and religious propriety of traditional
Judaism. Such realities limited the kinds of probing of women’s voices that might be possible in
other areas of ethnomusicological field research. Women and men sit separately in the sanctuary
according to Orthodox Jewish custom. While women were most definitely engaged in the
experience of prayer in Istanbul synagogues, I would not have been able to enter that domain to
observe and talk with them. In particular, Jewish religious law prohibits men from listening to
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women’s singing voices. Moreover, it is forbidden for a man to listen to a woman’s voice while
he prays. As a scholar who is both male and Jewish, I therefore had to direct my music research
to men’s religious domains.

Organization of Dissertation Chapters
This is a study of an evolving sacred musical tradition. I have organized it in ways that
best describe the circumstances of this evolution, moving from historic local customs to new
practices and approaches. Each chapter centers on a particular field site—a synagogue or
religious institution such as Ḥabad—where these different musical activities are taking place.
Although Jewish liturgical and para-liturgical practices are fairly uniform across Istanbul’s
Jewish community, individual synagogues and religious gatherings outside the synagogue
maintain unique approaches to the role of music in prayer.
In Chapter 2, I address musical and religious experience at the large Bet İsrael Synagogue
congregation in Şişli, a neighborhood on Istanbul’s European side, a little over a mile from the
city’s central Taksim Square. I argue that starting from the mid-twentieth century, the Şişli
synagogue became heir to the Ottoman legacy of great synagogue cantors in Istanbul. The
extraordinary Chief Ḥazzan İsak Maçoro sang there until his death in 2004, when Rabbi David
Sevi took on the position. With a team of no fewer than six master ḥazzanim, Şişli is the last
synagogue in Istanbul in which to hear the regular weekly chanting of Maftirim as well as other
makam-based para-liturgical repertories. The heart of this chapter is a discussion of the tenuous
position of makam in synagogue life today. I describe the various ways in which synagoguegoing Jews talk about makam, and the struggle to make it relevant to younger Turkish Jews. I
also introduce David Sevi as a key figure in the preservation and performance of Ottoman Jewish
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liturgy at its finest who also addresses the diverse musical and spiritual priorities of his
congregants in a variety of meaningful ways.
Chapter 3 builds on the topic of the previous chapter by considering ways that a few
contemporary ḥazzanim are attempting to modify some of the archaic qualities of the makambased liturgy to make prayer more palatable and participatory for congregants. I focus in
particular on Ḥazzan İzzet Barokas and the kahal (congregation) of the Etz Ahayim Synagogue
in Ortaköy. His new settings of religious texts bring together a vast, varied, and singable
repertoire of Israeli, Turkish, Ladino, Italian, and other melodies and are wildly popular among
worshippers with limited Jewish knowledge. Familiar music enables them to pray in ways that
the traditional service could not. However, he is not without critics who object to some of his
musical choices. I extend my focus to ḥazzanim elsewhere in Istanbul, including David Sevi, and
their own makam modifications.
Chapter 4 tackles the topic of Ashkenazi Judaism in a predominantly Sephardi religious
community, with a focus on the active presence of the Ḥabad movement in Istanbul. It explores
the central role that Ḥabad emissary, Rabbi Mendy Chitrik, and his family occupy in Istanbul
Jewish life and how Hasidic music and spiritual aesthetics have become a central means of
Jewish expression for a number of the community’s newly religious Jews. My primary site in
this chapter is the home of Rabbi Chitrik and the weekly Shabbat lunches he hosts for the Jewish
community, during which singing plays a significant role. I present Rabbi Chitrik’s incisive
views on contemporary Jewish life in Istanbul and how he sees his role.
In this chapter, I explain how experimentation with non-Sephardi culture, humor, and
spontaneity in music and language cultivates feelings of transnational communal belonging at the
local level. I describe transgressive acts of play as kinds of performative experiments in a way of
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being that are at once deeply foreign yet still Jewish and familiar. Religious Jews of Istanbul toy
with multiple and at times conflicting expressions of their Jewish, ethnic, and national selves.
Through the act of music-making, they struggle with, yet take pleasure in, their myriad
entanglements with Sephardic, Ashkenazi, Turkish, Israeli, American, and Eastern European
ways of being Jewish. Turkish Jews localize transnational soundscapes of music, language, and
prayer. In the process, they perform, challenge, and renew their own Jewish identities.
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Chapter Two:
Makam, Ḥazzanut, and the Persistence of Heritage
I rose from my chair in the short row of pews that flanked the right side of the bimah, the
platform from which prayers are recited, in the Bet İsrael Sinagogu (House of Israel Synagogue)
in Şişli—most often nicknamed the Şişli synagogue or, simply, Şişli. Leaning against the bright
white, plastered wall at the front of the sanctuary, I had an unobstructed view of the podium at
which one of Şişli’s ḥazzanim would recite the kiddush, the prayer over wine that ushers in
Shabbat on Friday evenings. The ḥazzanim typically rotate this most eminent of spiritual and
musical duties from week to week. As the closing prayer and high point of the Arvit service on
Fridays, the kiddush offers the ḥazzan special freedom to stretch his skills as an improviser and
vocal artist. He selects a makam with which he will explore and experiment, sanctifying Shabbat
in stirring and exhilarating renditions.
The kiddush of the chief ḥazzan and head rabbi of the Şişli synagogue, David Sevi—
“Rabbi David”— is the most prized and anticipated among congregants and fellow ḥazzanim
alike. On this particular evening, Rabbi David rose from his corner seat on the bimah and
approached the podium, solemnly taking the kos (cup) of red wine, from the elderly gabbai (a
person who assists in the running of synagogue services). Dressed in the satin white robe and
crown worn by all members of the synagogue clergy on Shabbat, he lifted the kos, closed his
eyes and began to chant.
Vayekhulu hashamim veha’aretz vekhol tzeva’am (God completed the whole universe—
sky, earth, and all their array).
Rabbi David had ushered us into the sonic world of hicaz makamı. He began softly, taking his
time with the words and delicately crafting melismatic phrases on certain syllables. As he
continued to chant the words of the kiddush, he explored the musical possibilities of the makam
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and its neighboring modes. He created an exquisite feeling of tension and release with a musical
texture that was sparing at times and rhythmically dense at others. Briefly turning toward my
fellow congregants, I observed that they were listening as intently as I was. My young friend,
Zeki, another gabbai in the synagogue, stood next to me with his eyes closed. Others in the
sanctuary looked straight ahead, some listening silently and others quietly chanting the words of
the prayer to themselves.
Figure 2.1: Rabbi David Sevi, head rabbi of the Şişli Synagogue and Chief Ḥazzan of the
Istanbul Jewish community

Rabbi David moved from hicaz to rast makamı, touching segah before rising to
muhayyer. He maneuvered deftly into karciğar, one of his favorite transitional makams, before
returning to hicaz again. Choosing the words V'Shabbat kodsh'cha b'ahavah uv'ratzon
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hinchaltanu (In love and favor You have given us Your holy Shabbat as an inheritance) as the
musical climax of the prayer, he leaped up the octave, intoning the words in saba makamı. It was
one last aurally arresting moment before a final cascade downward in which he re-entered hicaz
and concluded the kiddush. Shouts from the congregants of ḥazak u’Barukh! (be strong and be
blessed) and Shabbat Shalom! (a good or peaceful Shabbat) resounded in the sanctuary, and the
service was over.
A friend who normally attended a different service on Friday evenings came to the Şişli
synagogue that night. After the service he invited me to walk with him to his home for dinner.
We began to talk about the service as we tramped through the neighborhood streets of Şişli. My
friend listened quietly as I ruminated on the beauty of Rabbi David’s kiddush and the music of
the service more generally. Gently interrupting me, he offered some sobering reflections of his
own. He asked whether I had noticed how empty the sanctuary felt with only around twenty
congregants present or how few young people and women were in attendance. He agreed that the
beauty of the kiddush and the rich traditional service was unquestionably a vital part of Turkish
Jewish heritage. However, he wondered what about the service and its music could be modified
or replaced to breathe new life into it and attract new and, ideally, younger people to the
synagogue. Arriving at his apartment building, my friend added that he could not predict how an
altered service might sound or what controversies change might bring. “It’s a slippery slope,” he
concluded as we entered his home, receiving warm greetings from his wife and children.
The arguments that I wish to make in this chapter, and in the entire dissertation, revolve
around an overarching premise: that the Turkish Jews with whom I conducted research in
Istanbul are aspiring to lead active, fulfilling, and sustainable Jewish lives during a time when
collective knowledge of the local music tradition is in rapid decline. Their process of becoming
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closer to Judaism has stimulated a desire to assess the facets of Judaism and Jewish practice that
are most meaningful and necessary to them. In this segment of the community, there is a wide
spectrum of religious observance. Many have a fundamental longing to practice Judaism with
intention and awareness. My interlocutors want not only to fulfill the responsibilities of Jewish
law in their daily lives but also to understand the reasoning behind these laws. They wish to learn
the histories and rabbinical explanations behind the customs that, for most of their lives, they
took for granted. Torah study, Talmud, the customs of Shabbat and holidays, Jewish philosophy
and ethics, and ways to maintain a happy Jewish family and household are the topics that inspire
this spiritually motivated slice of Turkish Jewry. Building a sense of spiritual belonging in the
community and commitment to Judaism through learning has become a prime objective for lay
leaders and religious authorities alike. Large classes, private lessons, and small-group tutorials
on a variety of religious topics are held almost daily in the Jewish day school, synagogues, and
private homes throughout Istanbul. They are taught by local rabbis as well as visiting rabbis from
Israel. Wealthy community members occasionally sponsor all-day Jewish-learning events with
multiple guest speakers, sometimes invited from the United States, Canada, and the United
Kingdom. Throughout my fieldwork, Turkish Jewish friends often reminded me that this
phenomenon of eager Jewish learning was something new for the community. “Before, we just
did things without knowing why. Now, for the first time, we have a chance to learn and deepen
our understanding of what Judaism is all about” (Jewish community member, personal
communication, July 2014).
While Turkish Jews and their spiritual leaders ardently pursue Jewish learning and the
mindful observance of halakha, or Jewish law, awareness of the community’s sacred musical
traditions is in decline. As I will describe in the following pages, this marks a steady shift away
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from a period when musical knowledge was prized and prioritized as a crucial part of
experiencing a Turkish synagogue service. The community’s ḥazzanim have retained this
knowledge with varying degrees of musical erudition. However, the aesthetic gulf between them
and their congregants widens with each passing year.
In this chapter, I draw on extensive field research among the congregants and cantors at
the Bet İsrael Sinagogu. I will consider ways in which these ḥazzanim, led by David Sevi
respond to the congregational inclination toward text study and a limited enthusiasm for their
historic musical traditions. I argue that David Sevi is in a unique position as both chief ḥazzan
and the synagogue’s revered head rabbi. It enables him to satisfy the scholastic and spiritual
needs of his congregants while inspiring a sense of reverence for the liturgical and para-liturgical
musics he performs with such virtuosity and fervency.
I have organized the chapter into four sections. The first part will acquaint the reader with
the history of the Şişli congregation and the surrounding neighborhood. The second is a close
examination of ḥazzanut (cantorial performance) as practiced at the Şişli synagogue, discussing
some central relationships of music and liturgy in Istanbul. This section also deals with the topic
of musical transmission from one ḥazzan to another, and the division of liturgical responsibilities
in a synagogue that employs a large number of ḥazzanim. The next part of the chapter moves to
the subject of conflicted musical relations between cantors and congregants in the context of
synagogue prayer. Using detailed narratives and experiences from my field research, I describe
this musical friction and its consequences for the successful practice of liturgy. Finally, in the
fourth section, I address the work of David Sevi. After receiving his rabbinic ordination in Israel
less than ten years ago, Rabbi David has transformed his role in the greater Jewish community as
an esteemed spiritual leader, Jewish educator, and respected scholar. Despite his multiple
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responsibilities and shifting priorities toward rabbinic concerns, he remains the foremost voice
and torch bearer of traditional Turkish ḥazzanut in Istanbul. Using the seudah shelishit (third
meal) on Shabbat afternoons as an example, I consider how Sevi is placing Jewish learning and
exposure to the community’s sacred musics side by side in an attempt to keep both alive.
From Ottoman Countryside to a European Jewish Center: Şişli Past and Present
The synagogue in Şişli is a useful starting point for examining the Turkish Jewish
population’s evolving relationship with its historical religious musics. Many in the community
regard these as a fortress of the local Jewish music tradition and vehemently wish their musical
practices to remain unchanged. Others are conflicted over whether these practices best serve their
current spiritual and social needs. For them, familiarity with local religious musics is no longer a
necessary part of living Jewishly in Istanbul. This changing attitude among religiously motivated
Jews is important and is manifested in the context of prayer, learning, and conversation at the
Şişli synagogue. I argue that it expresses Turkish Jewish identities that are no longer exclusively
Turkish. Rather, many Turkish Jews are acutely motivated to connect their own traditions with
those of Jewish communities across geographic, national, and linguistic divides. As later
chapters in the dissertation will show, this transnational approach extends to music as well.
Şişli is a bustling, congested financial district on Istanbul's European side known for its
thousands of wholesale textile businesses, the enormous Cevahir shopping mall, and sprawling
cemeteries catering to the city’s Rum (Greek) Orthodox, Armenian (Orthodox, Catholic, and
Protestant), and Jewish communities. Until the early nineteenth century, Şişli was an idyllic
rural enclave, a popular countryside destination of forests and rolling hills, where Istanbul
residents would hunt and picnic among vineyards, barley fields, and elaborate gardens
(Hacihasanoğlu and Hacihasanoğlu 2006). During the waning years of the Ottoman Empire and
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the early days of the new Republic, Şişli experienced a period of rapid urban development as a
new district inhabited by Istanbul's emerging middle class.
Jews, Greeks, and Armenians began flocking to Şişli in the last quarter of the nineteenth
century, building new homes there after the Great Fire of Pera (today's Beyoğlu district) on June
1, 1870, which completely destroyed two-thirds of the cosmopolitan neighborhood of Pera on the
Golden Horn. Many of the buildings in this district were made of wood, and with high winds that
afternoon, the fire spread rapidly, leaving a devastating path of destruction and thousands of
deaths in its wake (Batur 2001). Beyoğlu was—and still is—known as Istanbul's cultural hub,
boasting diplomatic embassies, hotels, night clubs, music halls, and opera theaters. Many
important buildings such as the British Embassy and the Naum Opera Theater were burned to the
ground, along with hundreds of residential dwellings. Resettlement in Şişli offered a new
beginning, desperately needed by Istanbul residents devastated by the fire.
By the 1890s, Şişli had become an ever-expanding economic and cultural center for
Istanbul, with French art-nouveau-style architecture dominating the cityscape. It was one of the
first districts of Istanbul to receive modern amenities, including tram lines and, eventually,
electricity and natural gas. Istanbul's first brewery, located in the Bomonti neighborhood, opened
during this time. Elaborate mansions designed in the French style flanked Şişli's main avenue,
Halaskargazi Caddesi, a wide boulevard running through the center of the district along the
neighborhoods of Harbiye, Pangaltı, Osmanbey, Nişantaşı, Teşvikiye, and further north to
Mecidiyeköy, Esentepe, and Okmeydanı. In the 1910s and 1920s, Halaskargazi saw further
development. The horse-drawn trams connecting Taksim Square with the Şişli district were
electrified in 1913. In the twenties, enormous theaters, hotels, and shopping passageways sprang
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up along Halaskargazi Caddesi. Grand apartment buildings began to replace the mansions in
order to accommodate a flourishing population of residents (Tokatlı and Boyacı 1999).
Many of the economic and cultural leaders guiding the direction of this young
cosmopolitan center came from the district's multitudinous religious minority populations.
Greeks, Armenians, and Jews of Şişli were thriving economically and established active and
engaged local communities. Şişli's Kurtuluş neighborhood, known as Tatavla ("horse stable") in
the Ottoman period, was home to a mostly Greek, and later Armenian, population that could
support a large number of churches of various denominations, cemeteries, and other vital
community organizations. Kurtuluş was also known as an important entertainment and
commercial neighborhood of cafes, restaurants, meyhanes (taverns), and shops and attracted a
variety of colorful residents (Pennanen 2004). Merkez, a neighborhood further north along
Halaskargazi Caddesi, had a predominantly Jewish population that continued to grow,
particularly in the 1950s, as upwardly mobile Jewish Istanbullus (Istanbul residents) departed in
larger numbers from older, established Jewish neighborhoods along the Golden Horn such as
Balat and Hasköy. Jews were instrumental in developing Şişli as a center for the textile trade,
once dominating the industry there. Jewish textile merchants still remain in Şişli and elsewhere
in Istanbul, continuing to manufacture, buy, and sell.
Beyond Halaskargazi's grand stone structures of the late Ottoman period and its concrete
office buildings constructed in the late twentieth century are Şişli's residential back roads.
Densely populated warrens of seemingly endless cobblestoned narrow streets wind through the
municipality's tightly packed neighborhoods. These streets can be tranquil in their relative
distance from heavily trafficked Istanbul avenues but are often a cacophonous zone of playing
children, crying fruit vendors and junk men, and the loud scorch of mopeds whizzing by. During
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my year of dissertation fieldwork between 2014 and 2015, I lived in Merkez Mahallesi, just a
seven-minute walk from the Bet İsrael Synagogue. Many middle-aged local Jewish friends
would reminisce fondly about growing up in Merkez when it was teeming with Jewish families.
“Everyone on my street was Jewish! Kurtuluş was the Greek district, but on a Shabbat morning
in Merkez you could see the whole neighborhood walking to synagogue” (Jaco Fins, personal
communication).
The Jewish community in Şişli first erected the Bet İsrael synagogue in the 1920s on Efe
Sokak, a quiet and narrow side street west of Halaskargazi and in the shadow of one of the high
stone walls bordering the Armenian community's Catholic cemetery. The building was further
expanded to its current size in 1953. By that time, a large influx of Jews from Istanbul's ancient
Jewish neighborhoods had relocated to Şişli, Istanbul's district of the future at that time. Building
a new and impressive house of worship was necessary to accommodate the re-located center of
Jewish life on Istanbul's European side. Although Jews continued to live in the older
neighborhoods and pray at their historic synagogues, much of the new generation now lived in
Şişli and required a synagogue of its own. Furthermore, in the years following the establishment
of the State of Israel, the community had lost a large segment of the population engaged in
Jewish practice. The new synagogue could create a sense of continuity and permanence for
Istanbul's Jews, both within Şişli and in Turkey as a whole.
The Şişli synagogue’s sanctuary is a long, narrow, and cavernous space with a doublebarrel vaulted ceiling and half-moon stained glass windows at both ends that shimmer in blue,
green, and yellow hues in the light. For much of the twentieth century, it was the focus of Jewish
religious life on Istanbul's European side, once boasting three distinct and independently
operating prayer services on any given Shabbat morning. The reasons for these divisions, much
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like the experiences of hundreds of synagogues in the United States and elsewhere, were
preference, various differences of opinion, and need among congregants regarding the practice of
Jewish prayer. The largest Shabbat service was held in the main sanctuary and led by the
synagogue's head rabbi, the chief ḥazzan, and other ḥazzanim. The two additional services were
held in spaces on upper floors. One was organized and led by the directors, teachers, and
students of the synagogue's religious school or Talmud Torah. The third was a more intimate
service conducted by a second rabbi and two additional ḥazzanim.
Figure 2.2: Bet İsrael Synagogue sanctuary, Şişli
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This arrangement continued for a number of years until 2003, when the synagogue suffered a
devastating terrorist attack. A truck carrying bombs drove into the building and exploded. The
bombing killed seventeen people, including five Jewish worshippers and twelve Turkish
bystanders. Several others were wounded. Only minutes earlier, another truck bomb had
exploded outside the Neve Shalom synagogue in Galata, killing seven people. Both synagogues
suffered massive structural damage. Less than a week after these coordinated synagogue
bombings, Istanbul suffered a second pair of terrorist attacks on the British consulate and the
HSBC Bank headquarters, which killed twenty-seven people and injured more than four
hundred. In the aftermath of these bombings, two of the three independent Shabbat
congregations at Şişli chose to combine forces in an effort to strengthen their dwindling
populations of worshippers, who had become deeply anxious about entering the synagogue. This
decision served to bring the Şişli congregants together at a time of great precarity and
vulnerability for Istanbul's Jewish community. For the synagogue's religious leadership, it meant
merging the pulpits of two rabbis and more than six ḥazzanim within a single sanctuary and
resulted in a diverse assortment of spiritual methodologies and musical styles. It has remained
this way ever since, with evolving leadership and personnel. The service run by the Talmud
Torah, held in the small chapel on the building's third floor, continues to exist as an independent
alternative to the main service.
Most importantly for our subject, the Şişli synagogue is heir to an historic musical legacy
of adapting the Ottoman makam system to the Sephardic Turkish synagogue liturgy and various
para-liturgical forms. Today, its sizable staff of ḥazzanim are the protectors of these traditions
and are dedicated to upholding them. One purpose of this chapter is to discuss the Turkish
makam system as practiced in this synagogue and to articulate the musical and spiritual
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dilemmas provoked by adhering to this system. I continue with some historical context,
regarding both the evolution of musical practices at Şişli and the development and eventual
adoption of makam-centric musics in the liturgical practices of Turkish Jews.
Biographical Sketch: Ḥazzan İsak Maçoro
A discussion of liturgical music-making at the Şişli synagogue must begin with Ḥazzan
İsak Maçoro (1918-2008), the most significant specialist of Turkish liturgical music from the
middle of the twentieth century to the beginning of the twenty-first. His remarkable voice, vast
knowledge of the local tradition, and prolific work as a recording artist of both Jewish and
Ottoman classical repertoire made him a musical legend in his own time for Jewish and nonJewish listeners alike. İsak Maçoro was born in the Hasköy neighborhood of the Beyoğlu district
in 1918. After his bar mitzvah, he began his studies in ḥazzanut with the renowned Turkish
ḥazzan, İzak Algazi (1890-1960), who had also made a name for himself in the early years of the
Turkish Republicas a versatile interpreter of diverse religious and secular repertoire (O’Connell
2010, Seroussi 1990). Throughout the 1930s and 1940s, Maçoro established his reputation as one
of the Jewish community's most significant musical talents, as well as for his knowledge of, and
active engagement with, the community's historic musical practices (Jackson 2011).
Along with his teacher, Algazi, İsak Maçoro established what would become a
longstanding male chorus trained to sing the para-liturgical Maftirim. The origins of this
artistically and textually significant collection of quasi-mystical Hebrew poems can be traced
back to the once noteworthy Jewish community of Edirne in the late sixteenth century. The
musician, Hebrew poet, rabbi, and kabbalist Israel Najara (1555 - 1625) was the first to formally
and openly embrace the makams as the musical framework for his compositions and to arrange
and classify his poetry according to the different makams. His masterpiece was the Zemirot
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Yisrael (Songs of Israel), published in Safed in 1587 (Seroussi 1990). Maçoro preserved the
Maftirim as a living religious and musical practice throughout his lifetime.
Following Algazi's departure for Montevideo in 1935,7 Maçoro effectively became the
community's leading ḥazzan. In the late 1940s, as the Jewish population in Şişli was expanding,
the Galata district, high above the Golden Horn, was experiencing its own community
resurgence. Although a Jewish population had been in Galata throughout the Ottoman period,
new arrivals from Balat, Hasköy, and Kasımpaşa, among other neighborhoods, necessitated the
construction of a central synagogue that would be big enough to accommodate everyone. In
1950, Istanbul's largest and grandest synagogue, Neve Shalom (Oasis of Peace), was constructed
on Büyük Hendek Caddesi in Galata. İsak Maçoro became its first head ḥazzan and transferred
his Maftirim choir there.
After serving for fifteen years as head ḥazzan of Neve Shalom, Maçoro transferred his
pulpit once again to Şişli's Bet İsrael Synagogue in 1965. By this time, the majority of the Jewish
community on the European side of the Bosphorus lived in Şişli and surrounding neighborhoods.
Maçoro served as head ḥazzan of the Şişli synagogue (continuing to preside over the Maftirim
choir) until his retirement from Şişli in 1979. Despite stepping down from this more consuming
position, he continued to be an active musical and spiritual presence in the community as ḥazzan
of Istanbul's largest summer congregation on the island of Büyükada in the Marmara Sea. He

7

See O'Connell 2010 for an important discussion regarding the decline of Algazi's prominence as a leading
recording artist. O'Connell argues that Jewish recording musicians in the 1930s faced growing
condemnation among Turkish musicologists and music critics who sought to de-legitimize the performance
practices of non-Muslim musicians. This was part of the much larger project of Turkification and rejection
of artistic practices and practitioners considered outside the boundaries of a nationally appropriate Turkish
style. O'Connell describes Algazi's impromptu musical audience before Atatürk at the Dolmabahçe palace,
after which Atatürk criticized his performance as linguistically incorrect and inappropriately "popular" in
nature, as opposed to Muslim artists who sang in a more "classical" style. Whether this humiliation and
rejection of Algazi by Atatürk drove him to emigrate from Turkey to Montevideo is unknown.
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held the position of chief ḥazzan of the entire Istanbul community until his death in 2008 at the
age of 90.
Figure 2.3: View of the teva in Neva Shalom Synagogue, Galata

Nearly ten years after his death, memories of İsak Maçoro's prodigious voice and legacy as a
ḥazzan are still quite present in the minds of Istanbul's Jews, religious and secular alike. All
agree that to be present for a Friday evening kiddush chanted by Maçoro or to attend a Jewish
wedding at which he officiated was to listen to something extraordinary. In my many interviews
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and informal conversations with musical practitioners and lay people on the topics of synagogue
liturgy and the importance of makam, Maçoro was always the first name on their lips. The
second, appropriately, was his successor as chief ḥazzan, Rabbi David Sevi, who assumed the
position of head cantor at the Şişli synagogue in 1979 upon Maçoro's retirement.
As heir to the role of chief ḥazzan, Sevi takes seriously his responsibility as a guardian of
the community's sacred musical heritage. Yet, his tenure as ḥazzan has been markedly different
than that of his predecessor. He, too, is a brilliant musician with an immeasurable knowledge of
local liturgical and para-liturgical practices. Sevi also possesses a powerful and beautiful voice
with a sophisticated understanding of how to chant the synagogue liturgy in the traditional
Ottoman style. However, as the Şişli community's religious music director—and now its head
rabbi—he experiences challenges that İsak Maçoro did not face. The principal musical challenge
is the community's deteriorating knowledge of and interest in its local religious musical
traditions.
Senior ḥazzanim and contemporaries of David Sevi at Şişli, including ḥazzanim Rifat
Romi, Menachem Darsa, and Jako Sarfati, faithfully follow practices and conventions that have
more or less been in place since the Ottoman era. On the other hand, two young ḥazzanim at
Şişli, Rifat Kandiyoti and Marsel Krespi, although raised immersed in this tradition, sometimes
express regret that opportunities for musical experimentation at their congregation are limited by
senior ḥazzanim who wish to adhere strictly to the old tradition. The junior ḥazzanim argue that
newer and livelier music styles are necessary to attract younger generations of Jews. The older
generation of ḥazzanim also recognize this reality in varying degrees but still mostly resist
change.
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Makam
At the center of this musical debate in all its explicit and implicit forms is makam.
Makam, broadly defined, is the melodic framework upon which all Ottoman Turkish music is
based. A makam is much more than a set of notes that make up a scale. It is a series of pitches
defined by a certain melodic development with characteristic motives, contours, important tones,
and modulations. These key elements, when combined in particular ways, constitute a specific
makam. The average Şişli congregant, however, is unaware of these precise definitions of
Ottoman music theory. For most who spoke with me, makam was a term that stood for the
venerable sacred musical tradition itself. Only a few of my interlocutors were familiar with a
handful of more recognizable makam names such as rast, hicaz, nihavent, and hüseyni. For
Istanbul's seasoned ḥazzanim, this lack of familiarity represents a regrettable decline in Turkish
Jewish musical knowledge that was once highly sophisticated and discerning.
Makam represents a lineage of Ottoman Jewish compositional creativity, stretching back
to the mid-sixteenth century. The sound of makam embodies a time in recent Turkish Jewish
history when dozens of ḥazzanim and Jewish singers gathered together in the dawn hours of
Shabbat to sing the Maftirim at Neve Shalom with İsak Maçoro. These para-liturgical hymns
were organized into musical suites (fasıl) based on a single makam. At one time, those same
ḥazzanim would depart from their early-morning Maftirim sessions for Shaḥarit at their
respective synagogues, and their musical recitations had to be sung within the same makam they
had just chanted in the Maftirim. Most importantly, the musically sophisticated congregation,
deeply familiar with the Maftirim and their associated makams, would expect that of their
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ḥazzanim and know whether or not they were listening to the appropriate makam for that
Shabbat.8
Moshe Palachi is one community member who possesses such musical skills. He is an
elderly Jewish businessman, trained ḥazzan, and direct descendant of Haim Palachi, the revered
nineteenth-century chief rabbi of İzmir. Moshe Palachi lived his whole life in Istanbul until 2016,
when he made aliyah to be closer to his son and grandchildren. Throughout my fieldwork period,
I often joined him for lunch at Levi Lokantası, a formerly kosher restaurant in Eminönü,
overlooking the Haliç (Golden Horn), where our conversations frequently turned toward musical
topics.9 As we sat sipping black tea, enjoying the cool breeze blowing in from the Bosphorus,
Rebbe Palachi would begin an impromptu makam lesson which turned into more of a
musicianship test for me. “Can you guess the makam?” he would ask with a grin. He would
begin singing a few melodic phrases, his baritone voice gentle, yet remarkably rich for a man in
his eighties. On one occasion, his wordless taksim (improvisation) revealed the distinctive arc
and shape of rast makamı. Each phrase paused at a particular pitch on the scale, first ascending
from the tonic to rest on the third degree, hovering briefly around the fourth before climbing to
the fifth. For the sake of brevity, Palachi avoided leaping up beyond the octave into new worlds
of modulations to other makams and instead began his rippling descent until arriving with a
declarative prolongation of the resting note or durak.
These little makam aural skill tests followed a repeated pattern that concluded with him
being pleased when I was right and thoroughly amused when I was wrong. A deeply religious
man, Moshe Palachi was raised immersed in synagogue life and the local liturgical singing

8

For more on Maftirim see Jackson 2012 and Seroussi 1991, 2013, 2013.
Levi Lokantası lost its kosher certification in 2015 because the questionable methods of its kitchen staff
violated the laws of kashrut. As a result, my lunches with Moshe Palachi migrated across the Golden Horn
to the cafeteria of the Jewish retirement home in Galata.
9
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tradition. He grew up among a generation of synagogue-going Turkish Jews for whom
knowledge of makam was typical. Music learning was not confined within the four walls of the
synagogue, however. Rather, Ottoman music of varying forms was a ubiquitous element of the
Istanbul soundscape in the 1930s and 40s, and at home on the Victrola with records by beloved
singing stars such as Safiye Ayla and Münir Nürettin Selçuk.
Such a level of widespread Ottoman musical erudition on the part of non-musicians no
longer exists, not only in the Istanbul Jewish community, but in the general non-Jewish Turkish
population as well. Knowledge of how to listen and what to listen for in Ottoman Turkish music
is limited to a declining population of informed listeners and performing musicians. For a
number of the synagogue congregants of Şişli, the sound of makam is the sound of a distant past,
archaic and esoteric, conducive to the florid, improvisatory solo singing of ḥazzanim but limiting
congregational involvement and distancing younger people from participating in the service.
Ḥazzanim, on the other hand, lament that people no longer appreciate the beauty of makam. As
some religious Turkish Jews engage with more accessible sacred musics outside the synagogue
setting, the future of an already disappearing eminent local tradition appears tenuous, and,
consequently, some ḥazzanim, particularly those with whom I spent time at Şişli, are even more
determined to hold fast to its practices.
Just as makam represents the past, for better or for worse, to congregants and musical
religious authorities alike it also very much exists in the present. As it has been for more than
four hundred years, Hebrew prayers are still vocalized according to characteristic melodic
pathways, ornaments, and modulations of makam. David Sevi, along with many senior ḥazzanim
and older congregants, insist on upholding makam as “our community’s minhag, our custom”
(David Sevi, interview, 2015). Despite a decline of a once robust knowledge of, and tolerance
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for, Ottoman Turkish and Ottoman Jewish musical practices, makam is still an indelible source
of pride for those who attend services regularly at Şişli. As the base for both the chief ḥazzan and
Istanbul's hahambaşı (chief rabbi), Rav İsak Haleva, Şişli retains a particular identity of
continuity and longevity, a respected space that embodies the community's rootedness in Istanbul
and pride in its heritage.
Music in Shabbat Liturgy
Approaches to the music of prayer vary widely, according to geographic region and the
particular convergence of aesthetic and cultural factors unique to a particular Jewish locality.
Although many eastern synagogue musical practices share certain musical characteristics, each
retains its own unique tradition. Makam is a central musical element of liturgical and paraliturgical practices among Jews in the lands of Islam. However, not all categories of liturgical
music utilize makam.
One Jewish prayer service can be identified from another by listening to the fixed scales
and melodic motifs that are associated with each one (morning versus evening or weekdays
versus Shabbat, for example). Different sections of a particular service will often have unique
musical content—pre-composed or improvised chant, makam-based or non-makam based music,
as well as metered and metrically free melodies—that distinguishes them from one another. This
organization is meant to build familiarity and comfort during prayer services of varying lengths
through repetition and expectation. Shabbat services are typically the artistic high points of the
week, enabling ḥazzanim to showcase their vocal virtuosity through elaborate solo work as well
as providing opportunities for congregational singing.
There are five distinct categories of liturgical singing in the Turkish synagogue prayer
service. These include:
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1. Large portions of text chanted to motifs that are short, formulaic, and repetitive.
Typically, the ḥazzan chants these rapidly as congregation members follows along quietly in
their siddurim (prayer books). A ḥazzan will indicate the ends of passages by intoning
characteristic cadential melodies, during which the congregation will often join him. Describing
this type of reading in traditional Ashkenazi synagogue liturgy, Jeffrey Summit writes,
the leader intones the ending and sometimes the beginning lines of individual
prayers, marking the place and setting the pace of the service. (Summit 2000:106)
Summit goes on to explain that these cadence-like patterns, referred to as shtaygers or musical
modes in the Eastern European Ashkenazi tradition, are not only confined to Shabbat prayer. The
same is true for the rapid-fire chanting on Shabbat, which is mostly identical to the chanting that
takes place during weekday services. In Istanbul, most of these extended passages hover
exclusively between the resting note, flatted second, and flatted seventh below the resting note
(reproduced in Musical Example 2.1). The cadences at the end of a paragraph will leap up to the
flatted third above the resting note before descending stepwise to pause on the lowered seventh
(see Musical Example 2.2). The resting note in the following examples is D.

Musical Example 2.1: excerpt of traditional pattern of liturgical chant in Istanbul

Musical Example 2.2: cadence of liturgical chant in Istanbul

2. Psalmody or tehillim: This category of music and text is particularly diverse in
Turkish liturgy and demands further scholarly investigation. Whereas Ashkenazim do not use
special melodies to chant Psalms, eastern Jewish communities such as those of Turkey and Syria,
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have unique musical recitations for tehillim. In his study of Hebrew psalmody, Reinhard Flender
makes a critical point regarding its performance as both a written and oral tradition. He argues
that the “musical realization is always bound to the text” and its proper accentuation (Flender
1992:4). While there are numerous and diverse ways of reciting tehilim, melodic motives must
conform to the succession of accented and unaccented syllables.
In all Istanbul synagogues, recitations for tehillim are diverse and based upon the
particular service or occasion for which they are being chanted. A number of Psalms are included
in the prayer order of weekday and Shabbat services, what Flender calls “liturgically fixed
psalmody” (Flender:68). In Istanbul, as in other communities, there are liturgically free contexts
in which Jews read tehillim outside the bounds of the fixed prayer service. For example, a group
of men will read the complete tehillim together on Saturday afternoons prior to the seudah
shlishit, preceding the Minḥa service. Community members will recite certain Psalms, including
Psalm 20, on behalf of individuals who are ill. Flender argues that such performance practices
arise out of necessity. Thus, the Book of Psalms is pressed into service when the
aim is that of averting affliction, whether sickness, death, famine, persecution, or
defeat. This appears to be an authentic mode of employment for the pslams, as
can be seen in numerous psalm-verses. (Flender:68)
Every morning after Shaḥarit, Viktor Beruhiel, the head ḥazzan of the Etz Ahayim (Tree of Life)
synagogue in Ortaköy (from here on referred to as the Ortaköy Synagogue or Ortaköy), leads the
recitation of Psalms in honor of ailing individuals in the community. This brief reading occurs
after the conclusion of a generous morning meal provided by the synagogue for congregants that
includes potato borekas (baked filled pastries), black olives, hard-boiled eggs, tomatoes, and
plentiful çay (tea). After a quick birkat hamazon (grace after meals), Ḥazzan Beruhiel and a
small group of five or six men rise from the long, communal table and move to a smaller one
nearby. Beruhiel quickly passes around spiral-bound books in which the selected Psalms are
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organized by days of the week. Each man takes turns, reading aloud the passages in Hebrew,
either from Hebrew script or from the Latin-alphabet transliteration on the opposite page. The
text is spoken, rather than sung. There is a hurried, almost breathless intensity to the whole
experience, particularly on weekdays, when most of the men are rushing to work.
Each morning always concludes with musical renditions of Psalm 91 followed by Psalm
20, similarly chanted in a frenzied, accelerated tempo. The participants seem to delight in the
breakneck speeds and rhythmic energy with which they sing these tehillim. They raise their
voices to emphasize the Psalm’s frequent rhythmic changes, sometimes tapping out certain
particularly pleasurable rhythmic moments on the table. I would join in these daily recitations
whenever I attended morning services at Ortaköy and would also get caught up in the excitement
of singing this lively repertoire. Following Psalm 20, Ḥazzan Beruhiel would read aloud the
names of sick community members, inviting others to contribute additional ones. The Kaddish (a
hymn of praise to God) would conclude the brief service, and Beruhiel would quickly gather up
the Psalm books as the other men continued to chat over another glass of çay or depart for work.
Music Example 2.3 shows my transcription of Psalm 20 as I heard and recited it at the Ortaköy
synagogue throughout my fieldwork. I have stacked comparable motives on top of one another.
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Musical Example 2.3: Psalm 20 as chanted in the Etz Ahayim Synagogue in Ortaköy, Istanbul
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Hebrew text and translation:10
. ִמזְמוֹר ְלָדִוד, א ַלְמַנֵצַּחFor the Leader. A Psalm of David.
.שׁם ֱא>ֵהי יֲַעק ֹב
ֵ ,2שׂגְֶּב
ַ ְ ְבּיוֹם ָצָרה; י, יְהָוה2 ב יַַעְנThe LORD answer thee in the day of trouble;
the name of the God of Jacob set thee up on
high;
ְ ִ ג יSend forth thy help from the sanctuary, and
.ָ יְִסָעֶדךּ, ִמקּ ֶֹדשׁ; וִּמִצּיּוֹן2ֶעזְְר-שַׁלח
support thee out of Zion;
.שֶּׁנה ֶסָלה
ְ  יְַד2; ְועוָֹלְת2ִמְנח ֶֹת- ד יִזְכּ ֹר ָכּלReceive the memorial of all thy mealofferings, and accept the fat of thy burntsacrifice; Selah
. יְַמֵלּא2ֲעָצְת-; ְוָכל2 ִכְלָבֶב2ְל- ה יִֶתּןGrant thee according to thine own heart, and
fulfil all thy counsel.
;ֱא>ֵהינוּ ִנְדגּ ֹל-שׁם
ֵ  וְּב--2 ִבּישׁוָּעֶת, ו ְנַרְנָּנהWe will shout for joy in thy victory, and in the
.2שֲׁאלוֶֹתי
ְ ִמ- ָכּל, יְַמֵלּא יְהָוהname of our God we will set up our standards;
the LORD fulfil all thy petitions.
:שׁיחוֹ
ִ  ְמ,שׁיַע יְהָוה
ִ  ִכּי הוֹ-- ז ַעָתּה יַָדְעִתּיNow know I that the LORD saveth His
.שׁע יְִמינוֹ
ַ ֵ י, ִבּגְֻברוֹת--שֵּׁמי ָקְדשׁוֹ
ְ  ִמ, יֲַעֵנהוּanointed;
He will answer him from His holy heaven with
the mighty acts of His saving right hand.
; ְוֵאֶלּה ַבסּוִּסים, ח ֵאֶלּה ָבֶרֶכבSome trust in chariots, and some in horses;
.יְהָוה ֱא>ֵהינוּ ַנזְִכּיר-שׁם
ֵ  ְבּ, ַוֲאַנְחנוּbut we will make mention of the name of the
LORD our God.
. ַוִנְּתעוָֹדד, ָכְּרעוּ ְוָנָפלוּ; ַוֲאַנְחנוּ ַקְּמנוּ, ט ֵהָמּהThey are bowed down and fallen; but we are
risen, and stand upright.
.ָקְרֵאנוּ- יֲַעֵננוּ ְביוֹם,T ַהֶמֶּל:שׁיָעה
ִ  י יְהָוה הוֹ10 Save, LORD; let the King answer us in the
day that we call.

3. Metric tunes: Metered music is more prevalent during the Friday evening and Saturday
morning Shabbat services. Texts that are exclusive to Shabbat prayer are set to relatively
singable melodies that are conducive to congregational singing. The number of metered tunes in
Turkish Jewish worship is somewhat limited, however. For example, during the course of a
10

Translation from MechonMamre.com
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Shabbat morning service at Şişli, there are a total of four metered prayers that are chanted by the
entire congregation: various melodies for marching with the Sifrei Torah (Torah scrolls) before
and after the Torah service, “Ein Keloheinu” (“There is none like our God”) near the conclusion
of Shaḥarit, and the piyyut “El Adon” (see Musical Example 2.4 below). As I will describe in the
next chapter, certain intrepid ḥazzanim are responding to complaints over the dearth of
congregational songs by setting other Shabbat texts to familiar metered melodies. The opening
words in the first three measures of the transcription below, “Lit-techiat hametim” (the revival of
the dead), are from the previous item in the service and serve as a cadence point and signpost
sung by the whole congregation before chanting “El Adon.” Turkish ḥazzanim adopted the
Ashkenazi melody for this piyyut into the service at some point in the twentieth century.

El Adon with nihavent cadence

Musical Example 2.4: “El Adon al Kol Ha Maasim” in D minor
freely
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Hebrew and translation:11
.שׂים
ִ ֵאל אָדון ַעל ָכּל ַהַמֲּע
.שָׁמה
ָ  ְבִּפי ָכּל ְנּT וְּמבָרTָבּרוּ

A gentle Lord of all that is
Blessed and loved by each soul alive.

.גְָּדלו ְוטוּבו מלא עוָלם
.ַדַּעת וְּתבוָּנה סוְבִבים אותו

Great and good You fill all space.
Delight there is in knowing You.

.ַהִמְּתגֶָּאה ַעל ַחיּות ַהקֶּדשׁ
.ְוֶנְהָדּר ְבָּכבוד ַעל ַהֶמְּרָכָּבה

How You transcend all holy life
Which bears You high above any throne.

.זְכוּת וִּמישׁור ִלְפֵני ִכְסאו
.ֶחֶסד ְוַרֲחִמים ָמֵלא ְכבודו

Zechut and equity radiate from You
Chesed and compassion the worlds reflect.

.שָׁבָּרא ֱאלֵהינוּ
ֶ טוִבים ְמאורות
.שֵׂכּל
ְ יְָצָרם ְבַּדַעת ְבִּביָנה וְּבַה
.כַּח וּגְבוָּרה ָנַתן ָבֶּהם
.שִׁלים ְבֶּקֶרב ֵתֵּבל
ְ ִלְהיות מו
.ְמֵלִאים זִיו וְּמִפיִקים נוגַהּ
.ָנֶאה זִיָום ְבָּכל ָהעוָלם
.שׂים ְבּבואָם
ִ שׂ
ָ שֵׂמִחים ְבֵּצאָתם ְו
ְ
.שׂים ְבֵּאיָמה ְרצון קוָנם
ִ ע
.שׁמו
ְ ְפֵּאר ְוָכבוד נוְתִנים ִל
.ָצֳהָלה ְוִרָנּה ְלזֵֶכר ַמְלכוּתו
.שֶּׁמשׁ ַויִּזְַרח אור
ֶ ָקָרא ַל
.ָראָה ְוִהְתִקין צוַּרת ַהְלָּבָנה
.שַׁבח נוְתִנים לו ָכּל ְצָבא ָמרום
ֶ
שָׂרִפים ְואוַפִנּים ְוַחיּות
ְ ִתְּפֶאֶרת וּגְֻדָלּה
.ַהקֶּדשׁ

The stars and the planets You made to give
light
You formed them all conscious, all worthy
and wise
Knowledge and power You gave them to
shine
Like powerful assistants they serve You in
space.
Much light and energy they radiate forth
No place is untouched by their gentle rays
So joyful their path is, so happy their course
Enroute to form their Creator’s command.
Praising Your glory, they honor Your name
Singing Your Majesty’s anthem of joy.
Quietly suns shine to answer Your call
Reflections of moonlight change size at Your
word.
Seraphim, angels, and all heavenly hosts
They praise You in concert with Sfirot on
high
All elements Mingle their harmonious tune
Nature and mankind the rhythm provide.

11

Translation from zemirotdatabase.org
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An additional subcategory of metered tunes might include certain special, pre-composed
melodies for the Kaddish as well as the Kedusha (holiness) section of the Amidah (standing
prayer), the core prayer of every Jewish service, during which worshippers stand. These are often
regal compositions typically sung by the ḥazzan alone at slow tempos, offering the possibility of
extended vocal embellishment and broad use of rubato. They are often chanted on the erev (eve)
of particular holidays such as Passover and Shavuot. While I have recorded Turkish ḥazzanim
singing a number of these pieces, one future research goal will be to record and transcribe all
those that survive. Musical Example 2.5 shows an example of one such pre-composed melody in
nihavent makamı as performed by David Sevi himself. This melody is set to the words of the
Kedusha and is typically sung on joyous occasions. Such events may include b’nei mitzvah
(Jewish coming-of-age rituals) or a Shabbat ḥatan, a custom in which a groom is called up to
receive an aliyah (an honor of reciting a blessing over the Torah) the Shabbat before his
wedding.
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Musical Example 2.5: David Sevi’s Kedusha in Nihavent Makamı (Nihavent on G)
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Hebrew text and translation:12
,שְׂרֵפי ק ֶֹדשׁ
ַ שׂיַח סוֹד
ִ  ְכּנ ַֹעםT ְוַנֲעִריָצTשׁ
ָ ַנְקִדּי
Tשּׁה ַכָּכּתוּב ַעל יַד ְנִביָא
ָ  ְקֻד2שׁים ְל
ִ שְׁלּ
ַ ַהְמּ
:ְוָקָרא זֶה ֶאל זֶה ְואַָמר

We will sanctify You and revere You,
like the pleasant conversation, of the
assembly of the holy Serafim that recite
Holiness thrice before You. And as it is
written by Your prophet: And one calls to
to the other & says:

4. Torah and Haftarah cantillation: The ritual reading of Torah (kri’at haTorah) is the
centerpiece of the Shabbat morning service. The baal kriah—master of the reading—is a ḥazzan
or congregation member who reads a portion of Torah according to an elaborate musical system
of printed signs and symbols that indicate how a word should be chanted. These short musical
motifs are called taamei hamikrah, or taamim (meaning “taste”) for short. In Istanbul, an
effective Torah reader will display textual accuracy and careful attention to the proper
application of taamim. David Sevi is a Torah-reading legend within the community and beyond.
A number of Şişli congregants reported that he is widely considered to be one of the most gifted,
precise, and creative Torah readers in Europe. Music Example 2.6 shows a transcription of David
Sevi’s rendition of the taamim.

12

Translation from myjewishlearning.com
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Musical Example 2.6: Taamei Hamikrah, Transcribed Torah cantillation; cantillation markings
above and corresponding names in Hebrew
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Figure 2.4: Taamei HaMikra, Torah cantillation markings above and corresponding names in
Hebrew
 ְסגוְֹלָתּ֒א ָפּזֵר גָּ ֡דוֹלTזְַרָק֮א ַמַקּף־שׁוָֹפר־הוֹ ֵ ֣ל
שׁין
ִ ֞ שֵׁני־גֵֵרי
ְ שׁא אַזְָ֨לא ֜גֵֵּרישׁ ָפֵּסק׀ ָרִ֗ביַע
ָ שׁא ִ֩תּיְל
ָ ַ֠תְל
T ַטְר ָ ֖חא אְַת ָ ֑נח שׁוָֹפר־ְמֻה ָ ֤פּTַדְּרָ֧גא ְתִּ֛ביר ַמֲא ִ֥רי
שֶׁלת
ֶ ֓ שְׁל
ַ ַקְדָמ֙א ְתֵּ֨רי־ַקְדִמי֙ן זֵָקף־ָק֔טוֹן זֵָקף־גָּ֕דוֹל
ְתֵּרי־ַטֲעֵ֦מי ֚ יְִתיב סוֹף־ָפּֽסוּק׃
Scholarship on Torah cantillation in Eastern-Sephardi contexts often describes the
musical underpinnings of the taamim in terms of makam, specifically segah makamı (Kligman
2009, Marks 2006). Essica Marks, writing about Shaḥarit services at the Sephardic Aboav
synagogue in the city of Safed, Israel, states:
The modal basis of the Eastern-Sephardi style of Cantillation is the
Arabic Maqam Segah. The dominant intonations and prevailing cadential patterns
of this style of Cantillation mimic the basic tetrachord of Maqam Segah, which
consists of whole and quarter tones. The first degree of the Maqam
Segah (mi quarter flat) is the recurring recitation tone in the Cantillation as
performed by cantor Shlomo Hadad, as well as the main cadential tone, while the
third degree (sol) functions as the secondary pause. The melodic progression
usually encompasses a range of a tetrachord or a pentachord. (Marks 2006:6-7)
Ultimately, we must ask whether it is appropriate to apply the principles of makam to Biblical
chanting. Torah, like Psalmody, is read, not sung, and the taamim do not necessarily follow the
expected melodic contours of segah. Rather, in the words of Edwin Seroussi, “The chanting
melody unfolds in a very unique manner, and its focus is to stress syntax and accentuation of
words. ‘Music’ is secondary to these textual functions.” (Seroussi, personal communication,
March 2019). Kristina Nelson makes a similar point in her analysis of Qur’anic recitation and
conflicting Muslim attitudes toward its musical (or non-musical) status:
It is clear that the ideal recitation is conceived of as something quite different
from vocal musical entertainment. But more than that, it is not music at all.
Qur’anic recitation may share a number of parameters with music, most
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obviously, melodic and vocal artistry, but the nature of the text and the intent of
its performance require its separate and unique categorization. (Nelson 1985:153)
Importantly, ḥazzanim in Istanbul never gave a definitive statement in interviews on whether
they read Torah in segah makamı or not. Some ḥazzanim, however, drew a distinction between
the taamim of everyday Torah reading and certain passages of Torah that required reading in
certain makams.
There is a Turkish minhag (custom) shared by a number of other Jewish communities,
requiring the Torah reader to apply special melodies to a limited number of significant passages
throughout the yearly cycle of Torah reading. The purpose of inserting these melodies, called
taam elyon, is to draw the congregation’s attention to these important texts. In the Turkish
context, taam elyon often takes the form of improvised explorations outside the framework of the
taamim. One ḥazzan in Istanbul described this as “stopping the taamim to do the makamim”
(Istanbul ḥazzan, personal communication March 2019). Single words or phrases may be
highlighted by way of modulation. They can be extended with vocal ornamentation, providing
moments of striking musical contrast. David Sevi’s rendition of the Ten Commandments in
Parashat Yitro,13 which makes heavy use of the taam elyon, is widely esteemed within the
community. He also applies taam elyon to the opening lines of Parashat Bereishit (Genesis,
Chapter 1), utilizing a different makam for each day of creation and Shabbat, seven in total. The
splitting of the Red Sea in Parashat B’shalach is another passage which calls for makam. In each
of these passages, the Torah reader clearly uses makam to capture the drama and singularity of
words and events.
5. Extended vocal improvisations based on a certain makam: While the musical content
of the categories above is relatively unchanging from week to week, there are certain key
13

A parasha is a section in one of the five books of the Torah. Each book is divided into multiple sections or
parashot, each with a specific name. Parashat Yitro refers to Jethro, Moses’s father-in-law.
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sections of Shabbat prayer that are magnified and exalted through a ḥazzan’s elaborate
improvisations. These are the pinnacle moments of Turkish ḥazzanut, the core prayers of
communal supplication and praise for HaShem (God) that the ḥazzan chants as the voice of the
community. These prayers include the ḥazzan’s repetition of the Amidah and the concluding
Kiddush during the Arvit service on Friday nights. At the Shaḥarit service on Saturdays, the
section that begins with the Nishmat, a prayer of praise, and concludes with the Amidah requires
nearly forty minutes of continuous improvised chant. After the Torah service, Musaf (the
additional service recited on Shabbat) includes a second opportunity for extended improvisation
with the repetition of the Amidah.
Listening to these passages, especially performed by the cantors at the Şişli synagogue,
allows one to enter into a distinctly Ottoman sound world where a ḥazzan utilizes makam as the
musical vehicle to communicate the congregation’s devotion to God. David Sevi possesses
extraordinary inventiveness, taking the congregation through an elaborate exploration of a
makam’s possibilities of modulation, tonicization, and resolution. He also utilizes makams as a
means for text painting or setting a particular tone for certain prayers. “I choose what to sing. It
could be based on particular words, on the theme, to call attention to them through these musical
changes, to guide people's concentration, to draw them toward praying with greater intention and
devotion” (David Sevi, interview, May 2015).
Historically, Istanbul’s ḥazzanim sang improvised sections of the Shabbat Shaḥarit in the
same makam that was to be highlighted in that week’s fasıl (suite) of Maftirim. Older Şişli
ḥazzanim explained to me that this created a sense of musical unity between liturgy and paraliturgy, training congregants’ ears to the sound of a certain makam over the course of an entire
Shabbat. As I described earlier in this chapter, past generations of synagogue-going Turkish Jews
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were knowledgeable of the Maftirim and their associated makams. These included segah,
hüzzam, hicaz humayun, nihavent, isfahan, nühüft, çargah, dügah, hüseyni, acem, mahur, şehnaz,
uşşak, araban, bayati, and saba. The yearly Maftirim cycle, performed every Shabbat between the
holidays of Simchat Torah and Passover, provided a remarkable education in Ottoman music for
ḥazzanim and congregants alike. David Sevi described the Maftirim as a weekly “conservatory
for makam” (David Sevi, personal communication, January 2015).
The required makam connection between Maftirim and the Shabbat liturgy demonstrates
how central these traditions once were to the Turkish Jewish community. Sevi describes a
gradual decline in general musical aptitude and interest within his congregation over a period of
three decades. One consequence for ḥazzanim, resulting from the decline in communal
musicianship, was greater flexibility in their musical choices. Ḥazzanim could chant makams of
their choice, regardless of whether it was the makam of the Maftirim that week. Sevi elaborates
on this evolution and accompanying emancipation for ḥazzanim:
David Sevi: In the past it was like this . . . Makamim [the Hebrew plural of
makam] needed to be chosen according to the makam of the Maftirim that week,
from erev shabbat [Shabbat eve] until motzei shabbat [the time in the evening
immediately following Shabbat]. Later on, this tradition declined and we could be
freer with our choices.
Joseph Alpar: What was the reason for more freedom?
David Sevi: Why? People lost the ability to recognize or sing the Maftirim. This
is not just the problem of the kehillah [community] but a problem in general all
over Turkey. The Turks no longer know the makamim or their music. We have
forgotten the value of it. If people don't know what to listen for, they also don't
like it and, therefore, they don't care. Now the ḥazzanim no longer need to worry
about which makam we are using. The community’s desire is gone and they have
lost their concentration. Therefore, it becomes my choice. The ḥazzan has more
freedom and is able to be more creative or choose the makam that best suits his
mood and preference at the moment. (David Sevi, interview in Hebrew and
Turkish, May 2015)
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Despite enjoying a level of freedom in their choices of makam, ḥazzanim are still bound by
certain musical demands imposed by the structure of the liturgy that has developed in Istanbul
over time. For example, the ḥazzan may begin the Shaḥarit service on Saturday mornings in
whichever makam he chooses. However, in the middle of the service, the congregation sings the
piyyut (sung liturgical poem), “El Adon al Kol HaMaasim” (God is the Lord of all Creation), in
buselik makamı (see Musical Example 2.4 on page 81). The ḥazzan chanting Shaḥarit will have
to modulate from the makam he started with to buselik in order to re-center the congregation’s
ear in the new makam before they begin the piyyut. Ḥazzanim will typically transition to buselik
during the Barechu (call to prayer) that precedes El Adon. They chant the prayer’s final words,
“Lit-techiat hametim” (the revival of the dead) with a familiar cadential pattern in nihavent that
is sung with congregants before beginning El Adon. Musical Example 2.4 demonstrates the
cadence followed by the first verse of the piyyut.
David Sevi is the most adept at creating a seamless and colorful transition from the home
makam to nihavent. Throughout my fieldwork, as a student of makam and Ottoman classical
music, I marveled at the effortlessness and flexibility with which he accomplished this. He would
often approach from hüzzam makamı, briefly passing through karcığar to transpose finally to
buselik. Following the conclusion of El Adon, Sevi would linger on buselik briefly before
eventually returning to the starting makam. In the early months of my fieldwork, he often
enjoyed testing me—much like Moshe Palachi—on the makams I heard him sing and in what
order he sang them. Musical Examples 2.7, 2.8, and 2.9 show the scales of the three makams
(hüzzam, karcığar, and buselik). Musical Example 2.10 shows a transcription of David Sevi
demonstrating his transition from hüzzam makamı to buselik by way of karcığar makamı.
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Musical Example 2.7: Scale of Hüzzam Makamı

Musical Example 2.8: Scale of Karcığar Makamı

Musical Example 2.9: Scale of Buselik Makamı

Musical Example 2.10: Transition from Hüzzam Makamı to Buselik By Way of Karcığar as
Performed by David Sevi
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Pedagogy and Opportunities for Musical Growth in Turkish Ḥazzanut
Once, while living in Istanbul, I was chatting over Turkish coffee with a talented
Ottoman musician and friend, and the subject turned to the topic of musical transmission. I asked
him how he first became familiar with makam music, how he had learned to recognize the
characteristic paths and movements of individual makams, their vocal and instrumental
embellishments, and other representative features. He explained that in Istanbul one grows up
listening to the sound of makam five times a day from neighborhood mosques across the city.
The ezan, or Muslim call to prayer, is an omnipresent feature of the Istanbul soundscape, and the
city’s residents are treated to ezans in five distinct makams by the muezzin (one who recites the
call to prayer) every day. It is impossible not to absorb something.
It is much the same for musicians in the domain of synagogue music in Istanbul, albeit on
a much smaller scale. When questioned about how they began mastering the makams as cantorial
novices, every ḥazzan at the Şişli synagogue agreed that daily listening to other ḥazzanim in the
pulpit or teva had been essential to building confidence and familiarity. The teva is the hub
where a ḥazzan’s musical and Jewish learning begins and flourishes throughout his career. It is a
space of camaraderie, humor, and occasional tension, and, most importantly, a source of support
and musical mentorship for young ḥazzanim. At the time of my fieldwork, Şişli’s youngest
ḥazzanim were Marsel Krespi, a high school student, and Rifat Kandiyoti, a university student.
Both had gradually been taking on greater responsibility in the teva.
Over a period of three years, I observed Rifat and Marsel’s musical transformations from
infrequent reciters of Shabbat zemirot (hymns) and occasional Torah portions to legitimate and
multifaceted ḥazzanim. The older ḥazzanim frequently invited them to lead all major services,
chant the Kiddush, and embrace the comprehensive list of responsibilities that ḥazzanut entails.
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The following passages are from an interview I conducted with Marsel when he was a junior in
high school in 2015. He describes the trajectory of his religious and musical education and the
importance the teva holds for him:
Marsel Krespi: I started coming to the synagogue at the age of three with my
mother. This was before the bombing of the synagogue in 2003. After that, I
started to learn in the Talmud Torah. When I was ten years old, I think, I started to
learn with HaMoreh Rifat [Ḥazzan Rifat Romi].14 He began teaching me the
parasha [weekly Torah portion] and zemirot.
Eventually, Niso abi15 [the gabbai16 of the synagogue] wanted me to participate in
leading services at Şişli, and I started putting on the cübbe, the robe for ḥazzanim.
For learning the parasha, HaMoreh Rifat taught me the taamim as well as the
important accents that indicate the stress of a certain syllable. Most important was
to learn how to read the Hebrew tefilot (prayers) correctly and quickly. We used
Nissim Behar’s book Moreh HaDerech (Teacher of the Path), which explained
the rules of Hebrew grammar in the siddur and how to read.
Joseph Alpar: When did they start giving you greater responsibility?
Figure 2.5: Ḥazzan Marsel Krespi

14

“HaMoreh” is an honorific meaning “The teacher.”
“Abi,” meaning “older brother,” is a typical colloquial and informal term of endearment assigned when speaking
to older males. It is used often by Turks of all religious and ethnic backgrounds. A man of middle or of old age
might be called “amca” (uncle) or “dede” (grandfather) if he is quite elderly.
15
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Marsel Krespi: For example, I started to be a mezamer (singer of hymns) four
years ago. Two years later, I started to read Shaḥarit. One day when I was walking
to the sukkah (temporary shelter built in celebration of the holiday of Sukkot),
Rabbi David approached me and said, “Stop. I want to say something to you. You
have to recite the prayers with the makams because you are going to be a ḥazzan,
and all the ḥazzanim are singing with makams.” He asked me, “Do you want to
read [Shaḥarit]?” I said, “I want to read, but how can I read?” He answered,
“Which makam do you want to sing?” “I told him that I liked hüzzam and wanted
to do it with hüzzam. So, I started to listen to sanat müziği [Turkish classical
music] and to Maftirim and it really helped me. I’ve been in the teva every day
since I was five. I’ve learned so much just by listening and observing Rabbi
David [Sevi] who is such a master of makam, along with Rifat abi [Rifat Romi]
and Jako Sarfati. It is like a school for makam that I attend every day. (Marsel
Krespi, interview in English, April 2015)
Ḥazzanim pass down the aesthetics of performance orally to younger cantors, informing
approaches to ornamentation, elongation of melodies, and modulations between makams.
Throughout my fieldwork, I observed how the older ḥazzanim would steadily give the younger
ḥazzanim greater responsibility and more opportunities for improvisatory solo singing during
tefilot. These were critical opportunities for the young ḥazzanim to grow and to become more at
ease with the often-terrifying musical freedom of the Kiddush on Friday evenings or the Amidah
on Saturday mornings.
I listened to Marsel as he chanted the Kiddush multiple times over a number of months.
His earliest renditions were abrupt and uneasy affairs, darting through semi-memorized
characteristic phrases, while remaining squarely within his chosen makam. As the months went
on, he began taking chances, giving time to the prayer and creating unexpected paths, rising stepwise out of rast into hicaz or leaping up an octave to hover around saba, a favorite maneuver of
David Sevi. During these moments, I would watch his mentor and teacher, Rifat Romi, standing
behind him with a surprised and proud smile on his face. Marsel’s ideas and growth as an
improviser and makam musician were a direct result of being present every day in the teva with
Rifat Romi, David Sevi, and the other senior ḥazzanim.
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Tala Jarjour describes a similar mode of musical education in the Syrian Orthodox
churches of Aleppo. She refers to “experiential knowledge” learned only through many years of
study with musical specialists. “Children are ordained as cantors from an early age, and their
music knowledge develops as they grow up and advance in rank and responsibility” (Jarjour
2018:88). Analytical knowledge, on the other hand, “may be gained through exposure to nonSuryani musics . . . (Jarjour:89). Jarjour defines analytical knowledge as carrying “the hallmark
of more influential traditions, and has a stronger presence in more demographically mixed and
culturally permeable locales (Jarjour:89). This framing of analytical knowledge is useful for
thinking about the supplementary music educations Marsel and Rifat received to enhance the
experiential knowledge they were building every day in the teva.
In the spring of 2015, Rabbi David convinced community leadership to offer financial
support toward professional voice lessons for Marsel and Rifat, the other young ḥazzan at Şişli.
Sevi felt that they required proper vocal training to prevent strain or tension that might damage
their voices over time. Sevi had also studied voice as a young ḥazzan, learning to breathe
properly, develop his range, and alleviate vocal and muscle tension. He explained that private
vocal study helped him to build upon an education in ḥazzanut that for most other cantors was
based exclusively in the synagogue. Marsel and Rifat began taking weekly lessons with Payam
Koryak, a renowned opera coach and professor of voice at Mimar Sinan University, at her
private studio in Kadiköy on Istanbul’s Asian side.17
Marsel and Rifat studied with Payam hoca (teacher) over a two-year period. During that
time, their voices matured, their intonation became more precise, and they were able to sustain
17

I joined Marsel and Rifat at their first lesson, thinking it could be unique dimension to include in my research. As
an undergraduate, I studied classical voice and was curious to discover how these two young ḥazzanim would adjust
to learning a very different kind of repertoire. Ultimately, I was so impressed and excited by the experience that I
began taking voice lessons with Payam Koryak as well. Every Sunday afternoon the three of us would meet at
Payam hoca’s studio in Kadiköy for a series of three lessons, one after the other.
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multiple hours of singing on Shabbat and high holidays. These lessons also exposed the two
young ḥazzanim to western notation and to unfamiliar western classical repertoire, including
German lieder, nineteenth-century Italian art songs, and Baroque arias. Initially, this experience
was a shock, as their repertoire up until that point consisted exclusively of makam-based
religious music. Eventually, however, they grew to appreciate the music of Handel and
Alessandro Scarlatti.
Istanbul ḥazzanim will quickly point out that musical aptitude and training are only part
of what makes a successful ḥazzan. Jewish education, community and family support, and
proficient and accurate reading ability in Hebrew are equally important components of the
process. Rifat and Marsel recited Hebrew text with virtuosic speed and clarity, a critical skill that
was put to regular use during Shabbat and weekday services. Both young ḥazzanim gave
indispensable relief to the senior ḥazzanim who preferred to avoid the more cumbersome reading
duties of the liturgy. Marsel and Rifat were also frequently called upon to read the weekly
parasha, Torah portion, on Saturday mornings. They would invest a great deal of practice time at
home and review closely and carefully with older ḥazzanim before chanting a new portion for
the congregation. In the following interview excerpt, David Sevi reflects on his own childhood as
well as his religious and musical training, concluding with thoughts on what he argues are the
crucial ingredients of ḥazzanut.
David Sevi: I was born in Istanbul in the Hasköy neighborhood. At that time there
were many Jews living there. I think there were ten synagogues then. I don't know
exactly how many Jews, but there were many. People weren't all that religious,
but people were in synagogue every day.
I lived with my uncle. He was more religious. He loved Turkish music and loved
to listen to the ḥazzanim, especially the famous Isak Maçoro. My uncle would go
to synagogue to hear him. He recognized the makamim and understood them.
Joseph Alpar: Who were the ḥazzanim of your youth?
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David Sevi: There were many, but the most famous was Maçoro. I would attend
the Machzikei Torah (the Talmud Torah of the day). Yusuf Biçim was my teacher
there. Students at that time had a desire to learn. Families were motivated too and
supported their children in their learning. There was no music in the Machzikei
Torah. It was a school of Judaism, not ḥazzanut. The teachers who taught us were
not musicians or ḥazzanim. They knew how to read, and that was it. If you wanted
to be trained as a ḥazzan, you needed to study privately. I began learning with
Avram Keserashvili around the time of my bar mitzvah. There was a Maftirim
choir run by İsak Maçoro that was very strong. I also used to go to concerts of
Turkish music. Later I studied with a ḥazzan, Yaacov Kohen. He was a good
ḥazzan. After that I was learning on my own.
Joseph Alpar: Why did you want to become a ḥazzan?
David Sevi: It was my uncle who inspired me. He had such a love of Turkish
music. I studied privately to develop my voice and to learn to read music.
Joseph Alpar: What about your vocal style?
David Sevi: This is my own style. That is something you can’t learn but rather
comes from within yourself. From the head and the heart.
Joseph Alpar: Please discuss your career as a ḥazzan.
David Sevi: I was fourteen or fifteen and studying with Yaakov Kohen when I
began leading a minyan at Schneidertemple [in the Galata neighborhood]. At the
age of seventeen, I went to Bursa for three years to lead services there every
Shabbat. I was completely alone there. Before I went into the army, I was at Neve
Shalom [in Galata] for a few years. After the army, I returned there until my
wedding. After I got married, I was based at the Zülfaris Synagogue in Karaköy,
now the site of the Jewish museum, for three years. I was also the ḥazzan of the
synagogue on Heybeliada [one of the Prince’s Islands in the Sea of Marmara]
every summer for five years. I finally arrived at Şişli in 1979 when İsak Maçoro
retired.
Joseph Alpar: What are your priorities as a teacher of ḥazzanut?
David Sevi: First of all, students need to learn the grammar of the language of
ḥazzanut. Whoever does not know the grammar will not be able to advance. To
read properly is the first priority, and afterwards you may also learn to sing, to
add the chanting. Then it is important to learn to chant the parashah, the ḥazzanut
of the Yamim Noraim [high holidays], other holidays that have special styles.
Joseph Alpar: What steps are necessary to become a successful ḥazzan?
David Sevi: Only to learn and to develop a connection to the kehillah
[community]. Find a connection to the heart of the people who listen to you. This
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is not something you can learn but rather comes from within oneself. (David Sevi,
interview, June 2015)
While David Sevi’s answers to these questions expressed his own sentiments and experiences as
a student of ḥazzanut and professional ḥazzan, my conversations with other ḥazzanim of his
generation in Istanbul yielded similar statements. A number of ḥazzanim, including Rifat Romi
and Jako Sarfati, among others, began their studies in the Maḥazikei Torah of Galata under the
tutelage of Yusuf Biçim. They described an education in ḥazzanut that emphasized similar
priorities and requirements.
Ambivalence Toward the Makam Tradition
It is a Friday evening in early July 2016 at Şişli’s Bet İsrael Synagogue. The eighteenyear old junior ḥazzan, Marsel Krespi, begins singing Lekha Dodi, a Hebrew piyyut welcoming
the return of “the bride” or Shabbat. Marsel begins with a plaintive vocal taksim or improvisation
on the opening Hebrew words, outlining the notes of nihavent makamı, in which this version of
Lekha Dodi is sung. He cascades downward to the tonic before beginning the stately, march-like
melody. As ḥazzan and congregation sing the beautiful piyyut, a young friend standing beside
me turns to face me, a flicker of not-so-subtle frustration passing across his face. “Why did he
have to pick this tune? It will take forever.” Lekha Dodi is a poem comprised of nine verses.
Sung to Ottoman melodies with long phrases, sluggish tempos, and florid vocal ornamentation
that are typically characteristic of Turkish Jewish liturgical music, the piyyut can take around ten
minutes to complete. Meanwhile, people are hungry, may have long walks home ahead of them,
and, at a musical level, struggle to sing along. Despite his mild displeasure, around the sixth
verse my friend nudges me again and asks what makam we are singing in. When I answer,
“nihavent makamı,” he smiles, makes a gesture indicating that he is impressed that I could
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answer, and turns to his father, proudly declaring, “He knows all of our makams. This is our
history.” The father replies, “Maşallah!” an Arabic word indicating praise and respect, before
letting out an audible sigh of fatigue. Three verses left…

Lekha Dodi in Nihavent
Musical Example 2.11: “Lekha Dodi” in Nihavent Makamı
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Hebrew text and translation:18
.שִמיָֽענוּ ֵאל ַהְמּיָֻחד
ְ  ִה,שׁמוֹר ְוזָכוֹר ְבִּדבּוּר ֶאָחד
ָ
:שׁם וְּלִתְפֶֽאֶרת ְוִלְתִהָלּה
ֵ  ְל.שמוֹ ֶאָחד
ְ ה' ֶאָחד וּ

Observe and remember the Sabbath day
the only God caused us to hear in a
single utterance: Adonai is One, and his
name is One to his renown, and to his
glory and his praise.

During my fieldwork I observed many similarly ambiguous exchanges between
congregants. These revolved around the extended melodic lines for portions of text and the
propensity for ḥazzanim to include additional melismatic movement, insisting on ponderous
tempos for congregational singing. A persistent example of such an experience is the weekly
rendition of a rather unusual, uncharacteristically Ashkenazi, melody set to Psalm 23,
traditionally sung toward the conclusion of the Arvit service on Friday evenings. See Music
Example 2.12. Psalm 23, depicting God as the poet's shepherd, protecting and supporting him in
all things, is arguably the most well-known Psalm. The setting sung in Istanbul synagogues,
particularly as it is interpreted at Şişli, projects an impression of musical and ecclesiastical
18

Translation from zemirotdatabase.org
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majesty. It is grand in its arc. Over the course of the prayer, there are a number of dramatic
musical passages in which the melody heightens both the beauty and meaning of the text through
repetition, extended and soaring motifs, sudden shifts in rhythmic energy, and musical climaxes
at the uppermost points of the melody's range. There are moments of word painting such as
during the second phrase at measure 4, "He maketh me to lie down in green pastures." The
Hebrew word "Yarbitzeini," meaning "to stretch oneself out," is repeated twice, the motif
hovering between the first and second scale degrees in a manner that evokes the line’s sense of
stillness and quiet fulfillment. Later on, the verse that reads, "Thou preparest a table before me in
the presence of mine enemies" (beginning at measure 28) is one of the setting's climaxes,
perhaps signifying the boisterous, cacophonous meals held on the field to intimidate enemies
before the battle. It begins with an escalating tempo, rising melodic line and crescendo to forte at
the word "tzorerei," my adversaries, at the highest note of the prayer's range. The motif at
"tzorerei" moves down stepwise, its last note held for greater dramatic emphasis (measure 29).
The melody continues to cascade downward with occasional leaps up a minor third during the
passage, "my cup runneth over," a possible musical depiction of drunkenness (measure 31). A
few ḥazzanim have argued that Sephardic cantors may have adopted the melody for Psalm 23
from neighboring Ashkenazi congregations of Istanbul. Though one could argue that it is in
nihavent or buselik, Psalm 23 is unlike other Hebrew texts such as the Maftirim, that have been
set to pre-existing makam-based melodies. Rather, it contains musical characteristics and
motivic elements that are decidedly Ashhenazi in character.
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Psalm 23
Musical Example 2.12: “Psalm 23” in Nihavent Makamı (Nihavent on G) sung on Friday
evenings
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Hebrew text and translation:19
. >א ֶאְחָסר, יְהָוה ר ִֹעי:ִמזְמוֹר ְלָדִוד
.ֵמי ְמֻנחוֹת יְַנֲהֵלִני- יְַרִבּיֵצִני; ַעל,שׁא
ֶ ִבְּנאוֹת ֶדּ
.שׁמוֹ
ְ  ְלַמַען,ֶצֶדק-שׁי יְשׁוֵֹבב; יְַנֵחִני ְבַמְעגְֵּלי
ִ ַנְפ

A Psalm of David. The Lord is my shepherd; I
shall not want.
He maketh me to lie down in green pastures;
He leadeth me beside the still waters.
He restoreth my soul; He guideth me in
straight paths for His name's sake.

;ַאָתּה ִעָמִּדי- ִכּי--ִאיָרא ָרע- >א, ְבּגֵיא ַצְלָמֶותTֵאֵל- גַּם ִכּיYea, though I walk through the valley of the
shadow of death, I will fear no evil, for Thou
. ֵהָמּה יְַנֲחֻמִני,2שַׁעְנֶתּ
ְ  וִּמ2שְׁבְט
ִ
art with me;
Thy rod and Thy staff, they comfort me.
; ֶנגֶד צ ְֹרָרי--שְׁלָחן
ֻ , ְלָפַניTֹ  ַתֲּערThou preparest a table before me in the
. כּוִֹסי ְרָויָה,שׁי
ִ שֶּׁמן ר ֹא
ֶ שְּׁנָתּ ַב
ַ  ִדּpresence of mine enemies;
Thou hast anointed my head with oil; my cup
runneth over.
;יְֵמי ַחיָּי- ָכּל-- טוֹב ָוֶחֶסד יְִרְדּפוִּני,T ַאSurely goodness and mercy shall follow me all
. יִָמיםT ְלא ֶֹר,יְהָוה-שְׁבִתּי ְבֵּבית
ַ  ְוthe days of my life;
and I shall dwell in the house of the LORD
forever.
Some of my Ashkenazi interlocutors in Istanbul, including the city's Ḥabad rabbi, Mendy
Chitrik, hear the melody this way. As an Ashkenazi Jew myself, growing up with an awareness
of eastern European Jewish musics, I, too, hear its Ashkenazi-ness. Regardless of the source, this
setting of Psalm 23 is universally accepted as a central, culminating musical moment by
Istanbul's ḥazzanim. For the ḥazzanim at Şişli, that musical reverence translates into a deeply
solemn, obsessively unhurried rendition that has more than once—most Friday evenings—been a
source of quiet tension between cantors and their congregants.
The division of space between clergy and congregants in the average Istanbul synagogue
begins at the steps of the bima or teva, the reader's platform that is the focal point of the
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sanctuary. There are acoustic challenges in large, cavernous synagogues like Şişli, where without
benefit of amplified sound on Shabbat, it can be difficult to follow the musical leadership in the
teva. Furthermore, Istanbul ḥazzanim always face the ark as they chant, looking away from the
congregation. This leads to further muddled musical communication, particularly when ḥazzanim
select tempos that are more conducive to solo singing rather than group singing with dozens of
congregants. With physical and sonic distance between clergy and worshippers, some
frustrations are vented, and certain congregants may take liberties with the tempos in order to
move things along.
Psalm 23 is one prime example of this phenomenon. From my vantage point, sitting at
the front of the congregation immediately to the left of the teva, I witnessed these mini musical
insurrections by Şişli regulars of all ages, wanting to liberate themselves from the tempos of the
ḥazzanim. I must be clear that these observations of musical tensions are my own and were not
confirmed by David Sevi and other senior ḥazzanim with whom I conducted interviews. Each
week the attempts might be somewhat different than the last. One friend sitting next to me would
try picking up the pace immediately—and loudly—in an effort to establish a firm and brisk
tempo from the beginning. Others might begin their own challenge to accelerate the tempo later
on. In every instance, I could feel the resistance from the ḥazzanim in the teva, their determined
and stoic faces in full profile, looking toward the ark, their voices deliberately slowing down.
Sometimes David Sevi would quietly but firmly hit the reading desk in front of him to reestablish control of the tempo. He often succeeded, though not always. Invariably, Ḥazzan Rifat
Romi would turn toward the congregation, reacting with some suspicion at these attempts to rush
the chanting of a prayer that the ḥazzanim clearly wished to draw out.
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Despite these standoffs over Psalm 23, Lekha Dodi, and other selections from the
Shabbat service, congregants also expressed genuine appreciation for the beauty of these
melodies as they sang. For Turkish Jews at the Şişli synagogue, who are already enmeshed in
synagogue life and liturgy, it is significant to recognize that makam-based music is not
necessarily a stumbling block all of the time. Rather, these congregants are familiar with the
organization of prayer and the frequent moments of call and response singing between
themselves and ḥazzanim. I observed congregants of all ages in synagogues across Istanbul
echoing and even “riffing” off of the ḥazzan’s embellished and improvised vocal line with their
own improvised, almost ecstatic, vocal responses in the makam idiom.
Such responses are common for prayers such as the Shema, one of the central prayers of
the morning service in which Jews affirm their belief in one God. Ḥazzanim in Istanbul always
chant this prayer as a grand, highly ornamented, and improvised statement, beginning the words,
“Hear, O Israel,” at a high point in their vocal range, stretching out the words through extended
ornamentation, and gradually descending and cadencing on the tonic. Musical Example 2.12
illustrates one particular rendition by David Sevi, beginning in saba makamı and descending to
segah, the makam of the “V’Ahavta” (and you shall love) prayer that follows it.
Musical Example 2.13: “Shema” (Saba on A, Segah on F#)

Shema Yisrael
Adonai Eloheinu
Adonai Echad

Hear, O Israel:
The Lord is Our God,
The Lord is One.
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Through daily participation in these morning services, I observed how transcendent this
musical moment of ritual could be for the Şişli congregants who sang along, eyes closed, either
attempting to follow the contours of the ḥazzan’s complex line or creating their own ornamented
melodies within the makam. The Shema is a statement of passionate, personal affirmation of
faith, expressed and shaped according to Ottoman vocal style and makam. Makam was the
necessary musical vehicle through which they could achieve spiritual catharsis.
In his study of the Shaḥarit liturgy for Shabbat in the Syrian community of Brooklyn,
Mark Kligman discusses similar interactions between ḥazzanim and their congregations. He
draws comparisons between the Syrian ḥazzan as musical and spiritual mediator for the
congregation and the reader of the Qur’an in an Arab mosque. In Kligman’s words,
The ḥazzan engages the congregants and facilitates their response by choosing
known melodies for the singing stations and setting up a cadential response at
other textual points during Shaḥarit. This process is similar to the audience
response during Qur’anic recitation. The reader of the Qur’an may pause in his
delivery, with members of the audience saying, “Allah,” or other words of praise,
during these pauses. During his rendering of Shaḥarit, the ḥazzan pauses after
completing the cadence or at other moments of repose. This gap is commonly
filled by some members of the congregation anticipating the next word of the
liturgical text. Some cantors facilitate this interaction by lengthening their pauses.
Sudden changes in register, maqam, tetrachord, or central tone produce
tension…the only release of the tension, and appropriate response in the liturgy, is
the congregational response of “Amen.” (Kligman 2009:194-195)
Kligman goes on to contrast Syrian ḥazzanut with the experience of tarab (musical ecstasy) in
the context of secular Arab music-making, arguing that the goals are not quite the same.
Although facilitating emotional engagement with the sound of liturgy is critical for Syrian
ḥazzanim, much like Qu’ranic chanters, producing ecstasy for its own sake is not their supreme
intention. Rather, “encouraging others to pray is the ultimate goal of the Syrian ḥazzan”
(Kligman:196).
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My own experiences as an observer of zikr ceremonies of the Kadiri Sufi order during my
fieldwork in Istanbul further informed my conception of ecstatic experience and the leader’s
responsibility in measuring and guiding the responses of his or her congregation. A zikr is a Sufi
devotional ceremony in which practitioners are immersed in the rhythmic repetition of the names
of God. Dervişler (dervishes) and other devotees often intone these names in throaty, guttural
voices with sharp intakes of breath on the off-beats. They are often accompanied by a chorus of
zakirler, devotional singers who sing a fixed set of ilahiler (hymns) interspersed with heated
improvisations set to Sufi kasideler (a form of praise poetry). Beyond these two musical layers,
the singing of the zakirler combined with the intense repetitious chanting by the participants,
there is also the element of rhythmic and repetitive movement. All who are engaged in the zikr
move as one, bowing in time, to the right, then left.
As the music, chanting, and movement build in speed and volume, there is a remarkable
physical and psychological reaction, a palpable feeling of gradually losing control. However, at
the helm of this sacred ceremony is the şeyh or spiritual leader. He is the master of ceremonies,
responsible for directing all aspects of this musically and physically ecstatic experience. The
şeyh monitors the tempo, clapping loudly in rhythm or projecting his voice over the chorus of
chanting to keep the circle of participants moving and intoning as one. He also determines the
timing of when to move on to a different chant.
At the zikr’s fastest and most climactic, frenzied point, nearly an hour after it begins, the
şeyh brings the roaring ceremony to a halt. He accomplishes this with a single declamatory call
of “Allah!” heard above the participants’ chants. Then, the circle intones the word “Hu” (“He,”
another name of God), drawing the vowel out slowly and bowing forward. After a momentary
pause, the group bows and chants “Hu” again followed by a final repetition. This “cooling-
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down” moment serves to bring the practitioners back to a place of physical and emotional
equilibrium which had been disrupted—and rocketed away—during the course of the zikr.
This ideal of merging religious devotion with raw physicality and emotion is far less
present in the Turkish Jewish liturgical experience. Generally, it is quite restrained. The ḥazzan
and rabbi maintain a relative detachment and distance from the congregation. However, the
moments in synagogue described above, propelled and enhanced by the ḥazzan’s chanting of
makam-based improvisations, are important.
Various interlocutors speculated that secular Jews in Turkey today cannot connect with
makam in liturgy because they see it as yet another element of a religious way of life that they
regard as unapproachable, strict, and unforgiving. This attitude can be traced back to both the
rise of secularism in modern Turkey and the demographic shifts in the Jewish population of
Istanbul in the 1940s and 1950s. During this time Turkish Jews and other religious minorities felt
the pressures of a state ideology of secularism that, at the same time, defined the ideal citizen as
one who was both Turkish and Muslim. Religious minorities were pushed to the margins,
harmed by a debilitating wealth tax and pressures to conform to unforgiving, narrow
understandings of citizenship. Thousands of Jews, many of whom were religious, made aliyah en
masse after the founding of the State of Israel in 1948. Most of the rabbis and many ḥazzanim
followed their communities to Israel, leaving a vacuum in Jewish ritual life. In the 1950s, Nissim
Behar, a Turkish teacher devoted to preserving his community’s way of practicing Judaism,
began to fill this void through his extraordinary and dedicated work.
Behar trained a multitude of young ḥazzanim and rabbis, wrote extensively on local
Jewish practices, and established strong synagogue schools for children to learn to read Torah
and tefilot. Many Turkish Jews who grew up during that time describe Behar as uncompromising
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in his work, often roaming neighborhood streets, hunting for errant boys on Shabbat afternoons
and pulling them by their ears back to the synagogue to study. The ḥazzanim and rabbis Nissim
Behar trained are the spiritual leaders of the community today and carry on his legacy. They all
agree that the Turkish minhag, the custom or way of being Jewish, would not exist without his
efforts. His classic book, El Gid de Pratikante, is a guide in Ladino to every nuanced aspect of
Jewish practice, according to the Turkish minhag. It is still used as a reference today by rabbis
and laypeople alike. However, the somewhat dark side to Behar’s legacy is the zeal, severity, and
all-or-nothing attitude with which he approached Jewish practice at a time in Turkey when Jews
were made to feel uncomfortable about religious difference. I spoke with one man who reflected
on how Behar barred young men from the teva, sometimes permanently, if they broke the laws of
Shabbat to attend French classes or play soccer on Saturday mornings.
While Behar’s strictness helped to preserve Turkish Jewish custom, including liturgical
music, it alienated non-religious Jews, isolating them further from synagogue life. It can be
argued that this legacy is one reason that many Jews who have remained in Turkey shun
religiosity and rarely enter a synagogue except to commemorate the anniversary of a loved one’s
death, a ceremony called a meldado.20 Traditionally, these ceremonies take place at the
conclusion of an Arvit service on weeknights and after the Havdalah service, which ushers in a
new week at the conclusion of Shabbat on Saturday evenings. Those intending to participate in
the meldado service are expected to arrive in time for the preceding Arvit. There is a range of
participation levels, from active engagement to complete detachment. During fieldwork, I would
often witness the chief rabbi becoming increasingly frustrated with visitors who were sitting in
the pews without a siddur (prayer book) in their hands. On a few occasions, he lifted a stack of
siddurim (multiple prayer books) from the teva, handing them to me, and asked that I pass them
20

The meldado is the Sephardic equivalent of the Yahrzeit in Ashkenazi Judaism.
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out to those who needed them. Some accepted them while others politely refused. The chief
rabbi more than once interrupted the Arvit service, gently commanding all those present to take a
siddur. Even if they did not understand Hebrew or wish to pray, he reasoned that simply having
it in their hands would be a small thread that might connect them to the experience of the service.
One of the greatest challenges synagogue leadership today faces in its attempt to draw
potential congregants back is how to re-position Judaism as welcoming, familiar, and compatible
with a modern Turkish way of life. The perception of the makam-based liturgy as outdated does
not help this process. Furthermore, Jews who are actively participating in synagogue life care
less about the survival of their musical traditions than they do about the survival and
strengthening of their community’s Judaism. Significantly, David Sevi recognizes this trend and
is responding to it in a variety of ways. His work as a scholar, teacher, and spiritual advisor will
be explored in the final segment of this chapter.
Rabbi David Sevi as Spiritual Guide and Community Educator
I was living in Istanbul for about three months when a friend from the Şişli synagogue
invited me to one of David Sevi’s weekly Torah lessons on Thursday evenings. They are held in
the multi-purpose classroom on the synagogue’s fourth floor, beginning at 8:30 p.m., sometimes
ending at 10:30 p.m. or 10:45 p.m. The crowd of twenty to twenty-five people that shows up for
these classes forms the nucleus of local Şişli families who are ardently trying to expand their
Jewish knowledge and level of commitment. As of 2018, these weekly lessons are in their fifth
season. They are the highlight of the Jewish week for some. They present an opportunity to learn
from Sevi, an absorbing and skillful orator, in a non-threatening, cheerful environment in which
both men and women are welcome to participate. Co-educational community learning is one of
the central opportunities that Jewish women of Istanbul have to engage more directly and
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intimately with synagogue life. More generally, these lessons are important social occasions for
building community among like-minded individuals. Individuals in the familiar crowd that
returns each week always greet one another warmly with a sense of genuine camaraderie and
caring and a mutual love of Judaism.
While living in Istanbul, I would arrive at the synagogue around 8:10 p.m. on a Thursday
evening, greeting the strapping security guard positioned outside the building and accepting one
of his bone-crushing handshakes. Entering the synagogue, I would put on my kippah (skullcap)
and make my way up to the fourth-floor classroom. Long tables were arranged in a U-shape with
chairs placed around the perimeter. Moris Sevilla, my dear friend who regularly hosted me on
Shabbat at his home in Gayrettepe, would already be there, sitting in his usual spot in the corner
of the room by the window to catch the breeze from outside. A few middle-aged couples who
attended regularly would take their customary seats along one side of the room. Alper D. Aziz, a
deeply spiritual man in his forties, would also invariably be early, carefully positioning his small
mp3 recorder on the table to preserve and archive David Sevi’s lessons. He would often sit next
to me to help as an occasional translator with some of the Turkish words and sentences that were
too advanced for me to comprehend. David Sevi would frequently use formal and high-level
Turkish in his talks, so the lineup of translators I had assembled over time could be very helpful!
Meanwhile, Zeki, the young synagogue gabbai who was responsible for facilitating these
weekly lessons, would be busy preparing snacks and putting them on the table. The menu was
mostly the same each week: boyikos (a kind of Sephardic cheese cracker), assorted fruits,
plentiful nuts of every variety, sodas, tea, and a special dessert provided by one of the local
kosher caterers. I was particularly fond of the chocolate muhallebi, a kind of thick, creamy
Turkish pudding. As Zeki and volunteers would set up, more attendees would funnel into the
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classroom—Jaco, an older man who lived in the nearby Bomonti neighborhood, Milko, a young
fellow who had recently returned to Turkey from a long period in the United States, David Sevi’s
wife, the ḥazzan Rifat Kandiyoti, and other familiar faces. Finally, at exactly 8:30 p.m., Rabbi
David would emerge from his office next door and enter the classroom as his students rose in
respect.
The strengths of Sevi’s lessons are manifold, and they have increased with each passing
season. As a teacher, Sevi is able to frame the topics of his talks—the parasha (Torah portion) of
the week—in ways that are accessible to the novice. His interpretations draw surprising, even
exciting connections to relatable life experiences and stories. Sevi spends his whole week
researching and preparing for the lessons, which are meticulously structured. During the lessons
I attended, he would draw on multiple rabbinic texts and mystical interpretations of certain
passages of Torah. He favored discussions of gematria, the Kabbalistic technique of associating
Hebrew letters and words with numerical values. There was a kind of climax to these lessons, a
gradual build-up of diverse types of information that, like a puzzle, came together at the end,
engendering excited praise and astonishment from the crowd.
The first portion of Rabbi David’s talk each week was about halakha (Jewish law). Every
few months he picked a theme or topic to focus on over the course of a series of lessons. Shabbat
rituals, the rules of the synagogue, dietary laws, and laws relating to health and hygiene were a
few of the subjects he covered during the period in which I participated in his lessons. These
subjects were critical for the participants who wished to learn how to build on their Jewish
observance, little by little, and assume greater halakhic responsibility in their lives at home and
in synagogue.
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Sometimes Sevi shared details of his own spiritual journey. I recall one lesson dealing
with the sympathetic struggles of maintaining kashrut (religious laws relating to dietary
restrictions) at different times in one’s life. He told the story of a young Jewish man who had
begun his army service in Turkey. The man was sent to an unfamiliar region in Turkey where
there were no Jews and no way of obtaining kosher food. At the end of the story, Sevi smiled and
quietly added, “The young man in the story was me,” a poignant conclusion that moved the
entire class.
Sevi’s journey from non-observant Jew to devout and erudite religious scholar and rabbi
is an inspiration to many members of the Istanbul community who are spiritually searching and
enquiring. His path toward the rabbinate was in part inspired by his only son’s religious
awakening and move to Ḥabad Hasidic Judaism. The son is a rabbi living in Israel with his wife
and children. Since Sevi’s ordination, he has transformed himself and the congregation he orbits
in significant ways. A few years ago, he began a yeshiva (a school of Talmudic learning) for
anyone in the Istanbul community interested in participating. It meets three days a week from
10:30 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. and focuses on a variety of texts and topics. Tuesdays are always devoted
to the complex topic of sheḥita, the ritual slaughter of kosher animals. In attendance are the
shoḥatim, the slaughterers. Until this year, Sevi functioned as the chief shoḥet of the community,
leading a group of five men, mostly other ḥazzanim. During these Tuesday meetings, they are
often joined by an Israeli rabbi, Avraham Chaim. Some years ago, the community began inviting
Rabbi Chaim to help re-educate their shoḥatim to be in line with global Orthodox standards of
ritual slaughter. He continues to visit Istanbul bi-weekly, meeting at the yeshiva and offering his
own evening classes in Gemara (the second part of the Talmud; rabbinical analysis and
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commentary on the first part of the Talmud) and Jewish domestic life at the homes of different
community members.
On Wednesdays and Thursdays, the topics at David Sevi’s yeshiva shift to a certain
tractate of Talmud they have chosen to learn together as a group. This yeshiva attracts a much
smaller circle of men—again, mostly the synagogue’s other ḥazzanim—simply because it is held
in the middle of a work day. However, it receives support and encouragement because Sevi is so
committed to it. One of his long-term projects is to translate the complete Shulchan Aruch (“set
table”), the towering code of Jewish law compiled by sixteenth-century rabbi, Joseph Karo, into
Turkish. With its emphasis on Sephardic customs and law, it is an indispensable resource for
Turkish Jewish practice. Sevi’s monumental undertaking is one example of how his own
priorities have shifted away from the musical to more scholarly and rabbinic endeavors. He
regards his new role as rabbi with a sense of gravity and deep commitment to the spiritual lives
of his congregation.
I want to share what I've learned with the kehila and help to bring them closer to
Judaism, to at least connect on some level. Come for even one hour to the
synagogue. Try to avoid lashon hara [“evil tongue” or gossip]. The path to a
greater connection to Judaism is a series of steps, madregot. It takes time. Helping
people understand these different steps is my role. (David Sevi, interview, May
2015)
Seudah Shelishit: The Third Meal of Shabbat as an Opportunity for Prayer, Jewish Education
and Musical Heritage Preservation
In 2012, when I first traveled to Istanbul, David Sevi was a rabbi and the community’s
chief ḥazzan but not yet the rabbi of the Şişli Synagogue. That post belonged to Rabbi İsak
Alaluf. Alaluf is a former cantor himself, born and raised in İzmir, where he began his career in
ḥazzanut. After being ordained as a rabbi and relocating to Istanbul, he assumed the position of
head rabbi of the Şişli synagogue, often sharing duties with other ḥazzanim as the officiant for
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prayer services. Alaluf was also a passionate supporter of the Maftirim repertoire. Over the
years, Maftirim recitation had shifted from the early dawn hours on Saturday mornings to later in
the afternoon during the ritual third meal of Shabbat, seudah shelishit. Seudah shelishit typically
occurs between the afternoon service and evening services. The Şişli custom is to have the meal
first, followed by both services and then the concluding Havdalah service. It is usually a time for
Torah study and the performance of Maftirim. However, by 2012, David Sevi had become
somewhat disillusioned by the art form’s declining appeal in the community and was no longer
interested in leading the weekly fasıl.
During the three months that I stayed in Istanbul in 2012, Rabbi Alaluf still wanted to
sing the Maftirim although David Sevi was never present. The small meal would begin with
Alaluf, Ḥazzan Jako Sarfati, and a few other older men singing one or two selections while
congregants chatted in the background. It was a somewhat disheartening musical experience
despite the valiant efforts of the singers. However, over the past few years the dynamic has
changed significantly. Rabbi Alaluf assumed a new post as head rabbi of Istanbul’s newest
synagogue, the up-and-coming Kemerburgaz congregation in northern Istanbul. This vacancy
allowed David Sevi to assume the head rabbi role at Şişli. Even before this transition, he was
already recommitting himself to giving more time to the Maftirim repertoire during the seudah
shelishit. Now, as head rabbi, he is able to strike a balance between giving critical time to the
Maftirim every week and honoring his responsibility—and the congregation’s predilection—for
Jewish teaching.
During my fieldwork period, an assortment of around twenty to twenty-five people
assembled in the basement-level classroom of the Şişli synagogue every Saturday afternoon.
Following the Motzei (the prayer over bread), the meal would begin, consisting of nova lox,
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hummus, babaganouj, challah, and a variety of nuts. After a couple of minutes of quiet chatting
and munching, Ḥazzan Jako Sarfati began passing around the spiral-bound Maftirim booklets,
which only contained the Hebrew lyrics and no notation. David Sevi, in contrast, used his own
hand-written transcriptions that he made years earlier. He kindly allowed me to sit next to him
every week, recognizing and supporting my interest, and we followed along together.
On David Sevi’s left sat the two junior ḥazzanim, Rifat Kandiyoti and Marsel Krespi. In
addition to this assemblage of ḥazzanim, there were three or four other older men who were
familiar enough with the repertoire to join in. Sevi conducted selections of the Maftirim suite of
the week with great passion and precision, indicating dynamic change and where to pause, to
accelerate or retard. In between each portion of Maftirim was a Torah lesson.
Sevi allows music and Torah study to exist side by side by interspersing Torah lessons
with selections from the Maftirim. He further engages the community by inviting anyone with an
interest to give their own drashah (lesson) on the Torah portion for the week. This opportunity
for peer learning has been very successful and is repeated in the Thursday night lessons and other
forums as well. Congregants of all ages take advantage of this intellectual challenge, starting
with Chaim Chitrik, the second-oldest son of Ḥabad Rabbi Mendy Chitrik. Chaim, now fourteen
years old and attending a yeshiva in Chicago with his older brother, was twelve when he began
giving short lessons each week at the third meal. Sevi would invite Chaim to sit next to him,
regarding his words with the utmost seriousness and respect. At the conclusion of Chaim’s dvar
Torah (commentary on the Torah), the assembled group would shout “Ḥazak uBarukh!” (“be
strong and be blessed”), the Sephardic acknowledgement for someone who has contributed to the
religious experience in some way. Then Sevi would begin the next musical selection. This
pattern continued until it was time to return to the sanctuary for Minḥa.
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Bringing moments of Jewish learning into the everyday schedule of prayers at Şişli has
been a hallmark of Sevi’s tenure as head rabbi. He concludes each weekday and Sunday morning
Shaḥarit service by reading a brief morsel of halakha to the congregation. He shares these
halakhot (plural of halakha) online every day via an email listserv. After the morning service on
weekdays, Sevi offers a fifteen-minute lesson on the floor of the sanctuary to congregants before
they depart for work. An extended hour-long lesson is given on Sunday mornings after Shaḥarit
with accompanying simit (a Turkish circular bread, similar to a bagel) and çay.
In this period of spiritual and social transition for the Turkish Jewish community, David
Sevi and other religious leaders are transitioning as well. To be a ḥazzan in Istanbul today, one
must respond to the changing needs of one’s congregants. What is astounding and inspiring is
that, in spite of his mammoth responsibilities as head rabbi, David Sevi continues to elevate
traditional ḥazzanut at Şişli to new musical heights with every service he conducts. It is Sevi’s
somewhat austere approach to upholding Istanbul’s sacred Jewish musical tradition that keeps it
alive—for the moment—at Şişli. Various congregants throughout Istanbul will argue, however,
that this dedication and musical rigidity is at odds with what a certain portion of the community
wants to sing or hear when they pray. The next chapter will explore the debates over musical
adjustment and experimentation in Turkish ḥazzanut, arguing that the tension lies at the
intersection of nostalgia, modernity, and religious propriety.
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Chapter Three:
Musical Adjustment and Religious Propriety in Turkish Ḥazzanut
Etz Ahayim - The Ortaköy Synagogue
There is nothing quite as agonizing as sitting in a taxi or bus in Istanbul traffic at rush
hour—unless you are contemplating the sahil yolu (shore road) along the Bosphorus at certain
times of day. In that case, it is a slow death. Occasionally, however, there may be unexpected
respites from the bottlenecks of hundreds of taxis, buses, minibuses, dolmuşler (jitneys), and
personal cars converging on a two-lane highway. With a sudden burst of gas, you cruise along
the sahil, streaking passed the enormous Dolmabahçe Palace, grand hotels like the Four Seasons
and Çirağan Palace, and the main building of Galatasaray University, all on your right. To your
left are the high stone walls rising up to the hills of neighborhoods that overlook the Bosphorus
such as Beyoğlu, Tophane, and Maçka. The walls are emblazoned with giant black and white
photos of Mustafa Kemal Atatürk in various stages and scenes of his remarkable life—as
military commander, politician, president, family man, and father of a nation. In such traffic-free
moments, a drive along the sahil yolu can be a delight. Eventually, however, you will be
approaching Ortaköy, where the tight squeeze of narrow lanes and multiple traffic lights returns,
and you must wait, impatiently, as you edge into the neighborhood and wonder when the
municipality will finally build a metro line or funicular so that you might avoid the nightmare of
traffic altogether.
Once dropped off by your bus or taxi, however, Ortaköy can be quite wonderful. By day,
it maintains a relatively serene atmosphere with an assortment of shops, coffee houses, and
restaurants. It also boasts one of the best public perches to sit on a bench and contemplate the
beauty of the Bosphorus and the Bosphorus Bridge across it, in particular, while seagulls hover
overhead and cats attempt to insinuate themselves between dining tourists and their lunch.
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Ortaköy transforms at night into a bustling party destination. The rooftop clubs of the waterfront
hotels blast techno and Turkish pop until 4:00 o’clock in the morning. Rows of concession stands
sell the two street foods for which Ortaköy is famous. The first is kumpir, a baked potato of
leviathan proportions filled with mayonnaise, ketchup, pickles, sweetcorn, sausage slices,
carrots, mushrooms, and Russian potato salad. The other is a dessert waffle with innumerable
toppings. Families, flirting couples, children, and the elderly find any available patch of
pavement by the water to sit and inhale their kumpir. They chat and gaze out at the twinkling
lights across the Bosphorus and the dozens of ferries and ships that glide by, all in the shadow of
the suspension bridge that links Europe and Asia and illuminates the water with its thousands of
multicolored, dancing lights.
In the middle of all this sublime tumult is the Etz Ahayim Sinagogu, more often simply
called Ortaköy Sinagogu or just Ortaköy. Located on the shore side of the narrow main street, the
original structure was built by early Jewish settlers in 1660 to serve a Jewish population of poor
fisherman, leather tanners, and other tradesmen. Historically, Ortaköy was a cosmopolitan
village and a diverse home to a community of Jews, Greeks, Armenians, and Turks. It continues
to support houses of worship for each religious group, hidden among the bars, restaurants, and
luxury waterfront hotels. In 1941, a devastating fire completely destroyed the synagogue, with
only the marble aron kodesh (holy ark) surviving. The community rebuilt the synagogue on the
same site.
The building looks decidedly nondescript and somewhat unattractive from the outside, an
uneven, multi-leveled array of concrete blocks, flanked by a tiny guard booth and front security
bunker. Once beyond the bunker, however, one notices the synagogue’s elaborate and unusual
interior design. Skylights drench the smooth stone-floored atrium with natural light. The atrium
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is the bright multi-purpose and dining space for the congregation, where I enjoyed many
sumptuous breakfasts after Shaḥarit services. Three distinct interior spaces surround it. The main
sanctuary is the largest, a two-storied rectangular room adorned with wood paneling, marble
walls, and crystal chandeliers.
Figure 3.1: Etz Ahayim Synagogue, Ortaköy

The next room off the atrium is the chapel named for rabbi Naphtali Katz (1645-1719), a revered
seventeenth-century Russo-German rabbi and kabbalist. Katz lived a peripatetic life, eventually
making a final pilgrimage from the Ukraine to the Holy Land in 1718. However, he was taken ill
while passing through Istanbul and never left. In his short time in Istanbul before his death, he
was able to teach and serve as rabbi in the small chapel that now bears his name. That chapel,
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which was not connected to the original Ortaköy synagogue structure, survived the fire and was
incorporated into the new design during reconstruction. A third space was the old sanctuary
before the fire and still contains the surviving marble ark in its original location. It now serves as
an occasional prayer space and extension of the dining area on busy Shabbat mornings.
Ḥazzan İzzet Barokas
I recall my first experience as a participant in Shabbat Shaḥarit services at the Etz
Ahayim Synagogue. Musically, the Shaḥarit service was quite similar to those of other Istanbul
synagogues, with a rotation of three ḥazzanim sharing the duty of leading the congregation.
Their improvisatory chanting was guided by the principles of makam. At the conclusion of the
Torah reading, Ortaköy's youngest ḥazzan, İzzet Barokas, rose to lead the congregation in Musaf.
The bulk of the Musaf service is taken up by the Amidah, or standing prayer, considered the
central prayer of Judaism. Worshippers stood with their feet firmly together, facing forward
toward Jerusalem. Many lifted their traditional white tallitot (prayer shawls) over their heads to
better concentrate on this personal and meditative prayer. A young man standing next to me in
the pew nudged my elbow, motioned toward İzzet, and whispered that I should prepare to hear
something great.
As İzzet began to chant, I was immediately struck by the richness and youthfulness of his
high tenor voice. He chanted in nihavent makamı, his intricate melismatic lines cascading down
with ease and precision. His style was definitely distinct from the ḥazzanim I had listened to that
morning and in other Istanbul synagogues, sounding more like the Syrian cantors I had heard in
Israel. I would later learn that he was trained by an Israel-based Turkish ḥazzan who helped to
mold his unique, florid style. He arrived at the third blessing of the Amidah. In every Jewish
service (tefilah), worshippers recite the Amidah once, silently, and then the ḥazzan leads the
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congregation in a responsive repetition of the prayer. During the repetition on weekdays, the
ḥazzan chants a longer version of the Kedusha. On Shabbat and festivals, the Kedusha is even
further extended with additional texts chanted responsively between ḥazzan and congregants. It
often becomes a musical high point of the service, allowing the ḥazzan to heighten the emotional
and aural impact of communal worship through passages of solo chanting.
Figure 3.2: Ḥazzan İzzet Barokas

The Kedusha is the heart of the Amidah, deeply serious and full of words of praise
toward God. In Turkish synagogues, this portion of the service can be quite intense. The ḥazzan's
long and florid improvised lines of text are punctuated by the responses of the congregation
members, who chant with passion, rising on their toes, swaying from side to side, and lifting
their hands upward. On this day in Ortaköy all that energy was present. However, instead of
singing the Keter, the first passage of the Musaf Kedusha, in the expected improvised style, İzzet
began to chant the words to the opening melody of "Bekledim de Gelmedin," a popular Turkish
waltz by Yesari Asim Arsoy, a composer of light Turkish classical music from the early
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Republican period. The congregation joined İzzet, quietly singing Hebrew words to the wellknown love song. At the conclusion of the section, they chanted their set response with
enthusiasm.
İzzet began the next segment of the Kedusha set to verse and chorus of "Adio Kerida," a
classic Sephardic song in Ladino about a bitter disintegration of a relationship. Again, the
congregation sang with him. There were three more portions of the Kedusha that he set to new
music: the popular Israeli love song, "Erev Shel Shoshanim" by Yosef Hadar and Moshe Dor;
Israeli composer Naomi Shemer's "Jerusalem of Gold"; and "Hatikvah," the Israeli national
anthem. Near the end of each segment, İzzet's voice would rise up to the octave in a triumphant
way, signaling the congregants to chant their response. He returned to improvised chanting at the
conclusion of the Kedusha, and the rest of the service proceeded in a more typical fashion.
This short burst of congregational singing was somewhat of a revelation for me. As I
have written in Chapter 2, congregational singing certainly exists in Turkish synagogue practice,
but it is employed rather sparingly. The ḥazzan chants the bulk of service alone with congregants
following along, reciting the words aloud but quietly to themselves. This, in fact, is typical of
most traditional Jewish congregations throughout the world. It is also reflective of the office of
the ḥazzan, whose function is to be the voice of the kahal (community) to God. From the
nineteenth century on, synagogue congregations throughout the Jewish world expected ḥazzanim
to possess rich and affective voices that could transport the worshipper to a point of spiritual
transcendence and also put on a good show. However, in many contemporary American
egalitarian congregations, communal singing has become as important as having a good ḥazzan,
if not more so (Slobin 1989, Summit 2000). Congregational singing can be a critical draw to a
synagogue, attracting a diverse population of Jews who possess little or no formal Jewish
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education but seek a sense of Jewish community and a nonjudgmental worship experience in
which they can comfortably participate. Contrafactum, the setting of existing melodies to
liturgical texts, is a useful way to engage participants who are unfamiliar with the traditional
service. It is a longstanding practice in Jewish communities throughout the world.

Kedusha_Bekledim de Gelmedin
Yesari
Barokas
Musical Example 3.1: Opening Keter section of the Kedusha blessing
set Asim
to theArsoy/Izzet
song “Bekledim
de Gelmedim” in Nihavent (on G) as performed by Ḥazzan İzzet Barokas
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Hebrew text and translation:21
 ה' ֱא>ֵהינוּ2ֶכֶּתר יְִתּנוּ ְל
ַמְלאִָכים ֲהמוֵֹני ַמְעָלה
שָׂרֵאל ְקבוֵּצי ַמָטּה
ְ ִ י2ִעם ַעְמּ
שֵׁלּשׁו
ַ ְ י2שּׁה ְל
ָ יַַחד ֻכָּלּם ְקֻד
Tַכָּדָּבר ָהאָמוּר ַעל יַד ְנִביָא
ְוָקָרא זֶה ֶאל זֶה ְואַָמר

A crown is given to You, Adonai, our God
By the angels on high
and by Your people who assemble below: all of
them together thrice repeat “Holy” unto You
as is said by way of Your prophet,
“And they called one to another, and said:

Singing along in Ortaköy immediately reminded me of my own experiences as a
congregant at B'nai Jeshurun, a non-denominational synagogue on Manhattan's Upper West Side
of New York. The ḥazzan would set prayers to familiar Israeli songs, wordless niggunim by the
famed Hasidic rabbi and composer Shlomo Carlebach, and even the occasional American pop or
folk tune, eliciting appreciative chuckles and enthusiastic participation from the congregation.
Toward the end of "Lekha Dodi," the hymn welcoming the arrival of Shabbat, large groups of
people would rise from their seats, link arms, and dance joyously through the aisles, adding to a
feeling of collective community. While they certainly did not go that far at Ortaköy, it was clear
that people liked what İzzet was doing. After Shaḥarit ended, I asked Yossi, the young fellow
next to me, if İzzet sang the Kedusha in this way every week. He nodded emphatically,
explaining that each week "we wait to hear which songs he will sing next." Motioning to a group
of seven or eight young men in their twenties and thirties, Yossi added, "we all come every week
to hear him."
This chapter probes musical adjustments to Turkish synagogue liturgy and the various
positions people take to justify or critique them. Such an examination can illuminate ways that
modern spiritual communities negotiate between tradition and experimentation and the particular
forces compelling them to choose—or struggle over choosing—one or the other. The everincreasing mobility and transnational identifications of Turkish Jews animate and enrich the
21
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practice of Judaism in Istanbul with new inspirations and expectations. More than just music is
implicated in these transformations. They introduce alternative ideas about education, public
service, the building of community, and Judaism itself. Such changes encounter and complicate
local customs that still matter to people, despite being in decline or of limited relevance. I argue
that one outcome is a malleable and mobile Turkish Jewish identity that inspires broader
understandings of how Judaism should be practiced in Turkey today.
An Overview of Jewish Musical Adjustment and Rabbinical Critique
Tensions over music and religious propriety are not unique to Turkey’s Jewish
community. In his dissertation on religious musical practices in contemporary Haredi Jewish
neighborhoods in Brooklyn, New York, Gordon Dale (2017) astutely observes the collisions
between certain musically conservative rabbinic leaders and community members over the
appropriateness of particular instruments and music styles in religious Jewish contexts. Haredi
musicians and their audiences perform and listen to Jewish-themed music infused with styles
such as rock ‘n’ roll and pop, demonstrating that these communities are not impervious to such
pulls from the non-Jewish world. Traditionalists in Haredi society attempt to regulate such
musical activities with varying degrees of success out of a concern for the “spiritual health” (iv)
of the community and the survival of its distinguished, sacred musical practices.
Beyond spheres of Orthodox Judaism, liberal strands of Judaism such as the Reform
Movement confront similar questions relating to the admissibility of music in prayer. Jeffrey
Summit (2000) writes about musical approaches to Jewish prayer in Reform Judaism, suggesting
that while the insertion of familiar melodies from the secular and non-Jewish canon is a welcome
and common feature in Reform congregations, ḥazzanim and congregants alike express regret at
the inevitable loss of traditional musical knowledge. Mark Slobin, in his own study of the
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American cantorate (1989), describes the ascendancy of participatory singing in synagogue
which eventually challenged—and in many Reform synagogues eclipsed—the role of the soloist
cantor.
In the case of Turkish Jewry, I argue that in this contemporary period, experimentation
with Jewish and non-Jewish musics outside the realm of the Ottoman tradition is part of a larger
reality: Turkish Jews, particularly those engaged in religious pursuits, question the condition of
Jewish practice in Turkey and what it can or should become. Music as one of the primary
vehicles for communal prayer is a central part of a wide-ranging process in which Turkish Jews
are looking beyond the boundaries of local Jewish tradition for musical and religious influences
and ideas. These changes should be regarded as thoroughly emplaced aspects of the
contemporary Turkish Jewish experience.
Scholarship examining the diverse musical lives and entangled cultural identifications of
Navajo (McAllester 1954, Jacobsen 2009) and Apache (Samuels 2004) Indians is helpful in its
exploration of the ambiguous identifications and diverse pleasures that indigenous people can
articulate and perform. Samuels writes that “musical expression unmasks an ambiguity that lives
in all cultural symbolic action” (Samuels 2004:19). San Carlos Apache find relevance and
meaning in their own traditional musics as well as an array of popular musics, including country,
rock, and reggae, among others. Similarly, religious Turkish Jews listen to Ottoman classical
music, Turkish pop, Israeli and American rock, and, more recently, Ashkenazi Hasidic music (a
topic to be addressed in Chapter 4). Like the San Carlos Apaches described in Samuel’s text,
Turkish Jews recognize the significance of preserving heritage while emphasizing that it cannot
be their only reality. Apache identity—and identity in general—Samuels argues, is fluid:
But to say that San Carlos Apaches have held onto or lost certain traditions is not
the same as saying that they have held onto or lost their identity. Identity is no
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longer tied exclusively to practices that are objectifiable as traditions, important as
they are. To paraphrase Stuart Hall again, identity is not simply the expression of
reproduction of something already produced, but is itself a production. Moreover,
that production and expression of identity are contextualized within the
contradictions of everyday life in the contemporary reservation communities.
(Samuels:244)
Jacobsen similarly describes diverse musical preferences among members of the Navajo Nation
as “inseparable from social practice and everyday sociality” (Jacobsen 2009:450). She contends
that “sound serves to anchor particular identities not to geographic places but to often-ephemeral
social spaces of Navajo and Indian identity” (Jacobsen:450).
In the case of Istanbul’s synagogue-going Jews, the quest to strengthen the Turkish
community’s connection to Judaism has become transnational in scope, drawing on diverse
methodologies, resources, and people while continuing carefully to operate within the framework
of Orthodox Judaism. Certain religious and lay leadership envision a Turkish Judaism with a
modern outlook. They want it to be appealing, contemporary, and inviting to the wary and
uninitiated secular members of Turkish Jewish society, to prove that deepening one’s
commitment to Jewish practice need not be an impediment to one’s social and economic life.
Community leadership invests in an array of educational programming as part of this initiative.
Yet, the mostly unaltered, traditional Turkish synagogue services remain a quietly divisive issue
for many in the community. Even those who wish for some modifications and modernizations to
the liturgy are equally protective of it, defending its significance. Community leaders who take
active, influential roles in shaping synagogue life (organizing special events, supporting
publication of new prayer books, bringing visiting scholars) are careful not to interfere in matters
of music and liturgy. They understand the importance of these local practices for many in the
community. The sense of responsibility toward the traditional sacred music of the synagogue
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captures a larger concern for harmony and community solidarity. One community leader put it
simply: “We do not want to divide the community or alienate anyone by bending too far.”
Maintaining good relations within the community is one factor, explaining why there has
been little initiative to make any significant alterations to the service, musically or otherwise.
Another is the stringency on the part of senior ḥazzanim, rabbis, and laypeople who are
committed to following traditional practices. As certain ḥazzanim, rabbis, and congregations
endeavor to insert minimally divergent musical selections into synagogue services, mild
opposition takes two forms. The first is a fear that the local tradition will disappear. The second
is religious in nature, arguing that certain styles of music and repertoire are inadmissible and
inappropriate in a religious context. This latter reasoning is a familiar one, circulated through
rabbinic arguments that have raged against the use of certain melodic content in prayer as far
back as the earliest accounts of Jewish experimentation with Ottoman musical aesthetics in the
sixteenth century. Rabbis throughout the Ottoman period asserted that certain music had the
capacity to distract the person engaged in prayer, potentially leading him toward immoral
thoughts and actions. The following anecdote illustrates this particular view:
On a damp and chilly January afternoon in 2015, my friend Murat and I sat at a window
table in Levi Lokantası, finishing our lunch with Moshe Palachi. The conversation had shifted to
music, mostly at my request, and Mr. Palachi began to sing an improvisation on hicaz makamı in
a hushed voice in order not to disturb the other diners. Sitting at the next table was Shimon
Asayas, the older ḥazzan of the historic Italian Synagogue, known as Kal de los Frankos, in
Istanbul’s Galata neighborhood. In addition to his work in ḥazzanut on Saturday mornings,
Asayas served as one of the mashgiachs, or kosher supervisors, of Levi Lokantası. This
responsibility required him to be present at the restaurant on certain days of the week to observe
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that the kitchen staff was using kosher meat and obeying laws of kashrut in the preparation and
serving of food. Asayas was a quiet man who often sat at a corner table, observing the customers
and waiters and occasionally striking up a brief conversation with Mr. Palachi on various goingson in the Jewish community. We had not yet formally met. On this particular afternoon, Mr.
Asayas rose from his chair, slowly moved toward our table, and sat down as Moshe Palachi
completed his vocal taksim. I introduced myself and briefly explained what brought me to
Istanbul. Intrigued by the topic and by Mr. Palachi’s presentation, Mr. Asayas proceeded to share
his own musical setting of the Kedusha.
Mr. Asayas’s setting was for the Nakdishach, the introductory text of the Kedusha sung
during the Shaḥarit service on Shabbat. “Perhaps you will recognize the tune,” he said, proudly,
before beginning to sing. Immediately, I recognized the melody as the familiar seventeenthcentury composition, “Rast Yürük Semai” by Hafız Post, “Gelse o şûh meclise nâz ü tegâfül
eylese.” The composition is one of the most frequently recorded and performed works in the
Ottoman classical repertoire, with versions by beloved singers such as Zeki Müren, Hamiyet
Yüceses, Sibel Can, Bülent Ersoy, and many others. The lyrics describe a şuh, a seductive or
coquettish woman, who is the object of the narrator’s affections:
Musical Example 3.2: Setting of the Kedusha for Shaḥarit service on Shabbat by Shimon Asayas
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Hebrew text and translation:22
 ְוָקָרא זֶה ֶאל:2 ַכָּכּתוּב ַעל יַד ְנִביֶא.שּׁה
ָ  ְקֻד2שׁים ְל
ִ שְׁלּ
ַ  ַהְמ,שְׂרֵפי ק ֶֹדשׁ
ַ שׂיַח סוֹד
ִ  ְכּנ ַֹעםT ְוַנֲעִריָצTשׁ
ָ ַנְקִדּי
T ָבּרוּ:שְׁבִּחים ְואוְֹמִרים
ַ  ְלֻעָמָּתם ְמ. ְמ>א ָכל ָהאֶָרץ ְכּבוֹדוֹ. יְהוֹ ָה ְצָבאוֹת, ָקדוֹש, ָקדוֹש, ָקדוֹש:זָה ְואַָמר
 ַהְללוּיָהּ, ִציּוֹן ְלד ֹר ָוד ֹרTִ יְהוֹ ָה ְלעוָֹלם ֱא>ַהיT> יְִמ: ָכּתוּב ֵלאמ ֹר2שׁ
ְ  וְּבִדְבֵרי ָקְד.ְכּבוֹד יְהוֹ ָה ִמְמּקוֹמוֹ.
We will sanctify You & revere You, like the pleasant conversation, of the
assembly of the holy Serafim (angels) that recite holiness thrice before You. And
as it is written by Your prophet: And one calls to the other & says: Holy, Holy,
Holy is the Lord of hosts. The entire world is filled with His glory. Those facing
them, give praise & say: Blessed is the honor of the Lord from His place. And in
Your holy words it is written, stating: The Lord will reign forever, your G·d, oh
zion, for every generation, Halleluy·ah.
As Mr. Asayas softly sang the tune, substituting the Hebrew words of the Nakdishach for
the original Ottoman Turkish love poetry, Mr. Palachi began to shake his head, making a quiet
clucking sound with his tongue. When Asayas finished, Palachi turned to him, saying matter-offactly, “This is a love song. If one wants to sing a love song, sing it, but love songs do not belong
in the tefilah (prayer service) and certainly not in the Kedusha.” This was clearly his last word on
the subject, and none of us, including Asayas, pursued it further.
Throughout my fieldwork, I struggled to reconcile the strong disapproval by certain
religious community members—Moshe Palachi among them—toward the application of secular
melodies to sacred texts with the welcoming attitudes of certain synagogue congregations like
Etz Ahayim. Congregants in Ortaköy, some of whom were newly religious Jews, considered
musical adjustment as essential to breathing new life—and bringing new participants—into the
service. Mr. Palachi’s argument against Mr. Asayas’s musical setting of the Kedusha was not
about his utilizing an Ottoman musical form for his creation. After all, Moshe Palachi had only
moments earlier been engaged in his own wordless improvisation based on a different makam.
Rather, he disapproved of the choice to adapt an Ottoman classical love song and to set the
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melody to the Kedushah—meaning “Holiness”—a passage that Jews regard as one of the central
pillars of the morning service in which worshippers sanctify the name of God.
Palachi’s reproach echoed the sentiments of rabbis who lived during the early modern
period through the late nineteenth century in the Ottoman Empire and beyond. They also
attempted to articulate the kind of music that they considered to be spiritually acceptable. What
we find in these responsa—written arguments and replies by rabbis and Talmudic scholars to
queries regarding Jewish law—are a range of approaches. Some argue that all Ottoman musical
elements must be excised totally from the liturgy. Others permit makam but critique the use of
amorous tunes and other adaptations of precomposed repertoire. Often these remonstrations are
somewhat nebulous and contradictory, as if the rabbis understood they were fighting a losing
battle against the demonstrable and unavoidable power of Ottoman makam in the musical culture
of Turkish Jews.
One particularly damning objection to makam in Jewish ritual comes from the Kaf
HaChaim, a collection of interpretations of Jewish law, ethical literature (musar) on how to lead
a more perfect spiritual life, and analyses of prayer by Rabbi Hayim Palachi (1788-1868), Moshe
Palachi’s direct ancestor. Hayim Palachi was Chief Rabbi or Hahambaşı of İzmir from 1856
until his death. He served during the Tanzimat period of Sultan Abdülmecid I, a time of
sweeping westernization and socio-political reform in the Ottoman Empire. In the following
passage, he presents a devastating rebuke to the ḥazzanim and musicians that employ makam in
liturgy, specifically citing the Kedusha as well as the Kaddish prayer as out of bounds:
If only they would warn poets and singers not to sing Kaddish and Kedushah in
the garb of the nations [non-Jews], using the maqam. One who knows it will come
to bad thoughts, and so the leader sins and causes others to sin. This is an offering
with inappropriate intent, and it will not be acceptable. That which is impure
cannot enter the hall of God, and its presence causes goodness to be absent.
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Regarding this it is written [in Psalms 39:4], “Fire burns when I speak.” (Palachi
1859:6)
Palachi’s response is not surprising, considering his reactionary approaches to the
changes happening within his community and the rest of the Empire during the Tanzimat era.
The adoption of European dress among Turkish Jews was of particular concern to more
conservative rabbis like Palachi, who regarded such modernisms as a threat to Judaism itself. In
his book of collected sermons, Tochahat Hayim (1840-1853), Palachi argued that it was the duty
of the Jewish people to maintain distinct customs from non-Jewish communities and that the
failure to uphold Judaism’s distinctiveness was a catastrophe for the world. In her discussion of
the evolution of Ottoman Jewish costume in the nineteenth century, Esther Juhasz sheds light on
some of the predominant traditionalist attitudes, including those of Palachi:
In certain circles in traditional Jewish society, the opinion prevailed that changing
one’s mode of dress was an act of apostasy. The drive to resemble the Gentiles, it
was thought, would unsettle Jewish life. The most prominent rabbi of İzmir, R.
Hayyim Palaggi (1788-1868), claimed, for instance, that the Jews distinguished
themselves from the Gentiles through their religion, food and clothing, and to
eliminate that distinction would bring down the wrath of God who would punish
Jews and Gentiles alike. He also objected to the fact that as Jews dressed like
Gentiles, they could not be recognized as Jews from behind or from afar. (Juhasz
1990:127)
That Jewish identity may become unrecognizable as a result of assimilation is a persistent
concern in the history of Jewish relations with non-Jewish communities, one that continues up to
the present day. The struggle to endure as a separate and autonomous community within the
greater society is what Jacob Katz describes as “the paradox of Jewish communal existence: a
separate society that existed only through the constant contact of its inhabitants with the outside”
(Katz 2000:26).
Ashkenazi Jewish communities living in the twilight of the Middle Ages considered total
social separateness to be ideal but impractical, considering the economic necessity of
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maintaining relations with the gentile world. In his study of the breakdown of traditional
European Jewish life at the dawn of the early modern period, Katz writes,
The major importance of segregation lay in the fact that it expressed a theoretical
value: It was in effect a declaration that absolute separation between Jew and
gentile was desirable, were it only feasible. Moreover, even if not absolute, selfseparation also helped to define a separate area of exclusively Jewish activity. The
Jewish neighborhood lived a public life and a private life in which gentiles had no
party. Gentiles visited here only on business; they were absolutely excluded from
social life and, of course, from ceremonies of a religious or ritual character . . .
The existence of Jewish centers emphasized the possibility and the desirability of
a complete separation from the gentiles. (Katz:28-29)
The attempts by rabbinic leadership to restrict boundaries in all things, including music, were
responses to the rapid cultural changes and socio-political ruptures happening around them.
Following the Expulsion of 1492, Sephardic rabbis of the period criticized Spanish Jews for so
quickly adopting the local customs of their new Ottoman surroundings. Joseph Yahalom
describes this transitional period as a
vacuum in Jewish life…rapidly and unsurprisingly filled by practices borrowed
from the Turkish milieu. These influences were particularly evident in lodging
and apparel, and it was upon their account that the renowned preacher of
Salonika, Solomon Beit Halevi (d. 1600), castigated his erring flock time and
again throughout the latter half of the 16th century. (Tietze and Yahalom
1995:11)
Yahalom further cites examples of early rabbinic criticism against Jews who listened to or sang
Turkish love songs, and describes how Jewish scholars began drawing distinctions between
acceptable and forbidden music in their writings:
R. Elijah de Vidas, in the tenth chapter (‘Gate of Love’) of his popular ethics
Reshit Hochmah (The Beginning of Wisdom), draws a line between ‘proper’ songs
which inspire heavenly devotion, and those songs caroled by women in an
unseemly and ill-seeming language. Such are the songs, de Vidas points out, that
prompted the words of the prophet Amos: ‘Spare Me the noise of your songs, let
Me hear not the music of your lutes’ (Amos 5:23) . . . Yet de Vidas held liturgical
song in the highest esteem. Just as mortal king of flesh and blood is rendered
homage in song and verse, so should the Almighty God himself be honoured.
(Tietze and Yahalom:13)
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An extraordinary memoir by Sa’adi Besalel a-Levi (1820-1903), an excommunicated Jew
from Salonica, now Thessaloniki, provides a riveting account of rabbinic suppression of Jewish
musical activity (Rodrigue and Stein 2012). Sa’adi was a man of diverse interests and
professions—musician, composer, Ladino-language journalist, and publisher. He lived at a time
of social and political transformation for Salonika’s Jews and the entirety of the Ottoman
Empire. As Rodrigue and Stein point out in their introduction to the memoir, Sa’adi was well
aware of the transitional time in which he lived and welcomed it with open arms:
One might expect this to instill sentimentality, even nostalgia, in an author. But,
crucially, Sa’adi’s memoirs are in no way nostalgic. On the contrary, this text
documents cultural change with something akin to triumph; conversely, when
Sa’adi writes ethnographically about traditional mores or norms, he assumes an
angry, even intolerant tone. Far from an exercise in nostalgia, these memoirs,
begun in 1881, were to document a world its author hoped would become (and
indeed helped to make) obsolete. (Rodrigue and Stein: xix)
In his discussions of musical activities, Sa’adi proudly describes his proficiency in Ottoman
music and his training by a well-regarded Turkish master. He goes on to recount a performance
he gave at a Jewish wedding, during which an altercation erupted with a rabbi in attendance over
the playing of a violin. The rabbi was unfamiliar with this particular instrument, called it an
“instrument of the gentiles,” and demanded that it be silenced (Rodrigue and Stein:32-35).
In another passage, Sa’adi describes one rabbi’s vehement rejection of Turkish music and
the repeated threats to excommunicate the musician for his unwillingness to give it up:
The sinyor Rav h”r Shaul had a strong aversion to the Turkish language to the
extent that he would excommunicate anyone singing Turkish songs. Not only
Turkish songs, but even a Jewish liturgical poem chanted in a Turkish mode or
copying a known Turkish song…
At that time a certain rich and scholarly sinyor haham (rabbi) had to marry
his son…A day before the wedding, he invited me to sing in his house for the
eight days, on condition that I arrange a new song for the kaddish chanted during
the wedding ceremony. I composed a melody based on the kaddish, while I also
asked four to five handsome young men to join me for rehearsals to prepare them
to sing it…When the time for the singing of the kaddish came, my colleagues and
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I ascended the bima to sing the kaddish in the hüzzam mode. The multitude of
people in the synagogue attending this wedding were overwhelmed with this
kaddish they were hearing for the first time in this brand-new melody. All of them
congratulated me for my skillful rendition of this kaddish, except for the sinyor
Rav h”r Shaul…he was asked if he had enjoyed the kaddish that Sa’adi had
arranged based on a Turkish melody. The sinyor rav hit the roof when he heard
this question, saying, “What a wicked person to sing a Turkish melody inside the
synagogue! Immediately, go and tell h”r Yeuda that he cannot employ such a
wicked one for his celebration.” (Rodrigue and Stein:24-25)
The threat of excommunication, or cherem, was a common weapon utilized by rabbis to reassert
their authority over social and spiritual life. This often occurred during periods in which
laypeople exercised greater influence over community affairs. Cherem was a frequent
punishment in the early modern period against perceived acts of heresy such as Sabbateanism—
the worship of the false Messiah, Sabbatai Sevi (1626-1676) (Carlebach:1990).
Contemporary Turkish examples of religious argument over the musical content of a
synagogue prayer service are relatively benign. Yet, it is interesting to examine what forms they
take. For example, most Turkish synagogues include a tune in segah makamı during the Shabbat
Shaḥarit service at the words, “Lael Barukh neimot yiteinu.” The melody, while pretty, forces the
singer to utter a number of words incorrectly, stressing the wrong syllables. In Figure 3.3 below,
I indicate the proper syllable stress for each word of this prayer. In the subsequent notated
passage, Musical Example 3.3, I include accent marks over the syllables that are incorrectly
stressed in the text.
Although most Turkish ḥazzanim continue to lead their congregations in this melody on
Shabbat, David Sevi has long forbidden its use at the Şişli synagogue because of its poor setting
of the text. He once remarked to me that the hallmark of ḥazzanut is to read the words of the
siddur with the utmost precision. For this reason, he said he could not accommodate this
problematic melody.
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Figure 3.3: Lael Barukh
1. Lá-el Barúch né-i-mot yitéinu
2. L’mélech El chai ve kayám
3. Zemirót yoméiru ve tishbachót yashmíu
4. Ki hu levadó maróm ve kadósh poél gevurót
5. Oséh Chadashót, bá-al milchamót, zoréah tzedakót, matzmíach yeshuót
6. Boréh refuót, norah tehilót, Adón haniflaót.

Lael Barukh

Musical Example 3.3: “Lael Barukh” – Shabbat Hymn in Segah Makamı

Turkish Synagogue hymn in Segâh makamı
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Prioritizing music at the expense of text is a regrettable choice in the eyes of Sevi and
other Istanbul ḥazzanim. On one occasion, Şişli’s junior ḥazzan, Marsel, and I had the
opportunity to hear an older ḥazzan chant the weekly Torah portion at a synagogue elsewhere in
Istanbul. We were immediately impressed with his rich baritone voice and interesting use of
ornamentation, until we recognized that he was deviating, wildly, from the prescribed taamim of
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the texts. Long melismatic extensions and elongations of syllables served to muddle and distort
the text, violating the essence of the act of Torah reading—to make the text heard and
understood by the assembled listeners.
The abuse of ornamentation in Jewish prayer, particularly in the reading of Torah, risks
its devolution into musical performance. David Sevi’s own style, importantly, takes certain
liberties with the taamim. For example, at certain points he will abandon them altogether and
read the text without intoning it. While he has never articulated his reasons for doing this to me, I
would argue that he makes these aesthetic choices to further emphasize important words and
illuminate the text for the congregation. His voice often takes on a more theatrical, recitative-like
quality, as if he is trying to convey the drama of the moment in the biblical story to the listeners.
Sevi is also legendary in the community for his renditions of Torah portions which call
for embellished and altered melodies. His most revered interpretation is Parashat Yitro, during
which he reads the Ten Commandments in a unique and improvised style that weaves between
the standard taamim into various makams. A charming moment during my fieldwork took place
on the Shabbat the day before Shavuot, the holiday when the community traditionally reads
Parashat Yitro. The chief rabbi rose from his throne to say a few words about the holiday and to
encourage people to attend the service. Then, with his arms outstretched, he shouted that “all of
you should come to hear David Sevi’s Ten Commandments!” Everyone in the sanctuary laughed
and nodded in agreement, while David Sevi smiled and shook his head, shouting back, “They’re
not mine!” More than humility, his friendly admonitions were more about reminding everyone
that the main reason to come to the Torah service on Shavuot was to hear the Ten
Commandments, not listen to David Sevi’s musical rendition of them. At issue in these examples
is a question of blurred boundaries between enjoyment of the purely musical aspects of prayer
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and the proper execution of prayer and other duties of liturgy. David Sevi would argue that
music and musicality play a critical role in achieving a successful rendition of prayer or a Torah
reading. At the same time, the attention to musicality has the potential to pull one’s attention
away from the essence of prayer. For Istanbul’s newly religious Jews, having the appropriate
frame of mind during prayer is of central importance.
In his study of contemporary liturgical performance in Estonian Orthodoxy, Jeffers
Engelhardt describes something very similar among choir members with whom he conducted
research. As converts to Orthodox Christianity in the late 1980s, nearing the collapse of the
Soviet Union, his interlocutors were acutely concerned with the proper performance of the
liturgical repertoire, or what Engelhardt calls right singing. Choir members in the parishes where
he conducted research connected right singing as a necessity for living and worshipping
according to the tenets of Orthodoxy:
Thinking about Orthodoxy in this way means continuing to rethink the relation of
Christianity and belief. Exploring how correct practice might engender correct
belief, sincerity, and religious truth is the necessary complement to thinking about
Orthodoxy as orthodox belief, and this is what came together in right singing.
(Engelhardt 2015:54)
Engelhardt recounts one choral leader’s description of the ways in which music, specifically
technique and the demand to sing well in the context of an Orthodox service, can insinuate itself
into one’s focus on prayer, causing distractions:
For Terje, the “musicality” of singing in worship, by which she meant the
objectified aspects of hymns and the melodic modes and the performative aspects
of singing, was an impediment to prayer. Concentrating on the practicalities of
music as sound and action apart from the texture, texts, sights, sacraments, and
ritual enactment of liturgy was a distraction. From my experience in the choir, it
was a distraction that arose in relation to styles of singing that were overly
“musical” with complex, non-logogenic melodies, inflexible meters,
conventionally expressive harmonies and dynamic shifts, and requiring a
“schooled” vocal technique. For Terje…right singing was prayer, not music . . .
(Engelhardt:162-163)
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Returning to music and liturgy in the synagogues of Istanbul, David Sevi does not go so
far as to disassociate ḥazzanut from music. On the contrary, he regards music as a critical pillar
of synagogue prayer. In an interview about the use of secular songs in the synagogue liturgy,
Sevi even suggested, somewhat ambivalently, that such music might be permissible if the
congregation truly desired it. I began my question by suggesting that contemporary Jewish
communities often want to hear music they already recognize so that they might participate more
actively. He responded to this phenomenon in the following way:
Truthfully, you must do what the kehillah wants. If they are coming to pray, this
is what is important. If you are a shopkeeper and attempting to sell something but
no one is buying, you will have nothing. The other side of this is that one does not
want to lose or forget the past. If you forget everything that came from the past,
you are left with nothing. You need to find the middle-ground. Be willing to
support what the kehillah wants and also not to forget the past. (interview, 2015)
However, when asked about the use of secular musical material for prayers like the Kedusha, his
response was less forgiving:
Anything is possible, the question is whether it is right or not right. It's maybe yes
or maybe no. I think it's not right. Songs that you would hear in the street, to place
in the context of the Kedusha, I don't agree. Not only in the Kedusha, but in all of
the tefilah. There may be a number of places where people might want to insert
familiar repertoire, but which songs? If they're songs they sing outside, from the
street, it's not good. Songs in the synagogue are good, but you have to choose
what to sing. Because if you construct a tefilah in this way, you make it into a
song, and that is not tefilah. You need to decide. Is your goal to pray or to sing?
If you want to sing, give a concert. But if you wish to pray there is a way, a style.
It may not fit a style that youth are looking for. This is a problem in youth and a
problem in Jewish communities all over the world. People are constantly looking
for something new. And eventually people get used to the new changes, and they
become normalized. Then they want something new again. It turns into a concert.
(interview, 2015)
Surprisingly, David Sevi had his own rendition of the Kedusha prayer that he had adapted
in his youth, a setting based on the Jewish composer, Mısırlı İbrahim Efendi’s art song,
“Şen gözlerine neş’e veren bir çiçek olsam.” The opening words translate as “If I were a
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flower that could give joy to your eyes.” It is unquestionably a love song. Rabbi David
sang his beautiful adaptation to the Kedusha with great pride. Perhaps he reasoned that a
melody by a Jewish composer was less problematic, although we never discussed it.
For İzzet Barokas’s part, he sees his creative adaptations of Hebrew text as a
valuable way of enhancing the kehillah’s connection to the prayer. Furthermore, by
grouping the assorted melodies for the Kedushah according to a single makam, he argues
that he is still showing musical deference to makam and the community’s traditions,
albeit with a modern approach. In the following interview excerpt, İzzet explains how his
approach to setting liturgical texts actually began during lessons with a ḥazzan who was
teaching him the rudiments of makam:
My story begins in 2007 or 2008. We had one ḥazzan coming from Israel named
Rebbe Yaakov Kohen, who is original from Turkey and who made aliyah more
than forty years ago. Right now he is actually over eighty years old. At the time I
met him, he was around seventy years old, he had a huge, huge, huge performance
presence. From a guy that age, you really would not expect such a performance.
He was the ḥazzan for Kippur [Yom Kippur]. They were dividing responsibilities
between Viktor Beruhiel [the head ḥazzan of the Ortaköy synagogue] and him.
Kohen was also the main tokeah [blower of the shofar] over there. He came for
two or three years.
The best thing he did for me—and you wouldn’t expect this from the other
ḥazzanim—he told me he wanted to teach me some stuff. I said, “Ok, what’s
going to be?” I was already working at Ortaköy, but I was a rookie and learning
stuff. From time to time I was reading the Musaf, but if there were a really special
occasion, I was not the one they would choose.
So Rebbe Yaakov Kohen sat with me and said, “Ok, let’s start with some basic
melodies and basic makams like nihavent and hicaz makams. So, firstly, he
started teaching me about the makams—how to understand them, how to make
the passages between makams, and everything. And, the easiest way to make me
understand what makams there were was to say “Ok, I will give you some
examples, using songs you might recognize. With those musics, you will
understand which makams they are, and it will be very easy to make passages
between all of them.”
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So that was the first thing, and we started with nihavent. The first melody he
adapted for me for Musaf was “Hatırla Sevgili” for the “Hu Elokeinu” text. Also,
for the same Musaf, he also taught me another song, “Bekledim de Gelmedim,”
and that was the “Keter” part. These were his ideas of how to apply known songs
to a nihavent kind of Musaf. Then he said, “You know, you can adapt many
things to this prayer in the same way.” So, the idea was actually coming from
him, and he was the one teaching me how to be able to do it.
So since then, I’m always thinking about what I can do and what I can adapt, and
I manage to adapt a lot of things—some Hebrew melodies, some French melodies
by Enrico Macias [a French singer and songwriter of Algerian-Jewish descent],
that kind of stuff. (interview in English, July 2016)
İzzet went on to explain the importance of selecting repertoire “in the moment” to fit a certain
occasion and to satisfy the needs and expectations of the particular crowd in attendance.
İzzet: It’s also depending on the occasion. If there is a special occasion on
Shabbat in the synagogue, I will look at the crowd and try to choose what I can
do. For instance, if it’s more of a conservative crowd, I would prefer to choose
more Hebrew-based melodies. However, if it’s a more secular crowd, I would
rather choose French or Turkish-based melodies, so they will say, “Ok, I know
this one!” They’ll feel more comfortable participating, which is very important in
my perspective. Most of the people, especially secular people, when you talk to
them they say, “I don’t understand what’s going on in the synagogue.” Even if
they can follow the Turkish translation or transliteration in the siddur, it doesn’t
mean anything to them. Music is important in that manner, I believe. People
should feel a sense of belonging. Not only Jewish identity, but also the cultural,
Turkish, or Hebrew identity. A couple of years ago, I attended an Enrico Macias
concert and heard his song, “Paris tu m’as pris dans tes bras” [Paris, you have
embraced me]. I said, “You know, it’s a nice melody!” So that was the time I
thought that I should do it in Musaf. It touched my heart, and I thought it should
be touching other people’s souls also. So, this kind of thing happens a lot. I listen
to a song and think that it’s adaptable and try to do it.
Joseph: What is interesting is that adapting melodies is not new in Istanbul. You
have some very old examples of the Kaddish or the Nakdishach and Keter.
They’re in a much older Ottoman style, maybe adapted from Türk sanat müziği
(Turkish classical music) decades ago. And ḥazzanim will sing these
compositions. For example, in Şişli they have special melodies for Rosh
Hashanah or Passover.
İzzet: Yes, actually they sing these melodies mostly for special occasions. The
thing is, it is not that the other cantors cannot do it [adapt alternative melodies to
Hebrew texts] or are incapable of doing it. They choose not to do it. My rabbi
[Naphi Haleva, head rabbi of the Ortaköy synagogue] actually encourages me,
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and the people in Ortaköy encourage me. They want this kind of a service. But if
you go to Şişli, I’m not sure if they would be very happy to listen to things like
this because they say, “You know, it’s secular music. What place does it have in
the synagogue?” For instance, some people look at the lyrics, Hatırla sevgili, o
mesut geceği: “Oh remember, my darling, the fun night we spent together?” So,
they say, ‘How can this belong in the synagogue?’ I had a similar conversation
with Viktor Beruhiel after I set the melody of the Sezen Aksu song, “Lale Devri,”
to the Keter text. Viktor said, “This is a love song. I’m afraid that people are
going to remember the romantic times they spent with their lovers!” But my point
of view is that if a guy is going to attend the synagogue for the first time and can
only look at the ceiling because of boredom, I would prefer to find ways for him
to feel more belonging in the community. If the musical choices are allowing an
additional person to be a member of the synagogue, that is what we’re looking
for.
I know that some people are criticizing me for doing this. But, you know, in our
community of Ortaköy, it is quite welcome. And in Israel and in a lot of countries
it is being done the same way. So, the issue is actually around how conservatively
you’re looking at this thing.
My choices also might be about what I feel like doing or if I’ve been inspired by a
concert I’ve been to that week. (interview in English, July 2016)
At this point in our discussion, I mentioned that earlier that same afternoon I had
conducted another interview with Rabbi Selim Eskenazi at his summer home on the island of
Büyükada in the Marmara Sea. Rabbi Selim, a young man in his late twenties, was born and
raised in Istanbul, growing up in a family that was active in synagogue life. His father, Gabi
Eskenazi, is the ḥazzan of the Kemerburgaz synagogue and part of the team of shoḥatim
responsible for the slaughtering of kosher meat. The community supported Selim’s rabbinic
education at a yeshiva in Israel, where he married and started a family. Upon receiving semikha
lerabbanut (rabbinical ordination), he was named the new rabbi of the Büyükada Hesed
LeAvraam synagogue, a seasonal post serving a sizeable population of summering Jewish
residents on the island. The position traditionally extended from the Shabbat after Shavuot in
early summer to the Shabbat after Yom Kippur in early fall. Then Rabbi Selim would return to
his home in Israel and stay there until the following summer. After his first season in Büyükada,
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members of the community who had immigrated to Israel successfully opened a new synagogue
in the coastal city of Ashdod, catering to its large Turkish population. They immediately named
Selim the new head rabbi. When we spoke that afternoon in July 2016, he had recently
completed his first full year in Ashdod and reflected on some of the differences between leading
that community and returning to Büyükada.
Rabbi Selim shared his own attempts to insert more accessible and energetic music into
the service, confessing that diversification was a difficult process for a congregation that
preferred the more traditional sound. His only success so far was to substitute for the more
subdued local melody for the Lekha Dodi hymn on Friday evenings a well-known, rhythmically
energetic Sephardic rendition from outside Turkey. Rabbi Selim had hoped to include more
selections like this, including settings of Shabbat prayers by Rabbi Shlomo Carlebach. He
admitted, however, that any sort of change was a slow process.
I attribute the musical reticence of the Büyükada worshippers to the fact that they make
up a composite of multiple and diverse synagogue congregations from all over Istanbul. Jews
from Şişli, Ortaköy, Yeniköy, Neve Shalom, and Caddebostan, among others, all have homes on
the island, savoring the opportunity to enjoy Shabbat with friends who are normally apart during
the year. Ortaköy congregants might be amenable to some changes, whereas community
members from other synagogues might be less so. Furthermore, the two ḥazzanim based at the
Büyükada synagogue are Rifat Romi and Jako Sarfati, two senior ḥazzanim from the Şişli
synagogue who are perfectly happy to keep the Shabbat musical programming exactly as it has
always been. Selim’s activities as rabbi in Ashdod require further scrutiny, as he has found more
musical freedom with a diverse congregation of Sephardic Jews from Turkey and elsewhere. The
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synagogue’s ḥazzan is not Turkish, although Selim encourages him to include selections of
Turkish ḥazzanut in the service.
During my interview with İzzet Barokas, he expressed sympathy with Rabbi Selim’s
efforts to nurture a more spiritually connected community in Büyükada through diversifying its
musical choices. Like Rabbi Selim, he also suggested that there was a certain synagogue
repertoire that should remain unchanged, because of its affective and nostalgic power. He offered
the example of a melody in Rast makamı for Psalm 29 (“Mizmor le David, Havu L’Adonai
be’nei elim”), traditionally sung every Friday evening on Büyükada in the summer:
In different synagogues there are actually some melodies that people got used to.
For Büyükada, they sing a melody for “Mizmor le David” on Friday nights at
Kabbalat Shabbat. Everyone sings along, and that’s a beautiful thing. It reminds
me of my childhood. I’m telling you that I would never want anyone to change
the melody. In that matter, I am also conservative. (interview, July 2016)
When the interview turned to the topic of bringing younger members to the synagogue, İzzet
explained that some of the Ortaköy synagogue’s success is due to demographics and where in
Istanbul people happen to be living. A number of families live in affluent apartment complexes
in Ortaköy as well as in nearby mahalles (neighborhoods) such as Arnavutköy, Ulus, and
Yeniköy. There are also young people who choose to attend services in Ortaköy on Shabbat
simply because it is their preference. A number of young acquaintences who come regularly to
Shaḥarit on Saturday mornings travel from Şişli, Gayreteppe, Arnavutköy, Etiler, Levent, and
other neighborhoods. İzzet admits that his participation in the service as a ḥazzan is one of the
reasons that his friends started coming: “My friend, Yossi, comes regularly, and he lives near the
Şişli synagogue. He’s a very close friend of mine, but he doesn’t need to lie to me. He says, ‘I
am coming all the way from Şişli to listen to you’” (interview, July 2016).
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Another reason İzzet stands out among Istanbul's many ḥazzanim is that he is only a
ḥazzan on Shabbat. On the other days of the week, he sells large farm equipment in Turkey and
abroad. He suggests that the way people regard religion or religious work in Turkey is flawed.
People do not regard a religious occupation as an actual job. This opinion is reinforced, in part,
by the community’s inability to pay a substantial salary for full-time cantorial employment. As a
result, it becomes necessary for ḥazzanim to augment their salaries with additional
responsibilities as shoḥets, mohels (ritual circumcisers), mashgiachs (kosher supervisors), and
other roles. Furthermore, the limited public interest in filling these vital positions demands that
the ḥazzanim take them on.
Menachem Darsa, a senior ḥazzan at the Şişli synagogue, echoed these sentiments in an
interview. He argued that, in his youth, a ḥazzan had to be even more assertive because of greater
competition. Growing up in Ortaköy, he found a variety of creative ways to earn some extra
funds to support his poor family. In the 1950s, Jewish families would typically hold meldados
(the annual remembrances of loved ones) in their homes. Rebbe Darsa would frequently walk
from house to house, knocking on doors, and offering his services as a ḥazzan to officiate and
chant the mourner’s kaddish. He would also assist pilgrims from Israel and other Jewish
communities who had traveled to Istanbul to visit the grave of Rabbi Naphtali Katz in the
Ortaköy Jewish cemetery—with the expectation of a small fee for his services.
İzzet reflects on another reality that, for young men his age who live in Turkey, pursuing
ḥazzanut as a full-time profession carries social risks, particularly in terms of dating or marriage
eligibility. “The community cannot offer a good life for a guy who would fully concentrate on
this kind of thing. A person my age who is interested in ḥazzanut must concentrate on other ways
of making a living too” (interview, July 2016). İzzet’s dual position as a successful businessman
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and clergyman makes him a particularly appealing model for other young Jewish people, trying
to find their way through often unfamiliar Jewish practices. He inspires them by his ability to
balance a commitment to Judaism with a lucrative business career. Additionally, he is a highly
sought-after cantorial soloist, regularly singing at weddings, community celebrations, and
holiday concerts. During fieldwork, I attended a special concert at the Neve Shalom synagogue
in Galata organized by the community religious school or Talmud Torah. It featured İzzet and
two other male vocal soloists, singing a diverse program of Israeli and Ladino repertoire.
The possibility of maintaining a Jewish life while engaging in the non-Jewish world is
perhaps one of the more crucial points that many religious Turkish Jews—particularly at the
Ortaköy synagogue—wish to make to secular Jews who are skeptical of religion. This was a
recurring theme presented by Jewish motivational speakers invited to present to the community.
The keynote speaker on one particular day of learning that I attended in the spring of 2015 was
David N. Weiss. He is the screenwriter of a number of successful, multi-million-dollar animated
films, including Shrek 2, Rugrats, and The Smurfs. Weiss travels the world sharing the story of
how he became an observant Jew and the ways in which that new spiritual life made his highly
successful professional one more enriched and fulfilling. His talk, attended by a large group of
men, women, and children, was well received and admired. The community made invitations to
other figures with similar profiles, including Stephen Dubner, the author of the best-selling book,
Freakonomics. He converted back to Judaism after being raised by parents who had converted
from Judaism to Catholicism before he was born. Unfortunately, his fee was out of the
community’s financial reach.
Members of the community have responded positively to this kind of programming, as
well as to more traditionally Orthodox Ashkenazi and Sephardic visitors who come to speak on a
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variety of subjects, mostly about how to enhance Judaism in one’s everyday life. However, not
all have been well-received. Once, I attended a presentation by a well-regarded Sephardic rabbi
whose name I will not mention here. It was held in a large hotel ballroom to accommodate the
substantial crowd that had signed up for the event. I sat next to a very pleasant woman who
quietly told me that she frequently attended weekly Shabbat services at the beautiful Bet Yaakov
Synagogue in Kuzguncuk, north of Üsküdar on Istanbul’s Asian side. However, her home was
on the European side, requiring her to drive on Shabbat.
Figure 3.4: Kuzguncuk Bet Yaakov Synagogue sanctuary
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The rabbi’s lecture on how to live a more active Jewish existence began innocently
enough. He discussed the beauty of Shabbat and how observing its traditions can change one’s
life. Eventually, however, the talk turned into a diatribe on the sinful desecrations of Shabbat that
many Jews commit. He included Jews who choose to ride instead of walk to synagogue in this
category. The rabbi concluded that Jews who kept Shabbat were bound for HaOlam HaBa (the
world to come). For those who did not, he continued, “I don’t want to say this, but they are
bound for…the other place.” I turned to the woman beside me and saw her eyes widen with a
mixture of horror and anger. His controversial speech proved unpopular with a number of people
in attendance. At the same time, it resonated with others.
Some Turkish rabbis have made similar overtures to the community, albeit without
accusations of apostasy. Kuzguncuk is an often-cited example. It attracts more than one hundred
worshippers every Shabbat. However, none of them actually lives in Kuzguncuk, which,
historically, was a home to Jews, Greeks, and Armenians (Mills 2010). They may come because
it was the synagogue of their childhood, to see friends, or simply to enjoy the experience of
praying in an absolutely exquisite, jewel-like sanctuary. The synagogue’s ḥazzan, David Uçki, is
the only congregant who does not ride on Shabbat. An older man, he walks many miles from his
home in Caddebostan each week to officiate.
Despite the controversial nature of the visiting rabbi’s speech, many in the audience were
deeply moved by his words. Visiting scholars offer new discussions of orthodox Jewish practice
and much welcomed perspectives from beyond the local community. The segment of the
community that participates regularly in this type of programming desires connection to and
knowledge of the larger Jewish world.
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Transnational Identities and the Persistence of Heritage
Examining this moment in Turkish Jewish practice as one of musics, people, and ideas in
motion, I hope to contribute to the debate among scholars on how best to study the rise of
religiosity across the globe and the transnational nature of contemporary spiritual movements.
Thomas Tweed theorizes contemporary religions as mobile, translocal, and fluid. He argues that
globalization and the continuous flows and exchanges of spiritual practices and people have
disembedded locality, creating “sacroscapes,” beliefs not bound by a physical space or place:
the picture of religious history that I’m drawing is not that of self-contained
traditions chugging along parallel tracks. To return to the aquatic metaphors, each
religion is a flowing together of currents—some enforced as ‘Orthodox’ by
institutions—traversing multiple fields, where other religions, other transverse
confluences, also cross, thereby creating new spiritual streams. (Tweed 2006:60)
Yet, his aquatic conceptions of religions in motion are perhaps too sure of people’s agency and
freedom of physical, spiritual, or social mobility. Such an approach, championing translocal
fluidity as a proportionate process, risks over-simplifying or negating the complex local realities
that bind people to places and ideas. I agree with Manuel Vasquez, whose critique of Tweed
insists that for people of color, refugees, and illegal immigrants, among others, freedom of
movement or expression is severely compromised. Rather, Vasquez characterizes globalization
as a “mobility regime,” policing and constricting the movement of peoples, religions, and ideas
in a “gated globe “ (Vasquez 2009):
At stake in today’s globalization are not just tracks and trails but sharp
boundaries, fortified borders, segregated spaces, stipulated and illicit paths,
strategies of inclusion and exclusion, and post-colonial practices for generating
and managing difference…most of the metaphors Tweed uses to illustrate how
religion moves tend to underplay how social and religious practices are both
“structured” and “structuring,” as Bourdieu would put it. (Vasquez:7)
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I find relevance in this debate for the current experience of Turkey’s Jews. The
transnational spiritual and social interactions to which I have alluded cannot efface the sociopolitical challenges Jews endure as unpopular religious minorities in contemporary Turkey. They
are bound, for the sake of their own protection, to operate within limits often dictated by Turkish
education and cultural ministries. Their less-frequently-used properties are often at risk of
confiscation by the state, claiming eminent domain. Jewish leadership must frequently defend the
community from defamatory and anti-Semitic attacks in the Turkish press or government. Still
collectively reeling from a series of devastating acts of anti-Jewish terrorism in 1986 and 2003,
Turkish Jews have become deeply self-protective. Most are careful not to reveal any sign of their
Judaism in public, fearing acts of violence, especially now when anti-Israel sentiment in Turkey
has reached new heights.
At the level of internal community politics, there are other factors that limit opportunities
for social openness and experimentation in religious realms. Most religious activity is centralized
within the office of the Beit Din (rabbinic authority) in coordination with the Hahambaşıliğı
(office of the Chief Rabbi). Conversely, the various Jewish youth groups—with membership
ranging from little children to young adults—are staunchly secular organizations that rarely wish
to engage with religious groups. The legacy of state-directed secularism and citizenship
requirements is felt in every facet of Jewish communal life.
Addressing the topic of musical mobility in the context of Turkish synagogue prayer, I
apply Vasquez’s conclusion that “reductive and totalizing readings of globalization fail to see
how individuals and localities resist and contest global forces, even if these forces carry an
enormous power to transform everyday life” (Vasquez:5). Turkish ḥazzanim persevere in
holding on to the last vestiges of their sacred musical practices. In this case, I argue, the
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transformational global force is Judaism itself. Ḥazzanim and their congregants struggle to
reconcile the perceived nature of the makam-based musical tradition with the pressing demand to
make Judaism in Turkey relevant and relatable to the needs and practices of contemporary Jews.
This fact creates a painful dilemma, particularly for ḥazzanim whose Judaism and Jewish
consciousness is steadfastly linked to these musical practices.
Turkish Jews have further endured pressures throughout the last century to assimilate and
shrug off their unique practices and lifeways. The measures imposed by the young Turkish
Republicon religious minorities to conform to its new cultural polices complicated life in these
communities in lasting and damaging ways. In his memoir Istanbul, the novelist Orhan Pamuk
wistfully describes the city of his youth and the changes wrought by those early government
policies:
The cosmopolitan Istanbul I knew as a child had disappeared by the time I
reached adulthood. In 1852, Gautier, like many other travelers of the day, had
remarked that in the streets of Istanbul you could hear Turkish, Greek, Armenian,
Italian, French, and English (and, more than either of the last two languages,
Ladino, the medieval Spanish of the Jews who’d come to Istanbul after the
Inquisition)…After the founding of the Republic and the violent rise of
Turkification, after the state imposed sanctions on minorities—measures that
some might describe as the final stage of the city’s “conquest” and others as
ethnic cleansing—most of these languages disappeared. I witnessed this cultural
cleansing as a child, for whenever anyone spoke Greek or Armenian too loudly in
the street . . . someone would cry out, “Citizen, please speak Turkish!”—echoing
what signs everywhere were saying. (Pamuk 2004:239)
Conversely, segments of Turkish society often regard Istanbul’s religious minority populations
(Jews, Greeks, and Armenians) as precious relics from the Ottoman past and nostalgic reminders
of the “infinite fragments” (Boym 2001:78) of the city’s former diversity and perceived tolerance
(Mills 2010).
Turkish Jews, too, have engaged in a performance of nostalgia for Muslim Turks to
reaffirm the idealized, historic goodwill and friendship shared between the two groups. Jewish
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public celebration of Turkish tolerance extends back to the late nineteenth century after the
sultan, Abdülhamid II, granted Ottoman citizenship to the whole Empire, including its Jewish
minorities. Julia Phillips Cohen describes the fervent efforts of Turkish Jews at the time to
demonstrate their loyalty and commitment as new citizens of the Empire. Important examples
were the Jewish celebrations in 1892, commemorating the welcome of Iberian Jews to Ottoman
lands by sultan Beyazıt II four hundred years earlier. These events took place in synagogues
across the Empire and were promoted by the Istanbul Jewish press and chief rabbi of the time.
As Phillips Cohen points out, no such celebrations occurred in 1692 or 1792. Central aims were
to strengthen the position of Jews in the eyes of the Ottoman government as well as to improve
relations with Muslim Turks.
Good Citizenship, Tolerance, and the Quincentennial Foundation
The establishment of the Quincentennial Foundation in 1992 served a very similar
purpose of deepening the relationship between Turkey’s Jews and the modern Turkish state and
elevating the image of Turkey as a place of tolerance for its Jewish communities to Jews all over
the world, including in the United States. At this point in the chapter, I wish to mention my own
childhood connection to this organization. As a young boy, I frequently attended cultural events
with my mother at the American Association of Jewish Friends of Turkey (A.A.J.F.T.) at the
Turkish consulate in New York and in synagogues throughout the New York area.
In 1994, when I was twelve, I traveled with my mother, Brenda Alpar, to Istanbul for the
first time. She had received a National Endowment for the Arts grant to travel to Turkey to
research major Jewish figures of the Ottoman Empire and to compose a song cycle for children
based on her findings. We arrived in Istanbul with a letter of support from A.A.J.F.T.’s founding
president, Louis Levy. The original directors of the Quincentennial Foundation, Nedim Yahya
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and Harry Ojalvo, welcomed us and provided indispensable guidance, opening many doors to
help bring the project to fruition. It was an overwhelming and unforgettable experience. Despite
the many years that have passed since that trip, I can remember the passionate way that Nedim
Yahya described the Jewish relationship to Turkey. As he explained, not only did the Turks
demonstrate a heroic commitment to the safety and security of Jews, but Turkish Jews were an
indispensable force in the Empire. The Jewish personalities who became the subjects of my
mother’s songs were well-known imperial doctors, bankers, musicians, and rabbis. One deeply
poignant song told the story of David Navarro, a Jewish soldier who fought on the side of the
Turks during the Capture of Smyrna (İzmir), the last conflict of the Turkish War of
Independence. According to Jewish legend, Navarro, mortally wounded, successfully rallied the
flagging troops by climbing onto a rooftop and waving the Turkish flag in his final moments of
life.
Upon our return to the United States, my mother completed her song cycle and organized
a number of successful performances by her Jewish children’s choir, Doves of Harmony, with
the A.A.J.F.T. and in coordination with representatives from the Turkish cultural ministry in
New York. One concert was held at the Shearith Israel Spanish Portuguese Synagogue on New
York’s Upper West Side in 1995 and another at the New York Turkish consulate. These
performances drew audiences from the local Sephardic Jewish community, mostly Jews of Greek
and Turkish descent, as well as ethnic Turks.
It was during this time that A.A.J.F.T.’s second president, the historian, poet, and
university professor David Altabe, edited his own volume entitled, The Quincentennial Papers
(1994). This collection of scholarly essays, memoir excerpts, and poems by members of the
Sephardic Jewish diaspora in the United States further served the mission of reaffirming the
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Turkish-Jewish alliance. The Quincentennial Papers was one of many publications from that era
to emerge from Sephardic communities of the United States in celebration of this relationship.
There were Sephardic publishing houses in New York that issued quarterly newsletters from
A.A.J.F.T. and Erensia Sefardi (an independent venture by Connecticut-based scholar, Albert de
Vidas), and A.A.J.F.T. Seasoned Sephardic musicians based in New York and New Jersey gave
regular concerts, featuring music in Ladino, Turkish, Hebrew, and Greek. They included
ensembles of the late Joe Elias, a guitarist and singer of Greek-Jewish extraction, and Daisy
Braverman, a singer and professor of Ladino with Turkish Jewish background. Each of these
endeavors and others provided opportunities for an aging Sephardic population in the New York
tri-state area to reconnect with and take pride in their family’s roots, learn more of their
collective history, and promote the social project that was meaningful to them—nurturing the
historic relationship between Turkey and the Jewish people.
In Turkey, the Quincentennial Foundation has continued to do significant work in trying
to cement the place of Jews in the history of Istanbul, particularly the creation of the
Quincentennial Foundation Museum of Turkish Jews, most often referred to as “The Jewish
Museum of Turkey.” Built in 2001 inside the restored and remodeled Zülfaris Synagogue in
Istanbul’s Karaköy neighborhood, the museum is dedicated to telling the story of Jewish life in
Istanbul from the Sephardic arrival in 1492 to the twentieth century. Its director and head curator
is the local historian and writer, Naim Güleryüz. The exhibits characterize the community’s
historic relationship with its Ottoman rulers as mutually beneficial and positive. Anthropologist
Marcy Brink-Danan describes Güleryüz’s conception of the museum as an opportunity to remind
the Turkish government and its citizens (and the world) that a Jewish community actually still
exists in Turkey.
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He explained he was compelled to create the museum after the 1986 synagogue
bombing when the general population in Turkey (as well as the international
press) recorded its shock at the revelation, through a newsworthy event, that Jews
still lived in Istanbul. The museum’s director also explained that while the
museum serves the local Jewish population, it is really intended to “present the
face of Judaism to the outside,” as a platform for Jews to have a political presence
through which they advocate, in no uncertain terms, for Turkey to be seen as
civilized, tolerant, and modern. (Brink Danan 2012:43)
Brink-Danan’s important study of citizenship and survival among Turkish Jews in contemporary
Turkey draws attention to the ways that Turkish Jews attempt to maintain their “good minority”
status in contemporary Turkey. The museum is one example of this ongoing project. Güleryüz
insists that it is unique among other Jewish museums in the world because of its positive tone,
portraying “Turkey as a place that is not anti-Jewish and not anti-minority” (Brink-Danan:44).
Other efforts by Istanbul’s Jewish community toward building cultural bridges include a
series of tolerance concerts held in the early 2000s called Birlikte Yaşamak (living together).
Organized in part by local Islamist organizations, they were relatively infrequent events and
typically featured the amateur Maftirim choir led by Menachem Eskenazi, the ḥazzan of the
Haydarpaşa synagogue on the Asian side of Istanbul. Maureen Jackson discusses these concerts
in detail in her important historical study of Maftirim (2013), which focuses on the evolving
musical relations between Jews and Muslim Turks in Istanbul from the late Ottoman period to
the early Republican period and beyond.
Jackson describes the multicultural tolerance concerts in similar terms to Brink-Danan, as
opportunities to raise the positive profile of the local Jewish population in the eyes of their
Muslim neighbors. To accomplish this, the Jewish participants utilized the trappings of Turkish
Jewish culture more familiar to non-Jewish Turks—the Maftirim repertoire. This reinforced their
connection to the Ottoman legacy and served the neo-Ottoman cultural aims of the Islamists.
Jackson writes,
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Concerts reconstruct in particular ways the inclusive “Ottoman music world” that
has been a focus of this study, offering the largely non-emigrating, securityconscious Jewish community a public forum for their relatively positive Ottoman
past and thus representations of social tolerance as ideals for present and future
national integration. Reduced to musical and historical, religious and national
iconography, the concerts likewise support contemporary Islamist party politics
through reclaiming an Ottoman imperial past as an alternative to secular
Republican historiography. (Jackson 2013:120)
Extolling the Ottoman past—unthinkable in the early years of the secular Turkish Republic—has
more than only political implications. Pamuk is not the only one to regret the loss of the
linguistic, culinary, and musical diversity of the Ottoman period. Many young—and often
liberally leaning—Turks lament the diminished presence of Istanbul’s historic religious minority
communities and seek out cultural connections to satisfy their nostalgic longing. One specifically
musical example is the resurgence of Greek rebetika in Turkey. More than a flashing curiosity,
rebetika and Greek music more generally have emerged as popular music styles among young
musicians, intellectuals, university students, hipsters, and other city dwellers.
Merih Erol outlines the historically contested nature of rebetika. Critics argue over its
geographical origins, the languages in which musicians sang, and how to properly categorize its
repertoire, among other points. Her definition describes rebetika in this way:
The loosely employed label rebetika refers to urban songs (referred to as the
Smyrna-style) that had been sung by the Greek-speaking singers living in the
multicultural environments of major Ottoman cities (e.g., Smyrna and
Constantinople) in the last decade of the 19th century till the population exchange
of 1922, as well as to songs (referred to as Piraeus-style) sung by the marginalized
people of the lower classes living in Athens at a later period. (Erol 2017:79)
Recent scholarship by Erol, Pennannen, Koglin, and others challenges some of the Greek
nationalist discourses about rebetika. One in particular is the significance of Smyrna (now
modern-day İzmir, a city on Turkey’s Aegean coast) as the historic epicenter of a Greek musical
style, Smyrneika. Pennanen (2004) contests the idea of a Greek-language song repertoire in
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Smyrna, arguing that much of those songs would have been sung in Turkish. Furthermore, many
of the greatest rebetika performers came from other Ottoman cities. For example, Roza Eskenazi
and Antonis Dalgas, two of rebetika’s most iconic musicians, hailed from Constantinople.
In the present day, Daniel Koglin describes the nostalgic fascination that rebetika holds
for Turkish fans who are drawn by its roots in Asia Minor and its perceived cosmopolitanism in
particular, an aspect of daily life they feel is sorely missing in contemporary Istanbul:
They eulogize it as a music which, as part of the bygone Ottoman culture, had
added a unique color to the flower garden of human civilization. “I love rebetika
songs,” an amateur musician and English teacher at Istanbul’s Boğaziçi
University wrote to me, “because they remind me of a bitter history across the
Aegean—starting on the Eastern shores, ending in the West. And I regret being a
member of the suppressing and ruling majority on this side. A great culture has
been swept off the surface of Anatolia and I believe it’s a great loss for the whole
mankind. And the songs perfectly reflect the bitterness of this tragic phenomenon,
even when they seem to be more joyful”. (Koglin 2008:39)
I witnessed this rebetika fascination myself during fieldwork. I knew amateur musicians at
Boğaziçi University who enjoyed playing rebetika, as well as friends at the Istanbul Technical
University’s conservatory who had started a successful rebetika ensemble that performed in
clubs in the lively Beyoğlu district on weekends. There was less interest in—or perhaps less
awareness of—Jewish music, although certain local Jewish music groups such as Janet and Jak
Esim or Los Paşaros Sefardis are able to draw sizable crowds to their concerts.
Turkish Jews have also felt compelled to become more cautious and self-protective in
recent years, responding to political and social environments that are increasingly hostile toward
Jews. Some individuals avoid bringing up their Jewish identity in mixed company. Socializing
with non-Jews is often discouraged, in part out of fear that it might lead to interfaith dating and
marriage. Security at synagogues is tight and non-Jews rarely visit. This fact became clear to me
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in June 2015 when I assembled a small ensemble of Turkish classical musicians to join me in
giving a concert of Sephardic music at the historic Ashkenazi synagogue in Galata.
My fellowship program, ARIT (American Research Institute in Turkey), and the local
Ashkenazi Jewish community sponsored the concert. Planning security for the event was an
extraordinary experience, because I intended to invite the entire ARIT mailing list of American
expatriates living in Istanbul, many members of the Jewish community, and various non-Jewish
Muslim and Christian friends. Everyone wanted to come, including many friends who played in
the weekly meşk conducted by my mentor Ruhi Ayangil. In fact, Ruhi Hoca (teacher) was one
the featured performers in the concert, and Muslim friends were excited to hear us play music
that they rarely had a chance to hear, if it all. Nearly three hundred people came, and it was a
wildly successful and beautiful evening of music. A number of the Muslim audience members
told me, excitedly, that it was their first opportunity to visit a synagogue.
This event was not unlike the Birlikte Yaşamak concerts described by Jackson, albeit
without the Islamist neo-Ottoman nationalism. We performed a mostly Ladino secular repertoire,
along with some songs in Hebrew, and a set of Ottoman classical pieces by the Jewish composer,
Mısırlı İbrahim Efendi. At one point during the concert, Chaim Chitrik, the talented son of
Istanbul’s Ḥabad rabbi, Mendy Chitrik, our host that evening, joined the ensemble as a violin
soloist. He played, “Eli Ata,” a traditional Hasidic tune with words from Psalm 118, as we
accompanied him. Although our repertoire was diverse, it still managed to reaffirm a particular
musical narrative of historic cultural osmosis between Jews, Muslim Turks, and other ethnoreligious groups in the Ottoman era.
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Mobile Jewish Identities
In light of the internal and external pressures to inhabit a certain kind of Turkish Jewish
identity, the question to which I now return is how to understand the musical deviations and
religious explorations of contemporary Turkish ḥazzanim and their congregants. As Samuels
states, “Apaches are presented with a stark choice: resist progress in order to maintain their
identity as Other or embrace it and lose their identity. Everyone does not get to choose his or her
own path of redemption and identity construction in this modern world” (Samuels:245). The
situation is not dissimilar but perhaps somewhat less bleak for Turkish Jews. Some losses are
indeed unavoidable. The decline of Ladino, of traditional Jewish knowledge, of appreciation of
traditional music, and of the Jewish population itself can each be considered long-term effects of
the destructive cultural policies in the early years of the Turkish Republic. However, now more
than ever, many Turkish Jews, although not all, are mobile and global subjects who feel less and
less bound by the historic ideologies that tied them to certain practices and ways of thinking
about themselves and their place in Turkey. Religious Turkish Jews, the subjects of my study,
are one such segment of the population.
Those with the financial resources, social influence, and respect in the Jewish community
have taken on the extraordinary responsibilities of supporting and shaping Jewish religious life.
They are often members of young, affluent families whose upward mobility has enabled them to
travel and observe Jewish communities in Israel and the United States. Working in tandem with
Istanbul’s dedicated group of rabbis, they support the construction of new religious structures
such as mikvahs (ritual baths) and kosher restaurants, educational programming, special
community events and initiatives, locally made kosher products, the education of promising
young Jewish scholars, and the maintenance of the city’s Jewish organizations and facilities. A
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number of these families made the commitment to religious life quite recently. One of their top
priorities—shared by some in the rabbinic class—is to ensure that Jewish practices in Istanbul
conform to the highest standards of halakha (Jewish law). Another is to diversify the Jewish
experience in Istanbul in various ways to attract—and hold onto—members of a dwindling
population. Consequently, they are looking at ideas and individuals beyond the local community
to satisfy these needs. They are mobilizing Turkish Jewish practice in imaginative ways, making
it less insular while still attempting to hold onto the local customs that remain.
This kind of home-based mobility of ideas is not unique in Judaism. In their discussion of
contemporary Jewish diasporas, David Shneer and Caryn Aviv (2010) argue that the concept is
historically associated with Jewish communities that
lived as rooted cosmopolitans, maintaining a dynamic tension between movement
and rootedness. Jews continue to express this sense of rootedness and
cosmopolitanism, with complex links to one another in global communities that
complicate and transcend the boundaries of nation-states. (Shneer and Aviv
2010:263)
This understanding of Jewish communities is becoming more and more relevant in the case of
the Turkish Jewish community at large, but especially for observant Jews who travel frequently
to Israel for religious study, to visit family, or for recreation.
One consequence of such physical and cultural mobility is an expansion or redirection of
one’s sense of homeland. Many of my younger, religious interlocutors expressed their
ambivalence when discussing this topic. One told me “Turkey is finished,” referring to his
feelings of isolation as a young religious Jew in a mostly secular Jewish community. He has
since chosen to make aliyah. It made more sense for him to live in Israel, the biblical, promised
homeland for all Jews, rather than in Turkey. “Turkey, Philadephia, New York—it is fake, Joe,”
another young friend told me. “Israel is ultimately the place where all Jews need to be. I’m sure
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of this. It may not happen immediately, but it will eventually.” He eventually made aliyah in
summer 2018. During fieldwork I spoke with only a few religious community members who
contemplated leaving because of the uncertain political situation in Turkey. Others had no plans
to leave, but, importantly, their identities as Jews transcended and complicated their national
identities as Turks. It is this factor, combined with a desire to build a more robust and engaged
synagogue life, that has drawn religious Jews toward new approaches to prayer, including
musical amendments of the service.
Bending tradition without breaking it and honoring one’s heritage while exploring new
avenues of creative spiritual expression are challenges from which a plethora of diverse practices
and performances emerge. “Emotional, internal clashes” (Berliner 2016:5-6), compromises,
regrets, and ambiguities are key dimensions of this transnational experience. Following Sarah
Lamb, I argue that “transnationality, is, crucially, an intimate matter. Transnationalism
involves…the ‘intimate,’ everyday lives of particular people…the social relationships, lived
experiences, and embodied practices that make up everyday human lives” (Lamb 2002:300). In
my own study, I center upon the intimacies forged among people active in synagogue life, who
aspire toward greater Jewish observance. They form a relatively small segment within the greater
Jewish community of Istanbul. In my various field sites—synagogue congregations, luncheon
cohorts, Torah-study groups, and other populations—I observed the different ways that clergy
and laypeople shaped musical and spiritual practice. In each example, ḥazzanim, rabbis, and
congregants demonstrated sensitivity both to local tradition and to the increasingly transnational
footprint and listening preferences of the Turkish Jewish community.
As Lamb further argues, “the intimate practices and experiences of particular people not
only are affected by transnational and global flows; they also, in key respects, produce them”
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(Lamb:301). Turkey’s religious and newly religious Turkish Jews are demonstrating this reality
in very stark terms: for Turkish Jews committed to following an observant Jewish life, remaining
in Istanbul is difficult, if not impossible, particularly the sense of alienation they feel when the
majority of the Jewish population is secular. Orthodox Jews are, essentially, a community within
a community. This reality only amplifies the challenges to maintain a certain standard of Jewish
practice, which, for many, may only be achieved in Israel. During my first extended fieldwork
period in 2013, I met Zeki, a young religious man who functioned as a gabbai in the Şişli
synagogue. He was beloved for his complete dedication to the needs of the congregation. Every
Thursday night he would return to the synagogue to help set up the chairs and refreshments for
David Sevi’s weekly Torah lesson, staying to listen, and remaining afterward to clean up. On
Saturday mornings he dutifully walked around the sanctuary, passing out little books of Tehillim,
Psalms of David, to congregants so they might help fulfill the mitzvah of collectively reciting the
entire corpus of Psalms.
In June 2013 I was living in an apartment on Siracevizler Caddesi in Şişli, only a sevenminute walk to the synagogue and practically across the street from Zeki’s home. It was during
the final days of the Gezi Park protests, a wave of demonstrations that began on May 28, 2013.
What started as an Istanbul-based protest of the AKP government’s urban development plan for
Gezi Park escalated into nationwide civil unrest over the rise of authoritarianism in Turkey. By
late June, the police had mowed down the makeshift tent city that protesters had formed in the
park and surrounding Taksim Square. During the protest’s last two days, police not only cleared
the land of protesters but chased them into the streets of Beyoğlu, Harbiye, and even as far as my
street in Şişli. I was scheduled to visit Zeki, his wife, and two children on what would ultimately
be the final day of the month-long occupation of the park by protesters. The family was
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scheduled to make aliyah the following month, and I wanted to see them before my own return to
the United States. That morning, protesters had fashioned a crude blockade outside my window,
a mixture of cyclone fencing, tires, and thousands of sharp nails strewn across the street. My
neighbors and I looked on in horror as a troop of armed policemen in full riot gear emerged at
the top of the steep hill that descended toward my building, a water cannon attached to the tank
in front of them. Pepper and tear gas cannisters soared across the street, creating a yellow fog for
much of the day. Thankfully, the protesters and police quickly dispersed and physical violence
was avoided, at least on our block.
Later that evening, determined to see Zeki and his family, I bolted out of my apartment
and made a run for their building, one block away. The stench of the pepper spray burned my
eyes and throat, but, within sixty seconds, I was inside their home, happy to take the cool towel
Zeki’s wife gave me to rinse my eyes. After a few minutes, chatting about the excitement of the
day outside our window, I laughed and said, “You must be thrilled that you’re going after
witnessing this!” Zeki smiled and explained that while there have always been political tensions
of one kind or another in Turkey, he and his family were choosing to leave for another reason: it
had become too difficult and isolating for them to live an Orthodox life in Istanbul among a
mostly secular Jewish population. “I send my daughter to the Jewish school, but she is only one
of two children whose families keep Shabbat. This creates difficulties socially. Her classmates
have birthday parties on Saturday afternoons, and she cannot attend because it would mean
breaking the Sabbath. There are many examples like this. We want our children to grow up in a
community where being observant is usual, not an exception” (Zeki Salti, personal
communication, June 2013). Zeki also expressed his appreciation for the work of David Sevi,
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who embraces his role as a guide in the various nuances of halakha for the Şişli congregants,
educating them on proper synagogue etiquette, rules of kashrut, and other day-to-day activities.
Sevi is equally beloved, respected, and sought after by Jewish individuals at other
Istanbul synagogues, including the newly religious families mentioned previously. However, his
commitment to the nuances of Jewish law and steadfast adherence to traditional synagogue
music create a dilemma when it comes to engaging new congregants who are unfamiliar with
and skeptical of synagogue life. There are, of course, other significant factors at work, including
a decline in the Jewish population of Şişli and surrounding neighborhoods overall. Individuals
with young families are moving to more affluent, less congested neighborhoods further north
along the Bosphorus and an older, more stable population remains in Şişli. On the other hand,
due to a mixture of serendipity and design, the synagogue in Ortaköy is often brimming with
young families, married couples, and a regular gaggle of male youth in their twenties and thirties.
Young, single women rarely attend unless they are attending high holiday services or celebrating
a special occasion for friends and family such as a Shabbat Ḥatan (Shabbat of the Groom)23 or
bar mitzvah. Despite İzzet Barokas’s youthful presence in Ortaköy, Etz Ahayim, like all Istanbul
synagogues, follows traditional practices of Orthodox Judaism, which inherently shape and
constrain women’s roles and degrees of participation in synagogue ritual. Prohibitions such as
preventing women from reading from the Torah, leading a service, and sitting together with men
in the sanctuary may be key factors in discouraging a number of women from active attendance.
As religious Turkish Jews, rabbis, ḥazzanim, and laypeople alike deepen their Jewish
knowledge and explore alternative modes and explanations of Jewish custom, these kinds of
community tensions will continue. Until recently, most synagogue leadership advocated a more
23

A Jewish religious ceremony, taking place on the Shabbat one week after a wedding. The groom is called up to
receive an aliyah (recitation of the blessing over the Torah). In Ashkenazi Judaism this ritual is called an Aufruf
(“calling up”) and occurs the week before the wedding.
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flexible approach to Jewish observance. However, as laypeople and certain local rabbis learn
through travel, visiting scholars, online resources, and their own textual studies, they are
gradually attempting to shape the future of Jewish practice in Istanbul. These new standards and
ideas emerge partly from the growing transnational, globalized perspective of Istanbul’s religious
Jews, blending with local traditions and circumstances. Young ḥazzanim like Rifat Kandiyoti,
İzzet Barokas, and Marsel Krespi argue carefully for adaptations to the music of Shabbat
services that might reinvigorate the kehillah, helping its long-term survival. However, this
attitude is not confined to younger generations only. I sat with Ḥazzan Menachem Darsa one
morning in the Şişli sanctuary, interviewing him about his life and work. A man in his seventies,
he is a beloved and enduring figure at that synagogue, having survived a stroke a few years ago
that left him with serious mobility difficulties. He continues to officiate prayer services in Şişli as
part of the rotation of six ḥazzanim, chanting with a gentle and high tenor voice. When asked
how he felt about the possibility of making changes to the community’s traditional synagogue
music, he paused and replied,
I would like our traditional music to be preserved, although I also get tired of all
the ‘aaaaaaaa’ [parodying the voice of a Turkish ḥazzan], the stretched out vocal
lines and the slow tempos. Tradition should not be an obstacle and prevent new
ideas and opportunities. Neither should the ḥazzan. The question is whether my
prayer matters more than yours. I would do anything to make the community
more interested in my prayer. (interview, June 2016)
Yet others push back, fearing that once this historic constant of the Turkish Jewish tradition and
experience disappears, the community won’t recognize itself anymore. In chief ḥazzan Rabbi
David Sevi’s words, “It is our custom, our minhag. It is who we are! How can we change that”?
(conversation, Şişli, 2015)
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Chapter Four: Hasidic Songs, Sephardic Voices
The Role of Ḥabad in Istanbul’s Jewish Musical Life
They say that the Kaiser of Germany once came to visit Mayer Amschel
Rothschild, the father of the Rothschild family, on Shabbos. They gave him to eat
cholent,24 and in the cholent there was a kishke,25 and it was good Shabbos food.
And after Shabbos the Kaiser sent his chef to learn how to make this wonderful
Jewish food. The chef learned how to prepare it, and he served it to the Kaiser for
lunch….and it wasn’t the same. The Kaiser called Mayer Amschel to him and told
him, “It’s not the same.” And Rothschild replied, “Yeah, because you’re missing
a spice.” “What!? Me? Missing a spice in my palace? I have all spices! Just tell
me where I can buy this spice.” Mayer Amschel shook his head and answered,
“No. This is a special spice. This is a spice called Shabbos. On Shabbos the
cholent tastes like something else. The cholent of Thursday, the cholent of
Wednesday, the cholent of Tuesday…you can have the best wheat, the best
kishke, the best potatoes—the taste will be different.” The same thing is with this
song. If you sing it on Shabbos, it has a different sound. If you sing it now on a
Wednesday…Eh! It’s so-so. This is a song my grandfather sang. My greatgrandfather sang it, and my father sings it. Here in Istanbul we sing it in Turkish
on Shabbos. Her gücüm olsaydı gece sokak çikardım, çikardım ve bağırdım
Shabbat Shabbat Shabbat [If I had the power, I would go out into the street at
night and shout, Shabbat Shabbat Shabbat]. (Rabbi Mendy Chitrik, interview in
English, March 2015)
On a damp and blustery Wednesday afternoon in March 2015, I sat across from Rabbi
Mendy Chitrik in the small classroom on the fourth floor of Şişli’s Bet İsrael Synagogue. He had
kindly agreed to let me record him singing a few of the Shabbat melodies he often sang with
guests during lunches at his home every Saturday. In recounting the tale of the Rothschild
cholent, he cleverly articulated the occasionally frustrating nature of my field research in
Istanbul: I could not record any of my interlocutors singing on Shabbat. Despite the beauty and
precision with which they sang into my digital recorder on weekdays, it was difficult to match
the musical spontaneity and poignancy with which they chanted in synagogue on Friday

24

Cholent is a traditional dish consisting of slow-cooked meat and vegetables such as potatoes, beans, and barley. It
is prepared on Friday and simmered overnight on a blech (a metal sheet that covers stovetop burners) or hotplate to
be served during the Sabbath lunch on Saturday. The dish developed over time as a way of serving hot food without
violating Jewish prohibitions against cooking on the Sabbath day.
25
Intestine stuffed with seasoned filling. It is a savory dish often simmered whole inside of cholent.
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evenings and Saturday mornings. Rabbi Mendy’s recording of this plaintive Shabbat tune would
be a valuable resource for the dissertation. Yet, as he rightly pointed out, it could not substitute
for the impassioned weekly rendition sung by the large Chitrik family and their many guests
during elegantly prepared, sumptuous, and joyful Shabbat meals at their home.
Musical Example 4.1: “Shabbat” as sung by Rabbi Mendy Chitrik

In his telling of the story, Rabbi Mendy also expressed the spiritual experience that
Shabbat can engender in the people who observe it. As the Jewish day of rest, it may seem
counterintuitive that proper Orthodox observance of Shabbat demands the fulfillment of so many
laws and religious requirements. Broadly interpreted prohibitions against work (driving,
carrying, using technology) and multiple hours of prayer in the synagogue are not meant to be
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burdens but rather emancipations from the responsibilities of daily life. Friends who regularly
attend Shabbat services in Istanbul’s various synagogues describe the experience as an
opportunity for spiritual reflection and a necessary break from focusing on work. Moreover, the
Shabbat meal—on Friday evenings and Saturday afternoons—is a chance to gather with family
and friends, eat delicious food, relax, study Torah, talk, sing, and eat some more. One friend
describes weekly Shabbat meals as “the essence of building Jewish community” (personal
communication, 2016). Guests at Rabbi Mendy’s home consider his gatherings to be a model of
what a Shabbat meal should be: welcoming, generous, energizing, spiritually meaningful, replete
with food, and bursting with song. As Rabbi Mendy rightly observed, his solo recording of the
tender Hasidic tune above would not properly capture the elevated atmosphere and camaraderie
in which we sang it as a group on Saturday afternoons. Nor could it effectively explain the
significance of such singing and the lunches themselves for the Istanbul Jews who attended
them.
In this chapter, I examine a newly religious, upwardly mobile population of Sephardi
Jewish men in Istanbul who are engaging in the musics and spiritual styles of Lubavitch
Hasidism, also known as Ḥabad.26 They eagerly draw on these practices, framing them as
constitutive of the active, sustainable, and modern Jewish lives to which they aspire. Focusing on
weekly Shabbat luncheons at the Ḥabad House in Istanbul, I argue that participants recast
conceptions of Turkish-Jewishness through the songs they sing. Eastern European Hasidic
music, with its joyous melodies, accessible lyrics, rhythmic energy, repetition, and emphasis on
group singing, contrasts with local sacred musics that emphasize stately, florid chanting based on
Ottoman-Turkish performance practices. I will show that during these lunches Turkish Jews shift

26

Ḥabad, also known as Lubavitch, is an Orthodox movement of Hasidic Judaism. For a detailed discussion of
Hasidism and Ḥabad, see page 6.
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between both styles: they remain connected to their sense of locality while forging new selves,
claiming Hasidism and its musics as effective expressions of the contemporary and broadening
Jewish identities they wish to create.
Religious Turkish Jews are a community within a community. Most of the religiously
observant or spiritually searching Jews I met and befriended in Istanbul did not start out that
way, but came to Judaism through a variety of paths. For some it was the death of parent or
sibling, compelling them to recite the mourner’s Kaddish (a Jewish prayer for the dead) in the
synagogue every day. Others were drawn by the warmth and community of the synagogue.
Certain individuals enjoyed the various learning opportunities provided by both visiting and local
rabbis, which allowed them to delve deeper into Jewish texts that had always seemed
impenetrable. One particular couple, my close friends and Shabbat hosts, had two children who
had unexpectedly embraced Orthodox Judaism some years before. The parents made a conscious
decision to follow their children’s path and fully commit themselves to living an Orthodox life.
One last explanation came from a young leader in the community whose family has
gradually taken on additional facets of observant life: “The whole world is seeking for more
spirituality. We are all witnessing that material satisfaction is endless and we want to reach some
higher level of satisfaction. People are looking to their roots” (interview, August 2017). Yet, in
the aftermath of decades of secularizing authority, during which the communal ties to religious
lifeways such as music-making were deeply diminished or entirely broken, one’s roots are no
longer as well-defined as they once were. Furthermore, these developments appear to echo a
deeper decline of secular ideology in Turkey and the Middle East and the rise of public
religiosities (Islamism, in particular) in the region.
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Saba Mahmood questions how “secular concepts have transformed the self-understanding
of people of the Middle East, opening certain avenues of action while foreclosing others”
(Mahmood:11). Taking Mahmood’s idea further, I question how the emergence of publicly
engaged religiosities in Turkey and the “daily entanglements of piety and modernity” (Deeb
2006:6) are impacting Turkey’s religious minorities, who were once so enmeshed in the social
pressures of secularism and secular governance. The pressures that the secular state imposed
upon Turkish Jews prompted many to willingly dislocate themselves from organized religious
practice and institutions, seeing these as backward and “un-modern.” Some older secular Jews
adamantly told me that their religion was a private matter between them and God and that they
had no interest in synagogue life. Although many Jews in Istanbul still hold this view, there are
others who want to rediscover their Judaism in more formal contexts rooted in synagogue ritual.
Moreover, they want to find a compatibility between their Jewish way of life and the “modern”
style of living to which they have grown accustomed.
What I find compelling about the development of this religiously conscious segment of
Turkish Jewish society is how it is articulating musically a Turkish Jewish identity that
transcends geographic borders and local patterns of Jewish expression. Furthermore, these Jews
frame such a multilayered identity as “being modern,” a necessary condition for them to lead the
lives they want. This may be one reason why there is continued admiration for Lubavitch
Hasidism in this community. Unlike many Orthodox Jewish sects, Ḥabad argues that strict
Jewish observance and the trappings of the modern world need not be incompatible. In her
sweeping study of Ḥabad shluḥim (emissaries) in the United States, Sue Fishkoff highlights this
seemingly contradictory, and often persuasive, aspect of the Ḥabad philosophy:
Here are Jews who live according to the strictest interpretation of Jewish law, who
adhere to rigid lifestyle constraints, who don’t watch TV or go to the movies or
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read popular literature, who have little or no secular education, who hang on their
Rebbe’s every word, but who—alone among Hasidim—nevertheless have made it
their mission to engage the modern world. So much about Lubavitchers appears to
be contradictory. They scorn popular media, but they maintain the world’s first
and largest Jewish website, which gets millions of hits a year. They won’t shake
hands with members of the opposite sex, but they move in the highest government
circles. They avoid college, because Schneerson—who himself studied at the
Sorbonne and the University of Berlin—decided that America’s college campuses
would have a detrimental effect on his followers. Yet they jet all over the world
on a moment’s notice and live in the most exotic, un-Jewish locales. They are
zealous about their own kashrut [Jewish religious dietary laws], but they open
their arms to Jews who eat pork and drive on Shabbat. (Fishkoff 2003:27)
Tracing certain key principles and common practices of Ḥabad can illuminate the
movement’s successful outreach among diverse Jewish populations such as the community in
Istanbul. Ḥabad’s compelling approach to religious music-making is part of a grander
methodology to make Jews of all backgrounds and observance levels feel “at home” with
Judaism and its rituals.
Defining Hasidism and the Ḥabad-Lubavitch Movement
A Hasid is one whose commitment to the spiritual dimensions of Jewish life is absolute.
Derived from the term ḥesed or “kindness,” it implies a level of piety and religious devotion
expressed in all aspects of one’s everyday life. While the term hasid was frequently used as a
Jewish honorific during the Talmudic period in the fourth century C.E., Hasidism as a social and
spiritual revival movement began in Eastern Europe during the early eighteenth century. The
early Hasidim were followers of Israel ben Eliezer (1700 – 1760), who lived in western Ukraine.
He was more popularly known as the Baal Shem Tov (or the acronym, Besht), meaning “master
of the good name.” Regarded as the founder of the Hasidic movement, his spiritual philosophy
had roots in kaballah—Jewish mysticism—and his own belief that a connection to the divine
should not be limited to religious activities alone (Idel 1995).
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The Besht, while advocating Torah study as critical to the practice of Judaism, also
argued against the rigidity and academic focus of rabbinic Judaism. He reasoned that one did not
need to be a scholar to have a meaningful Jewish life and that Judaism should be expressed in the
body and heart as well as in the mind. Praying in a state of mystical ecstasy—trembling or more
pronounced physical and verbal responses—regardless of one’s level of academic knowledge,
was preferable to mechanical recitation (Green and Holtz 1993). Following the Besht’s death,
subsequent generations of Hasidim, also known as Hasidic dynasties, organized themselves into
courts. These courts were Hasidic sects, uniting around a particular spiritual leader or Rebbe.
Among the various branches of Hasidism that emerged in the second half of the eighteenth
century was Ḥabad, founded in 1775 by Shneur Zalman of Liady (1745 – 1812).
Known as the Alter Rebbe (Old Rebbe), Rabbi Shneur Zalman based his new philosophy
and religious movement on three underlying principles: Chochma (wisdom), Bina
(understanding), and Da’at (knowledge). “Ḥabad,” as the acronym of these three words, became
the name of this unique branch of Hasidism. The central difference between Rabbi Shneur
Zalman’s approach to Jewish practice and the other Hasidic sects of the time was his reprioritization of knowledge over emotion and Torah study over mysticism (Etkes 2015). In
Tanya (1797), the Alter Rebbe’s guide to daily Jewish observance and the core philosophies of
Ḥabad, he describes Torah study as the key means by which a hasidmight achieve devekut
(cleaving). Devekut is an ideal state of being, a mystical attachment or oneness with God.
Singing niggunim (Jewish religious songs), together with studying Torah, can bring a hasidcloser
to experiencing devekut (Ben-Moshe 2015:35).
After the Alter Rebbe’s death, his son Rabbi Dov Baer (1773-1827) relocated to the town
of Lubavitch or Lyubavichi in 1814 in what is now the Rudyansky District of Smolensk Oblast,
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Russia. Lubavitch was the site of the first Ḥabad center and remained the home of the Lubavitch
Hasidic movement until 1941, when the sixth Lubavitcher Rebbe, Joseph Isaac Schneerson
(1880-1950), moved from Russia to Brooklyn. There he launched the Worldwide Center of
Ḥabad Hasidism in Crown Heights, Brooklyn, for the purpose of strengthening American Jewish
life. Over a ten-year period prior to his death, he presided over an ever-expanding web of new
educational, social, and religious initiatives across the United States, Canada, Israel, North
Africa, and Australia (Koskoff 2001:31).
Joseph Isaac Schneerson’s son-in-law, Menachem Mendel Schneerson (1902-1994),
assumed leadership of Ḥabad as the seventh Lubavitcher Rebbe in 1950. During the course of his
forty-four-year tenure as an administrator and spiritual leader of Ḥabad, Schneerson became one
of the most influential Jewish leaders of the twentieth century (Telushkin:2016). He transformed
Ḥabad into the largest international Jewish outreach movement in the world with a network of
over 3,600 institutions (schools, synagogues, camps, community centers, soup kitchens)
dedicated to the education and welfare of Jewish communities in small towns and cities, and on
college campuses around the world (Eliezrie 2015). Schneerson’s disciples so revered him that
many refused to acknowledge his death in 1994. Rather, they argued that he would eventually
return as the Messiah. Although a minority of Ḥabadniks (members of Ḥabad) hold such
messianic beliefs about the Rebbe, the bulk of Lubavitch Hasidim still revere him as a guiding
and inspiring force, whose legacy they strive to fulfill and venerate in every aspect of their lives
(Fishkoff 2002). Shluḥim, in particular, zealously seek to honor Schneerson’s directive to teach
Judaism to Jews of all backgrounds and levels of observance and to encourage them to perform
mitzvot (Jewish commandments), however small, in their everyday lives.
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Fishkoff highlights the extraordinary commitment the movement’s emissaries make to
Jewish outreach throughout the United States and the world. From an early age Lubavitch
Hasidim embrace the concept of ufaratzta (“spread out”), seeking various ways to connect as
many Jews as they can with Jewish ritual. For many young Ḥabad Hasidim, these efforts may
take the form of street outreach: approaching strangers on the street, ascertaining whether or not
they are Jewish, and inviting those who are Jewish to perform certain mitzvot. For men these
might include putting on tefillin. Ḥabad women might offer Shabbat candlesticks to any Jewish
women they come across. The ultimate form of outreach, however, is to become a permanent
shaliaḥ (emissary) somewhere. This practice began in earnest under Schneerson himself. He
would often personally select the small town, city, or college campus where a young Ḥabad
couple would spend the rest of their lives, attempting to bring the local population closer to
Judaism. Since Schneerson’s passing, the number of shluḥim in the world has grown
exponentially.
Ḥabad’s way of practicing Judaism has many opponents. Some argue that its approach to
outreach is invasive and pushy. Diverse synagogue congregations may resent the arrival of
Ḥabad in their town, seeing its activities as blatant attempts to draw the local Jewish population
toward Lubavitch Hasidism. Ḥabad’s refusal to acknowledge the legitimacy of non-Orthodox
denominations, as well as their right-wing views on Israel, can be further sources of frustration
within the Jewish world. Ḥabad’s detractors notwithstanding, the sect has achieved unparalleled
success in its outreach efforts in large part because of the shluḥim, who, quite literally, give
themselves over to the Jewish communities they inhabit. Most importantly, they create ways to
make Judaism palatable and accessible to all Jews.
Ḥabad’s outreach approach is colored by one central maxim: Make it as easy as
possible for a Jew to live more Jewishly. Don’t have candles? We’ll give you
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some and tell you the prayers to say when you light them. Don’t have a sukkah?
We’ll sell or give you a kit, and even come over to help you set it up . . . We’ll
create beginner’s minyans, so you can feel comfortable in synagogue while still
observing Jewish law; we’ll set up free or low-cost schools for your children to
teach them Jewish history and traditions; and we’ll celebrate life-cycle events and
holidays in fun and meaningful ways. Lubavitchers see themselves as a bridge
between the observant and non-observant worlds in American Jewry, extending a
welcoming hand to Jews who want to cross over but don’t know how, or aren’t
sure how far they want to go. (Fishkoff:55)
The willingness of Ḥabad shluḥim to invest their lives in a particular place often
endears them to the communities they serve. They raise families in areas where cultural
and language barriers may amplify the difficulties of outreach. Although some may
receive a starting salary for the first year or two, emissaries are expected to carry the
financial weight of their personal lives and outreach work themselves through diverse
professional activities and support from the local population. Over time these shluḥim
may become permanent and needed fixtures in a community. Rabbi Mendy and his wife
Chaya Chitrik have most definitely achieved this status in Istanbul. In the summer of
2016, shortly after the failed coup attempt against Erdoğan’s government and a string of
horrific acts of terror by ISIS in Istanbul and elsewhere in Turkey, I sat down with Rabbi
Mendy for our last interview. He told me that some concerned individuals in the US
encouraged him and his family to leave Turkey for a while until things settled down. He
adamantly refused. “If I leave Istanbul, I cannot return. I’m either a member of this
community, standing with everyone through whatever happens, or I’m not. I choose to be
here” (Rabbi Mendy Chitrik, interview, July 2016).
Ḥabad Arrives in Istanbul: Rabbi Mendy Chitrik
A fascinating collection of letters from the early 1960s emerged recently. They reveal a
correspondence between Nessim Behar, the intrepid former leader of Jewish religious education
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in Istanbul, and the Lubavitcher Rebbe, as well as other Ḥabad personages. These letters reveal
that Behar, a zealous advocate for the preservation and practice of local Sephardic custom,
actively sought financial and physical support from Ḥabad to further Jewish activities in his
community. According to the letters, Ḥabad provided aid to the community but was unable to
send any emissaries to Istanbul. It would be another forty years before Rabbi Mendy arrived as its
first envoy in 2000.
Figure 4.1: Rabbi Mendy Chitrik

Rabbi Mendy and his wife Chaya settled in Istanbul when they were in their early twenties. In one
interview he described the challenge of being the first emissary of Ḥabad in Turkey. After
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marrying Chaya and living together in Israel for one year, they asked for a placement as
representatives of Ḥabad. They were offered two choices: Turkey or Finland. Choosing Turkey
was a significant step because, during the mid-twentieth century, no envoys from foreign religious
organizations were permitted to enter the country. One purpose of this policy was to hinder
Islamic fundamentalist organizations from mobilizing new followers within the country. Rabbi
Mendy noted that, whenever possible, Rebbe Schneerson wanted to work within the laws of
different countries. Therefore, Ḥabad did not attempt to pursue work in Turkey until the
government eventually lifted the ban. Later on, it was the Jewish community in Istanbul that
refused offers by Ḥabad to send shiluchim to Turkey. However, in 2000 the community sent a
request to the Ḥabad office, inviting someone to come for a year to give a few classes and
programs:
We came and met with everyone, including the former chief rabbi, David Aseo.
We stayed for a year and after the year finished, they asked us to stay for one
more year. We got involved in more things, and now it’s already been fifteen
years. When I first came I made a bar and bat mitzvah program, a wedding premarriage program, many other things that hadn’t existed here before. I’m not sure
they knew what they were getting into in the beginning. We also didn’t know. I
was twenty-four years old. And eventually we became part of the community, part
of the scenery. Last week a kid told me he’s known me since he was born. He’s
twenty years old, and I started coming to give Torah classes in his house when he
was five. “You were always a part of us.” (Mendy Chitrik, interview, June 2016)
The Chitrik family is still in Istanbul eighteen years later, raising seven children and participating
as integral members of the Jewish community. They are an active and beloved presence in local
Jewish life.
One afternoon, I met Rabbi Mendy for an interview over coffee at a quiet cafe only a few
blocks from his home in Nişantaşı, a trendy neighborhood on Istanbul’s European side. I asked
him to describe how Ḥabad, a movement rooted in Ashkenazi Judaism, could serve the needs of
a predominantly Sephardic community. Rabbi Mendy provided a detailed, often passionately
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argued answer, affirming that the mission of Ḥabad is to strengthen Judaism, rather than to
interfere with local Jewish tradition. He asserted the essence of Sephardic heritage as the
observance of religious ritual and that the differences between Sephardic and Ashkenazi Judaism
are mostly cultural:
When I came to Istanbul, one thing that was very clear to me was that I had to
make sure that this community remained rooted in its history. Leave the
theological reasons aside, but for practical reasons, if you want people to come
closer to their roots, you’ve got to do it through their own roots that they feel
comfortable with…where they feel connection. So, this is part of my job.
This is one thing. Then there is another layer to the answer…Many people today,
when they speak about Sephardic legacy, forget that Jewish observance is part of
Sephardic legacy. It’s very difficult for me to hear somebody speak about
Sephardic legacy who comes by car on Shabbat. It’s ok, you are free to do what
you want, but don’t tell me about Sephardic legacy when you don’t keep Torah
and Judaism. Those are part of the legacy. If you don’t read the parasha [Torah
portion] every week and you don’t go to the synagogue every week, don’t tell me
Sephardic legacy, because Sephardic legacy is not only burekitas and bulemas
[traditional Sephardic foods]. Sephardic legacy means that the person is true to
the legacy of his ancestors. And the legacy of the ancestors in Sephardic
communities, especially that Sephardic community which came from Spain to
Turkey, was complete attachment to our traditions, to Judaism, to Jewish
observance…because if they were not connected to Jewish observance, they could
have stayed in Spain and just converted like the majority of Jews in Spain did.
The Jews who came here from Spain, who sacrificed all their physical comforts,
who endangered their lives to cross seas by little boats that took them from place
to place, and after years and years came and settled down here, was only because
they wanted to live their life in a Jewish way, in the most Jewish way possible. So
those who say, “Sephardic, Sephardic, Sephardic!” Come on! That would be
great! Keep Shabbat from sunset to sundown, put on tefillin, light Shabbat
candles…I mean, this is what it is. That’s part of the Sephardic tradition. So we
tend to forget that the Sephardic tradition—of course, for me, as an observant
rabbi—is first and foremost adherence to our laws.
Of course, Sephardic tradition comes with other things also. Sephardic tradition
was more tolerant at times. There are many other things that come with Sephardic
tradition. And of course, I try to promote them. When people ask me here for
halachic opinions, I only give them those that fit to the Sephardic tradition. I don’t
give Ashkenazic halachic opinions here in Istanbul, unless at the Ashkenazi
Synagogue where I serve as its rabbi. So, this is a second layer.
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A third layer to this question is connected, of course, to the previous one. The
differences between the Ashkenazi and Sephardic tradition are, mostly, cultural.
They’re not ideological, they’re not theological, and, when it comes to matters of
observance of Jewish law, the differences are very minute. I always compare
Jewish law to a steak. A steak can be prepared in very different ways. You can put
all types of seasoning on it. The seasonings are the cultural differences between
the Ashkenazi palette and the Sephardic palette. But, when you don’t have the
steak in the first place, you can’t talk about the seasoning. I view my job here first
and foremost as having and obtaining the steak. (Rabbi Mendy Chitrik, interview
in English, 2015)
As a successful religious movement, Ḥabad exercises undeniable influence through the
popularity of its outreach activities among Jewish populations. At the same time, it faces
ideological conflicts within the larger Jewish world, particularly with more liberal Jewish
religious ideologies that suggest Ḥabad attempts to promote itself as “authentic” Judaism. The
nuances of such ideological debates cannot be part of the scope of this dissertation. However, I
caution against essentializing the work of a global movement like Ḥabad as detrimental to the
survival of local lifeways once it establishes itself. Such a uni-directional dynamic between
“active center” and “passive periphery” negates any agency or desire on the part of the local
community and ignores the potential for bi-directional or multi-directional exchanges of ideas
and practices. Ḥabad is a powerful and, indeed, globalizing presence, working to shape and steer
Jewish life throughout the world toward greater Jewish observance and knowledge. However, by
limiting our ethnographic and theoretical lens to any negative, penetrative potential, we may fail
to observe local creative adaptations and appropriations of globalizing forces such as Jewish
musical exploration. Throughout my fieldwork in Istanbul, I came to recognize the role of
Hasidic music and tradition, as performed and shared by the Ḥabad families living and working
there, as one of the catalysts for the reconfiguration of religious Jewish identity among observant
Turkish Jews.
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Shabbat Lunches at Ḥabad
One of the hallmarks of Ḥabad anywhere in the world is that its emissaries welcome
Jews, local and passing through, to their homes on Shabbat. For the Istanbul community’s small
but growing population of Shomer Shabbat Jews, Jews who keep the laws of the Sabbath,
Shabbat lunches at Mendy’s home have become weekly rituals to look forward to. Cuisine is
thoroughly Eastern European in the Ashkenazi tradition, thick with cholent and kishkes and
punctuated by the singing of Hasidic Shabbat melodies. Music, too, is a critical component of the
Hasidic ideology. From its beginnings in the 18th century, Hasidism encouraged uneducated
Jews who could not read Hebrew to chant niggunim (sing. niggun) and to dance as a means
toward connecting with the Divine.
During the many Shabbat lunches that I attended at the home of Mendy Chitrik, he would
sing to engender an intense feeling of Shabbat among the guests. The Saturday lunch guests were
most often Turkish Jews who, like me, had come from attending services at the Şişli Synagogue
near Mendy's home. The lunches took place in an atmosphere of familial intimacy replete with
lively conversations, plentiful food and Fanta orange soda, and the animated sounds of many
children. Şişli ḥazzan Rifat Kandiyoti, a frequent guest at Rabbi Mendy’s home, vividly
describes how beneficial and unusual these lunches were for Turkish Jews who were not used to
them. He claims that during these lunches, participants developed a different perspective of
Judaism as exciting and fun:
Personally, I am twenty-four years of age, so I don’t know what happened before
I was born. However, until Rabbi Mendy came, I had not experienced how fun
Shabbat could be. The idea of inviting guests to your home, singing all those
Shabbat songs, drinking and becoming dizzy from the alcohol, eating all these
beautiful foods, playing with all the kids, making jokes, listening to each and
every guest as they give a short derasha (sermon or homily) about the parasha of
the week…these were all things I believe that Rabbi Mendy brought to our
community. Of course, in the past I had been invited to other people’s homes after
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tefilah (prayer) too, but the atmosphere was not like Rabbi Mendy’s at all. Rabbi
Mendy provides the whole package. He brought a lot of sincerity and having fun
through Judaism. Before him, we would go to the synagogue, sitting through the
sometimes boring tefilah (prayer service), listening to whichever makam the
ḥazzan preferred. At the end of the tefilah we would run to the seudah (the meal
after the service) to get a good seat. We’d eat everything immediately without
knowing which beracha (blessing) to recite and then leave. This was the classical
Shabbat system for years before Rabbi Mendy came.
When Rabbi Mendy came, he began inviting people to his house. He would say,
“Hey guys, just because we are leaving the kehillah (synagogue), it doesn’t mean
that Shabbat ended. Shabbat keeps going until the sun is down. So, what can we
do? We’ll come to our home. We’ll sing, we’ll eat, we’ll learn, we’ll have fun,
we’ll drink, etc.” So, he brought a new way—it’s a not a new way of course, just
new for Turkey—a new way of exercising your Judaism. From this perspective, I
think that Rabbi Mendy gave a very kind, sincere way for us to express our
Judaism outside of the kehillah and in accordance with the principles of Judaism
and keeping Shabbat. He taught us how to enjoy Shabbat and how to integrate fun
into our religion. (Rifat Kandiyoti, interview, March 2018)
Importantly, Rifat underscored his point by stating that other local families modeled their own
Shabbat meals after those at Rabbi Mendy’s home. “The idea of inviting guests, even strangers,
to your home on Shabbat was very unusual before he came” (Rifat Kandiyoti, interview, March
2018). Other friends echoed these sentiments in interviews and conversation, reflecting fondly on
the generosity and hospitality (and superb cooking) of various members of the Jewish
community. I, too, could attest to this as an appreciative and contented Shabbat guest in a
number of homes during my fieldwork.
During fieldwork, I passed most of my Shabbats in Şişli, where I lived. Following
morning services at the Şişli synagogue, a large group, including Rabbi Mendy, his children, and
a crew of fellow congregants would tramp twenty-five minutes through the congested Istanbul
streets to his home in Nişantaşı. I always anticipated an afternoon of merriment, plentiful food,
exhausting yet invigorating games with the kids, and wonderful singing. He would draw out the
meal, frequently pausing the conversation to sing. The core of the musical selections came from
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the Lubavitcher-Hasidic repertoire of niggunim. Other songs were his own Turkish translations
of Hasidic favorites like “Shabbat Shabbat Shabbat” and “My Zaidy” (My Grandfather), an
English-language song by the twentieth-century Orthodox Jewish composer, Moshe Yess. The
latter song is a poignant, yet cautionary tale, describing Yess’s grandfather as the last living link
to traditional Judaism in his family. The lyrics of the chorus are as follows:
But Zaidy made us laugh,
Zaidy made us sing,
And Zaidy made a kiddush Friday night;
And Zaidy, oh, my Zaidy,
How I loved him so,
And Zaidy used to teach me wrong from right.
Musical Example 4.2: “My Zaidy” by Moshe Yess

The song depicts the breakdown of Jewish tradition in the composer’s household after the death
of his grandfather and his realization as an adult with children that he has a responsibility to
embrace the role of “zaidy” for them. This means a return to observant Judaism. Embedding
such a life lesson, particularly one that extols the values and strength of the Jewish past, in a
piece of music, is a central aspect of Lubavitcher culture. In her study of musical practices in
Lubavitcher life, Ellen Koskoff describes the important link between spirituality and the past:
This belief in the spiritual ideal of the past is one of the most important
underlying concepts that governs contemporary Lubavitcher musical aesthetics
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and performance practice. It is crucial that today’s Lubavitchers perform and
compose songs that somehow link them to the past, and it is precisely this
interaction with the past that allows their spirituality to grow in present times.
(Koskoff 2001:105-106)
Rabbi Mendy invoked an idealized Jewish past utilizing a range of repertoire. “My Zaidy” was a
staple of the weekly Saturday lunches. He also led the table in much older Hasidic repertoire
composed by some of the founding leaders of Ḥabad in the eighteenth century.
The niggun occupies a crucial place in the Ḥabad movement. In his study of Ḥabad
niggunim in Israel, Raffi Ben-Moshe describes the important role of the niggun as a medium
with which hasidim can attain devekut, an ecstatic state of spiritual communion with the Divine:
From statements made by various research collaborators interviewed for this
study, as well as from study of the words of Habad leaders of various generations,
it follows that the niggun not only assists and hastens spiritual ascent during the
process of devekut, but serves primarily as a tool for expressing the inner world of
the hasidin this process. About the niggun as a representative expression of the
hasidic soul, Rabbi Yitzhak Ofen said: “The niggun does not reveal the soul of the
individual singing it; on the contrary, it is the state of the soul that paves the way
for the niggun”. (Ben-Moshe:13)
Therefore, the niggun is much more than a musical performance. It is also an act of spiritual
contemplation and illumination. Edwin Seroussi notes that “the repertoire of Habad niggunim is
an open canon.” As an evolving musical corpus, “niggunim can be recruited from the ‘outside’
world or composed by Hasidim at any given time and circumstances provided that their musical
structure satisfies the spiritual goals of Hasidic worship” (Seroussi 2017:292, 306). Niggunim
range in style and mood, from fast-paced and exuberant to slow and melancholic.
Performing Devekut at the Shabbos Table
Koskoff describes four stages of musical behavior among Hasidim on Shabbat,
corresponding to the four stages of devekut. She writes:
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The live performance practices cited here serve a dual purpose: their energy helps
lift the spiritually weakened Lubavitcher from the inertia that he or she feels from
having been mired down with the week’s trivial cares; and their association to
past practices helps provide a literal connection to the generations that exist at a
higher level and that are, in a sense, helping to pull participants upward and
inward through the fence separating past and present worlds. (Koskoff 2001:111)
The “four-step process” Koskoff describes is as follows: “(1) awakening: choosing the correct
niggun according to specific criteria; (2) self-evaluation: marked expressive gestures such as
heavy accenting of beats, ornamentation, repetition, and the ingesting of alcohol; (3) work:
swaying, screeching, sharping the pitch, speeding up, and the performance of extraordinary
gestures (such as weeping and raising arms); (4) devekut: swooning, unconsciousness”
(Koskoff:108).
Rabbi Chitrik did not reference these four musical stages of devekut during interviews or
in the context of his Shabbat lunches and dinners. However, after reading Koskoff’s description,
I realize that, in retrospect, the first three were very much a part of the weekly experience at his
home. Over the course of nearly two years of participating as a guest during these luncheons, I
grew familiar with a repertoire of melodies that Rabbi Mendy deployed at various points during
the meal. These tunes changed relatively little from week to week. Singing became a period of
respite from the more commonplace topics of conversation such as Turkish politics, the
community, and people’s activities during the week. Our host would choose melodies that, by
now, had become familiar favorites of his guests who would immediately, and gladly, make the
abrupt transition to singing.
During the performance of these various niggunim, both hosts and guests achieved the
second and third stages of Ḥabad ideal musical behavior: incorporating expressive and
extraordinary musical gestures. One hymn that Rabbi Mendy sang frequently was a Shabbat
niggun called “Yah Ekhsof” by Rabbi Aharon of Karlin (1736 – 1772). A characteristic of the
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Karliner Hasidim is to cry out in powerful voices during prayer, and this particular niggun’s wide
melodic range and motivic structure invite the singer to do just that. Rabbi Mendy, his two oldest
sons, and his oldest daughter fervently sang this tune each week, their eyes closed, their heads
nodding deliberately in rhythm. Over time, the Turkish guests at the Shabbat table had
memorized this melody. Not only had the repertoire become routine, but its aesthetics of
performance and physical engagement had been internalized as well.
Musical Example 4.3: “Yah Ekhsof” Hebrew text and translation:27
ַ הּ ֶאְכסוֹף נוַֹעם-ָי
שָּׁבּת
ַ שּׁת ַה
ַ שׁם ִבְּקֻד
ֵ  ַקְד.2שׁי ְרצוֶֹנ
ֵ  ְלַעם ְמַבְק2 נ ַֹעם יְִראֶָתTֹ  ְמשׁ,2שָׁבּת ֵהֵמְתֶאֶמת וִּמְתאֶַחֶדת ְבְסגָֻלֶת
הּ ֶאְכסוֹף נוַֹעם-ָ י.2שֲׁעֵרי ְרצוֶֹנ
ַ  ְפַּתח ָלֶהם נ ַֹעם ְוָרצוֹן ִלְפתּוַֹח.2ַהִמְּתאֶַחֶדת ְבּתוָֹרֶת.2שָׁבּת ֵהֵמְתֶאֶמת וִּמְתאֶַחֶדת ְבְסגָֻלֶת
ַ
Yah! How I long for
the bliss of the Shabbat, united in secret
with Your own fervent wish. Give way to Your own
deep desire to love us.
May Sabbath in Torah
be our sacred bliss.
Share Her with us
who desire to please You- Our deep thirst for union
be met with delight.

27

Translation from zemirotdatabase.org
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Musical Example 4.3: “Yah Ekhsof” as sung by Rabbi Mendy Chitrik
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The songs of popular cantor-composers such Avraham Fried and Shlomo Carlbach and
many traditional niggunim were sung each week with unruly abandon. Participants would
thwack their hands in rhythm against the long dining room tabletop and punch the air during fast
tunes as if cheering on a beloved Turkish soccer team. During slower, more plaintive melodies
such as “Shamil,” the eyes of some guests might close as they swayed back and forth. Others,
caught up in the excitement of a particular tune, might grab the shoulders of the tablemate next to
them, slapping their backs in rhythm. The sense of joy and camaraderie and an elevated feeling
of Jewish connection that this singing evoked in all of us was palpable. The singing was always
accompanied by a diverse assortment of alcoholic beverages—wine, vodka, whiskey, and, of
course, rakı (a Turkish liquor made of distilled grapes and aniseed). Rabbi Mendy was, in fact,
quite proud of the fact that he had been instrumental in securing a contract with Efe Rakı, a
major Turkish brand, to produce batches of kosher rakı for the community to enjoy. He
concluded each tune with a toast of “L”Ḥaim, L’Ḥaim!” (To life, to life), whereupon he and his
guests would take a sip and pour another in preparation for the next toast.
After concluding one melody with a toast, Rabbi Mendy would extend the spiritual
atmosphere with a Torah lesson. His sons Eli and Chaim frequently shared their derasha in
Turkish with the assembled group. They sat at the head of the table on either side of their father
who would prod them gently if they became nervous or shy (a rare occurrence).
Rabbi Mendy regularly welcomed Torah lessons from his various guests. Between these
lunches and the speaking opportunities provided by David Sevi at the Şişli synagogue, this core
group of observant Jews had become quite comfortable with presenting Torah lessons to each
other. The two ḥazzanim Marsel and Rifat often had to prepare lengthy discussions for the
seudah shlishit on Saturday afternoons or to act as substitutes for David Sevi during his weekly
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Torah study sessions on Sunday mornings. The more relaxed, shorter, and impromptu
discussions at Rabbi Mendy’s lunches served almost as practice runs for them. A number of
other guests frequently contributed derashas of their own during these lunches. This experience
in a non-threatening environment made thinking and speaking about Judaism and Torah less
abstruse and daunting.
It was not only the singing and learning that evoked a feeling of community and
belonging in Rabbi Chitrik’s guests. It was the total experience of being in his home for the
entire afternoon between the end of the morning service and the return to the Şişli synagogue for
the third meal before Minḥa and Arvit services.
There was never only one dessert at the end of the meal. Usually there were at least three
different cakes. One in particular was the Shabbos cake, a depiction of the weekly Torah
portion’s main points in chocolate and multi-colored icings that the hosts and their children
prepared each week. This ritual, Rabbi Mendy explained, was a fun, hands-on way to share the
stories of Torah with his children as well as a teachable moment for their guests. After dessert,
the children doggedly insisted on playing with the young adults like Marsel, Rifat, Nedim, and
myself. Games might include rough, claustrophobia-inducing soccer matches to the death in the
second-floor playroom or any number of extreme, physical Turkish games that mostly involved
piling, violently, on top of one another. I, being the tallest one, was often expected to position
myself at the bottom of the pile and brace for impact.
Eventually, Rabbi Mendy might retire upstairs after some quiet conversation with the
guests. The rest of us, exhausted from playing with the kids, would find an available armchair or
space on one of the oversized couches in the main room to read or take a nap. Tea might be
brought out. Sometimes, one young friend of mine, Nedim, would pull the collection of Maftirim
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from the bookshelf and join me at the table to sing a couple of familiar ones together. In spring
and summer, during the longest Shabbatot of the year, we all would spend hours in Mendy’s
home, resting and waiting to return to synagogue in the afternoon. Ḥabad served a critical
function for guests whose homes were too far away for them to walk back and forth from the
synagogue. It became a second home and a place to count on for a Shabbat experience among
like-minded individuals.
Throughout the year Rabbi Mendy organizes massive community events, often to
commemorate Jewish holidays. The most anticipated one of all is his annual Purim celebration.
Purim is a Jewish holiday that commemorates the triumph of the Jewish people over Haman, a
vizier in the Persian Empire, who intended to kill them all. One of the favorite traditions on
Purim is to dress in costumes. In 2014, I attended one of these lavish Purim parties, held at the
Conrad Hotel in Beşiktaş. With more than three thousand people in attendance, it is listed in the
Guinness Book of World Records as the largest Purim party ever held. Rabbi Mendy had brought
a stellar Hasidic party band from Israel for the occasion. They occasionally inserted an upbeat
Sephardic tune into their setlist, much to the delight of the crowd. The previous year, the party
theme had been “Muhteşem Yüzyıl” (The Magnificent Century), named for the number-one,
prime-time historical television drama about the life and times of Sultan Suleyman the
Magnificent. Mendy arrived at the celebration as Suleyman the Magnificent himself.28 For Purim
2015, Avraham Fried came to Istanbul and performed at a sold-out concert in the auditorium of
the Jewish school in Ulus.
Other popular events organized by Rabbi Mendy include an annual ice-skating party on
Chanukah, geared more toward children and families, and a Lag BaOmer mangal (barbecue)
celebration in the late spring, held outdoors. One Lag BaOmer party that I attended in 2016
28

Many children and adults wear costumes on Purim as part of the holiday’s carnival-like atmosphere.
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featured a Hasidic guitarist brought from Israel. Rabbi Mendy encouraged me to bring my
darbuka to play along with him. The combination of guitar and drum inspired an evening of fastpaced dancing, mostly to Hasidic melodies, that lasted until well after dark.
A perennial favorite tune among Mendy’s regular Shabbat guests is the song, “Nyet,
Nyet, Nikavo.” It is a wonderfully defiant tune, sung in Russian, that proclaims absolute belief
and faith in God. Renditions of the song typically build in rhythmic intensity and tempo until the
singers and dancers exhaust themselves. The words are translated as follows: “I’m not afraid of
anyone, I don’t believe in anyone, Only in God the only one.”
Musical Example 4.4: “Nyet nyet nikavo”

I recall a Shabbat one summer afternoon on Büyükada when Rabbi Mendy and a number
of observant families shared a delightfully rowdy and musical Shabbat lunch together on a
terrace overlooking the Marmara Sea. The host and his family had prepared a lavish meal. The
wine, vodka, and rakı (a Turkish liquor) were flowing as we continuously refilled our glasses.
Our host’s favorite Hasidic tune was unquestionably “Nyet, Nyet, Nikavo,” which Mendy and
the assembled crowd sang with boisterous energy. At one point, the host, caught up in a state of
spiritual and rakı-induced ecstasy, climbed onto his chair, bopping his head in rhythm as he sang,
his voice becoming hoarse. A couple of men joined him on their chairs as Rabbi Mendy and
other seated guests joyously sang the tune, pounding the table forcefully and in rhythm.
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When asked why he believes Hasidic music has been so well-received, particularly by
Jews who are becoming more observant, Rabbi Mendy explains in terms of Hasidic music’s
emotional power and the feeling of happiness it evokes. He places Hasidic music in contrast to
Ottoman-Turkish liturgical practices that he considers uninspiring:
When you bring a thirty or forty-year-old guy to a synagogue with melancholy
tunes, they joke around and say these are funeral songs. It’s not exciting. I don’t
push people to go to synagogue because it’s boring. I still try to find a middle
way. My ideal would be a completely dancing Hasidic Sephardic synagogue.
Dancing from beginning to the end.
Rebbe Shneur Zalman said that music is the pen of the heart. Words are the pen of
the mind. Things that cannot be expressed by words are expressed by music. So,
happiness that cannot be expressed by words, can be expressed by song. And to
serve God with happiness and joy is much more everlasting than anything else. If
we want anything to remain, we have to work in that way. Maybe in the olden
days people used to speak of the fear of God. Today we should speak about love
of God. It’s not only the repertoire. It’s the whole approach. (Mendy Chitrik,
interview, June 2016)
Rabbi Mendy describes an opposition between a perceived melancholic Ottoman liturgical
repertoire and an exultant Hasidic one, suggesting that the latter would be preferable to young
and spiritually searching Turkish Jews. While such a reaction may be accurate in certain cases, it
is necessary to understand why. When describing their frustration with the traditional synagogue
repertoire, my Sephardic Turkish interlocutors never spoke of melancholy nor did they use
Turkish words such as hüzün, meaning melancholy or sorrow. Rather, their responses were most
often formulated in terms of the music’s impenetrability to their ears. Makam music was often
too languid and flowery for congregants to make an emotional connection. On the other hand,
Hasidic tunes, including the slower ones, had a more accessible musical vocabulary.
Melancholy is a state of emotional being that Turkish musicians and listeners have long
cultivated. In her recent book, Denise Gill examines the diverse affective practices of
contemporary urban Turkish classical musicians and studies the various manifestations of
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melancholy that develop in the context of music-making, spiritual devotion, and the activities of
everyday life. Melancholy can be the essence of how an instrumentalist crafts his or her
instrumental taksim (improvisation) or composition. Gill argues that diverse melancholies are
necessary emotions and physical responses for Turkish classical musicians and audiences, as
well as for the average Turk on the street. According to Gill, hüzün “has relatively recently been
refashioned as a type of culturally situated melancholy specific to urban Turks” (Gill 2017:12).
As I did not include questions about melancholy in my field interviews, I cannot state
definitively whether these emotions played a role in music creation or reception in ritual
contexts. However, I would argue that, for Turkish Jews specifically, the state of feeling or
expressing this Ottoman form of melancholy is incompatible with the realities of their status in
the modern Turkish system. Expressing such archaic emotions would have been a luxury they
could not afford under Kemalism. Progress, financial success, practical professions, speaking
Turkish, and a total ideological split with anything Ottoman would have necessitated a
suppression of these emotions. Furthermore, for religious Turkish Jews today, Turkish words
like hüzün would have little resonance. Their paramount desire is to express their Jewishness,
and, for this reason, they prefer Hebrew words over Turkish ones.
Not knowing how to listen to makam can be quite different than being brought into a
state of melancholy by it. There is no question that ḥazzanim and their congregants of all
generations reach states of symbiotic heightened emotion during Shabbat services. At the same
time, the musical vocabularies of religiously active Turkish Jews are evolving, and, in turn, these
vocabularies are expanding the range of emotional connections people can make to Judaism and
Jewish practice. The ways Turkish Jews express their spiritual and cultural identities musically
are transcending boundaries of nation and local tradition. Perhaps this is where melancholic
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states emerge. Some Turkish Jews lament their disinterest in makam synagogue repertoire even
while they extol non-local Jewish musics. For a few of my young friends, my own knowledge of
and passion for makam musics is a kind of curiosity, an aesthetic choice they do not quite
understand. However, they discuss their lack of familiarity in wistful terms. One friend who
studied ḥazzanut briefly but ultimately chose to pursue other professional goals once said,
“We’ve forgotten so much. It is tragic in a way, because I don’t know if we can ever get this
knowledge back” (personal communication, 2016).
Older Turkish Jews who have an affinity for makam-based synagogue music also express
resignation over the loss of collective musical knowledge in the community. While living in
Istanbul, I was a frequent guest in the home of Yosef Gerşon, the father of my friend, Rabbi
Albert Gerşon, who recently became the religious leader of the synagogue in Büyükada. Yosef
Gerşon possesses a rich bass-baritone voice and has served throughout his life as a lay-ḥazzan in
various Istanbul synagogues. Throughout his life, he avidly studied the Maftirim musical suites
with İsak Maçoro and David Behar. Whenever Albert and I visited him, the conversation
inevitably turned to music. When he spoke of David Behar’s commitment to preserving the
Maftirim, Mr. Gerşon became quietly emotional, expressing sadness, and even frustration, at the
fact that he so rarely got to sing the music he loved so much. Then, after Albert and I finished
our cups of Nescafé, Mr. Gerşon would retrieve his prized copy of the complete Maftirim from
his book shelf and find a couple of favorites for us to sing together on the couch. In my view,
Rabbi Mendy’s questioning attitude toward the traditional musics of the Istanbul liturgy is
identical to those shared by my Turkish interlocutors. For the unfamiliar ear, the music can be
difficult to follow.
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Creating Balance
The Turkish Jews with whom I conducted field research desire a deeper spiritual
connection to Judaism than they have experienced in the past. Newly religious and younger Jews
are finding a necessary spiritual outlet in the Hasidic music-filled afternoons at Rabbi Mendy’s
home. At the same time, they are still proud of their Sephardic and Turkish heritage. One of the
successes of Rabbi Mendy’s tenure in the Istanbul community is his ability and willingness to
bridge the musical traditions of Ḥabad with local musics, thereby making the Shabbat experience
meaningful for his mostly Sephardic Jewish neighbors.
Koskoff emphasizes the performance of lineage as a critically important part of Shabbat
music-making for Lubavitchers. While Rabbi Mendy most certainly invokes Ḥabad lineage, he is
still able to create a cultural, linguistic, and musical balance at these lunches. He achieves this
balance by creatively adapting the Ḥabad repertoire as well as inviting his guests to sing
melodies from their own community. One example of the former is the famous Hasidic niggun
called “Shamil.” Rabbi Mendy recounts the story of how the Rebbe first shared this Hasidic
melody with his disciples:
In 1958, the Rebbe came to a Simchat Torah celebration at World ḤabadLubavitch headquarters. He taught the crowd this song, which is called “Shamil.”
This Hasidic melody, according to the Rebbe, came from a man who was a great
tribal leader in Daghestan. He was a free man and fighting for his people up in the
mountains. One day he was persuaded by the czar to come off from the mountain
for peace negotiations, and, as he came down, he was captured and put into jail.
While in jail he composed this song in three parts. The first part describes how
free he felt, living on the mountain. The second part articulates his feelings about
being in jail locked up. The third is about his bright future.
The Rebbe explained that this song is a parable for the Jewish soul…that we were
once together with God in unison. Then we came down to this world to toil, and
the soul was captive in the body. But, the soul looks forward to a future where it
can reunite with its essence and godliness. The song also captures the essence of
the Jewish experience. We were a free people in our land. Now we are in exile,
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looking forward to the coming of the Moshiach (Messiah). So, all these things
together are embedded in this song.
You know, Hasidic tradition was always to borrow these types of melody and
borrow from the culture around them and elevate, so to speak, these songs.
Incidentally, when I came here, I met the great-granddaughter of İmam Shamil
who was an icon in Turkish history. She said he came from a Jewish family and
had the name Shmuel. I don’t know how true it is since he was apparently a
devout Muslim and was buried in Mecca. But, in any case, there’s some Jewish
connection. I tried to do some research in archives and could not find the exact
same tune, but, obviously, tunes evolve and are forgotten or take different shape
and meaning. But the story is quite a factual story and a beautiful parable for who
the Jewish people are. And it’s a song we sing at the Shabbos table here in
Istanbul. (Mendy Chitrik, interview, June 2016)
Musical Example 4.5: “Shamil” as sung by Rabbi Mendy Chitrik

Imam Shamil, or Şeyh Şamıl in Turkish, is regarded as a folk hero throughout Turkey, and Rabbi
Mendy’s Turkish guests were impressed to learn of this possible unexpected link between such a
prominent figure and Hasidism. Detailed analyses of “Shamil” by both Ben-Moshe and Seroussi
describe its associated performance practices and its significance in the lore of Ḥabad Hasidism.
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Rabbi Mendy has also translated certain Ḥabad melodies into Turkish from the original
Yiddish so that his Sephardic guests might understand the meaning. The niggunim “Shabbat”
and “My Zaidy” both demonstrate the importance of lineage. For greater resonance and
relevance to the assembled guests, he leads the singing of “Shabbat” in five languages: Turkish,
Ladino, Hebrew, Yiddish, and English. The word “Shabbat” remains the same throughout,
reinforcing the idea that these sentiments transcend language and Ashkenazi or Sephardi
heritage. It suggests a narrative of a unified Jewish consciousness that has resonated with
participants in his lunches.
Sitting at the table, I would observe guests as they sang the Turkish version with
enthusiasm and then listen to Mendy and his children, singing in Yiddish and English. Rifat
Kandiyoti and Marsel Krespi frequently attended Rabbi Mendy’s lunches. Their host always
encouraged them to sing Turkish zemirot (songs) for Shabbat. There were also performances of a
couple of Mizrachi (eastern) Shabbat melodies by the twentieth-century, Tunisian-Jewish
composer, Asher Mizrachi. Rabbi Mendy even adapted the lyrics of “Dror Yikra,” a well-known
Shabbat table song, to the tune of “Istemem babacım,” a beloved, bawdy Turkish folk song about
a young woman who rejects all her suitors except for the town drunk. The Ladino song, “Hija
mia te kero dar” is set to the same melody.
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Musical Example 4.6: “Dror Yikra” set to the melody of Turkish folk song, “İstemem Babacım”

Hebrew text and translation:29
, ְויְִנָצְרֶכם ְכּמוֹ ָבַבת,ְדּרוֹר יְִקָרא ְלֵבן ִעם ַבּת
.שָׁבּת
ַ שׁבוּ ְוֽנוּחוּ ְבּיוֹם
ְ ,שַׁבּת
ְ ֻשְׁמֶכם ְו>א י
ִ ְנִעים

Freedom shall He proclaim for His sons and
daughters
and will keep you as the apple of his eye
Pleasant is your name and will not cease to be
repose and rest on the Sabbath day

Despite his preference for Ḥabad niggunim, Rabbi Mendy wants to make musical space for the
local tradition. He favors singing local renditions of prayers when he entertains guests at his
home. He demonstrates deep respect for the artistry of David Sevi. At the same time, he does not
quite understand the way the Turkish makam system works, humorously lamenting that no one
has been able to explain makam to him in a way that makes sense. Unfortunately, my own
attempts were equally unsuccessful. While Rabbi Mendy respects the local makam-based liturgy,
he argues that there are other types of musics (Hasidic songs and lively Israeli and Mizrachi
melodies) that may be more conducive to enlivening one’s synagogue experience. However, he

29

Translation from bj.org
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has no desire to prevent the performance of local sacred music in his lunches. In his words, “I
strive to find a middle way.”
Over the course of nearly two years of participating as a guest during these luncheons, I
grew familiar with a repertoire of melodies that Rabbi Mendy deployed at various points during
the meal. These tunes changed relatively little from week to week. Singing became a period of
respite from the more commonplace topics of conversation such as Turkish politics, the
community, and people’s activities during the week. Our host would choose melodies that, by
now, had become familiar favorites of his guests who would immediately, and gladly, make the
abrupt transition to singing.
Rabbi Mendy regularly welcomed Torah lessons from his various guests. Between these
lunches and the speaking opportunities provided by David Sevi at the Şişli synagogue, this core
group of observant Jews had become quite comfortable with presenting Torah lessons to each
other. The two ḥazzanim Marsel and Rifat often had to prepare lengthy discussions for the
seudah shlishit on Saturday afternoons or to act as substitutes for David Sevi during his weekly
Torah study sessions on Sunday mornings. The more relaxed, shorter, and impromptu
discussions at Rabbi Mendy’s lunches served almost as practice runs for them. A number of
other guests frequently contributed derashas of their own during these lunches. This experience
in a non-threatening environment made thinking and speaking about Judaism and Torah less
abstruse and daunting.
It was not only the singing and learning that evoked a feeling of community and
belonging in Rabbi Mendy’s guests. It was the total experience of being in his home for the
entire afternoon between the end of the morning service and the return to the Şişli synagogue for
the third meal before Minḥa and Arvit services.
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There was never only one dessert to conclude the lunches at Rabbi Mendy’s home. Usually there
were at least three different cakes. One in particular was the Shabbos cake, a depiction of the
weekly Torah portion’s main points in chocolate and multi-colored icings that the hosts and their
children prepared each week. This ritual, Rabbi Mendy explained, was a fun, hands-on way to
share the stories of Torah with his children as well as a teachable moment for their guests. After
dessert, the children doggedly insisted on playing with the young adults like Marsel, Rifat,
Nedim, and myself. Games might include rough, claustrophobia-inducing soccer matches to the
death in the second-floor playroom or any number of extreme, physical Turkish games that
mostly involved piling, violently, on top of one another. I, being the tallest one, was often
expected to position myself at the bottom of the pile and brace for impact.
Eventually, Rabbi Mendy might retire upstairs after some quiet conversation with the
guests. The rest of us, exhausted from playing with the kids, would find an available arm chair or
space on one of the oversized couches in the main room to read or take a nap. Tea might be
brought out. Sometimes, one young friend of mine, Nedim, would pull the collection of Maftirim
from the bookshelf and join me at the table to sing a couple of familiar ones together. In spring
and summer, during the longest Shabbatot of the year, we all would spend hours in Mendy’s
home, resting and waiting to return to synagogue in the afternoon. Ḥabad served a critical
function for guests whose homes were too far away for them to walk back and forth from the
synagogue. It became a second home and a place to count on for a Shabbat experience among
like-minded individuals.
Importantly, Rabbi Mendy grounds his role as a spiritual leader of Ashkenazi descent in
Istanbul in terms of a continuing legacy of Ashkenazi presence in Turkey for more than a
millennium:
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The Ashkenazi presence in Istanbul goes back about one thousand years. The
Sephardic community came here five hundred years ago. And the Syrian-Arab
Jewish community came here fifty years ago from Antakya. So, Istanbul has a
very strong, dominant Sephardic community. At the same time, it has also
benefited in the past from a lot of Ashkenazi influence. I’m very proud to be the
rabbi of that community. It’s a very important part of the Jewish community’s
history. (Rabbi Mendy Chitrik, interview, July 2016)
Exploring Ashkenazisms, Crafting New Religious Identities, and Transcultural Play
Jews of Istanbul perform multiple, at times conflicting expressions of their Jewish,
ethnic, and national selves. Engaging with Ḥabad-Lubavitch Hasidism is one critical example of
this kind of experimentation and mixture. Beyond the musical realm, liminal performances
abound at the interpersonal level. The field of performance studies, in its versatility, is a useful
paradigm with which to consider my subject. “Performance” is a term whose definition is in a
continuous state of broadening and sharpening. I follow Richard Schechner’s expansive
understanding of performances as experiences that “mark identities, bend time, reshape and
adorn the body, and tell stories” (Schechner 2006:28).
I regard performance in Istanbul’s Jewish community as a multilayered system of
ambivalent actions, desires, and decisions. When one makes music, it is a performance in and of
itself. However, within that act there may be other performances at work: the performance of
ritual, of memory, of longing, of play, and of asserting multiple complementary, conflicting, and
ambivalent identities. Such an analysis highlights the ambivalent desires of the recently religious
to remain connected to local heritage while exploring their faith in contemporary and unique
ways. The “lived contradictions” of religious self-making occur in musical-spiritual settings of
synagogue and Shabbat meals but also in everyday situations among like-minded individuals.
Religious Turkish Jews strengthen their feelings of Jewish selfhood at musical and non-musical
levels. They ascribe a spiritually transformative power to Hasidic singing. For these participants,
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it becomes an act in which they can voice Jewish identities that can complement or even
transcend their locality. Hasidic song, as a thoroughly non-Sephardic style, enables the
Sephardim who sing it together to articulate their Judaism differently.
An instance of sacred music-making as a site for religious self-making took place one
Shabbat evening in the summer of 2015, when I had the opportunity to stay with friends on
Büyükada. I attended a Shabbat dinner hosted by Rabbi Selim, who, at the time, was the
Büyükada community’s head rabbi. He and his wife held it on the patio outside his tiny
apartment on the grounds of the synagogue. The guests were all young men, ranging from their
early twenties to mid-thirties. Our host made a point of infusing the evening with spirited
melodies—both Sephardic and Ashkenazi—that his guests sang with great feeling. Another
element that united the company spiritually as well as musically was the fact that most had
embraced a religious life in Turkey and in Israel. Three young men had already made aliyah and
were studying at a yeshiva. Our friend, Nedim, intended to make aliyah the following January.
Rifat Kandiyoti and Marsel, the young ḥazzanim from the Şişli synagogue, were also in
attendance.
Each of these young men looked up to Rabbi Selim as a mentor and considered his life a
model of what a young Jew from Istanbul could achieve. Rabbi Selim himself was born and
raised in the community and was only a few years their senior. His spiritual journey toward
devoted observance of Jewish law resonated with them. Significantly, the only woman present
that evening was Rabbi Selim’s wife—this absence was one more example of the absence and
disengagement of the community’s young women from spiritual life and religious institutions.
Importantly, this particular group of young men maintained, and continue to maintain, strong
friendships with secular Jewish women and men in Istanbul, including high school classmates,
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cousins, friends from the summer communities on the Princes Islands, and other social spheres.
However, they welcomed occasions during which they might be able to express and explore their
religious selves more openly among a group of like-minded people. At the same time,
participants made music and discussed Torah around the table in an utterly Turkish, youthful
male atmosphere: jovial and boisterous conversation, innocent yet relentless teasing, and
absolute, mutual affection. One guest’s extraordinary impersonations of famous Turkish soccer
coach, Fatih Terim, and the transgender pop diva, Bülent Ersoy, sent all of us into fits of
hysterical laughter. Eventually, Rabbi Selim began to sing an animated niggun that would focus
the spirited energy of his guests back toward the feeling of Shabbat.
Religious Jewish men in Istanbul may adopt particular gestures and codes of conduct in
their pursuit of an ideal Jewish self. Language becomes a particularly potent technique. A
number of my interlocutors in various Istanbul synagogues would use Hebrew words and
expressions in place of Turkish ones in general conversation and ritual settings. One of many
examples was the Arabic word, İnşallah, or “God willing,” a term used repeatedly in Turkey and
the Middle East. It became “B’ezrat HaShem” in Hebrew, literally meaning “with the help of
God,” or, in the sense of İnşallah, “may God’s mercy be upon us.” This was, without question, a
performance, sincere and intentional, in which religious Turkish Jews could assert a sense of
Jewishness, rather than Turkishness, in little everyday actions.
Turkish Jews who had absorbed the sound of Ashkenazi Hebrew enjoyed merging
Ashkenazi and Sephardi pronunciation in single words and sentences. During fieldwork, I
observed how my friends created comical and bizarre hybrids of words, often in the middle of
synagogue prayer. For example, “B’Chavod,” meaning “with honor,” is a phrase uttered
repeatedly in the synagogue whenever someone steps up to the teva for an honor (to open the
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ark, dress the Torah, to have an aliyah—reciting the blessing over the Torah). For a number of
friends, including Nedim and Lemih, B’Chavod became “B’Chayvois” in an attempt to
“Ashkenazify” its pronunciation, using the typical conversion of a final “tav” consonant from a
“t” to “s” sound. The fact that the word, Chavod, ends with a “dalet” and could never be adjusted
this way is beside the point. Uttering it and other words in this faux-Ashkenazi voice was
pleasurable.
Similarly, while attending services I noticed that a part-time Turkish ḥazzan (always
while off-duty) liked to accent the off-beats of certain Shabbat morning songs with interjections
of Oy, the Yiddish exclamation expressing pain and exasperation. I frequently observed the way
he and a few young men who regularly joined in this chorus of Oys reveled in a subdued form of
transgressive behavior amid knowing smiles and fits of quiet laughter. However, Ashkenazisms
were not the only humorous devices utilized in these contexts. This same ḥazzan, along with the
young men in neighboring pews, might inflect their Hebrew pronunciation and singing styles
with more Arabicized accents. This occurred weekly during Arvit in an opening recitation of a
Psalm of David. At one point, the melody shifts from nihavent to saba makamı, snaking around
the tonic, second, and third scale degrees. Habitually, this group of men began to sing the words
in a more nasal timbre, pronouncing words with the Hebrew letter, “ayin” more like the Arabic
‘ayn, exaggerating its pharyngeal quality. They introduced elaborate melismas and other
ornaments in imitation of Sephardic ḥazzanim they had heard in Jerusalem in the past.
These acts of individual and collective performance are ongoing and circuitous in nature.
The performance of transition in a religious framework can also be a divisive and complicated
process bound by ambivalence— the conflicting commitments and loyalties to past traditions
that limit just how much transition is actually possible. This is particularly true in the area of
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Turkish Jewish religious music, which maintains an extremely prominent place in the
community’s historical legacy.
All these moments of mixture point to a new reality: smaller Jewish communities like the
one in Istanbul are touched by the global Jewish diversity that exists around them, the ubiquity of
Ashkenazi, and Orthodox Jewish, culture in particular. We might consider these transgressive
acts of play as a kind of experimentation with ways of being that are at once deeply foreign yet
still Jewish and familiar. Through subtle acts of what I call transcultural play, religious Sephardic
Turkish Jews lovingly perform Ashkenaziness, Mizrachiness (easternness), and other spiritualcultural identities in sometimes silly, often poignant ways. I suggest that pride in one's own
Turkish-Jewishness remains and is reinforced while, at the same time, appreciation for and
curiosity about difference develops. However, play does not imply a lack of meaningful
appreciation and engagement with non-local practices such as Ḥabad Hasidism. On the contrary,
I argue that they are genuinely and lovingly deployed.
My understanding of transcultural play builds theoretical strength when examined
through the lens of “lived religion” (Hall 1997, Orsi 1997), a concept that considers how people
express their religious beliefs and spiritual struggles through daily practices such as gift-giving,
dance, and music. Music-making as an everyday practice contributes to the fostering of religious
communities and illuminates the complexities of the spiritual lives of individuals and how they
normalize and respond to religious experience (Ammerman 2007, Maynard, Hummel, and
Moschella 2010). In my fieldwork, in the context of a text-centered, structurally fixed ritual, I
observed how distinct the sonic value of music could be. Tempo changes, unexpected musical
modulations, resounding singing in unison, a meaningful sermon, or a surprising but musically
well-timed sneeze from a corner of the sanctuary were often felt, embodied, given meaning, and
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performed by members of the congregation. For some Jews who had recently begun attending
synagogue regularly, subtle oral and musical gestures such as these became familiar sonic
signposts and cues, signaling the start of particular portions of the service or creating a sense of
belonging.
Istanbul’s religious Jews, ḥazzanim, rabbis, and other spiritual leaders carefully balance
between past and present, local and global, religious and non (or less)-religious, Sephardi and
non-Sephardi. Through these musical balancing acts, community can be strengthened while
religious and cultural identities are formed and reaffirmed. The resurgence of active Jewish
observance among a small segment of the remaining population and their emboldened attitude
toward expressing spirituality can likely be linked to the general resurgence of religion
throughout the world. However, the vestiges of religious intolerance remain, as do the feelings of
alienation in an overwhelmingly secular community. Rabbi Mendy acknowledges the challenge
of serving a community that continues to struggle with conflicted religious identifications,
articulating a key tenet of Ḥabad outreach, that being an observant Jew will not constrain one’s
everyday existence and should be a highly attractive and enjoyable way of life:
I am trying to sell a two-thousand-year-old antique religion versus modern life.
The market is tough, but I’m trying to do it. You know what is the best method?
Invite people to your house Friday night or Saturday afternoon. First of all, people
have to see that you’re a human being like them. Not everyone who comes to our
house becomes religious. But, at least they get a perception of what it means to be
an observant Jew. What we do here is to portray Judaism as something attractive.
It’s something everybody can join. The fact that you might be observant on
Shabbat or keep kosher is not going to ruin your palette, social life, or your
standard of living.
Judaism is not, in fact, incompatible with living in this world. We are totally for
living in this world at all levels, whether in commerce, technology, business,
medicine, music, you name it. It can all be part of the service of God. (Mendy
Chitrik, interview, 2016)
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Rabbi Mendy is successful in his efforts to make observant Judaism attractive to his guests.
Although not all of them follow every mitzvah (law) of Shabbat, visitors to Rabbi Mendy’s table
consider these lunches an important part of their spiritual education and development. At the
same time, Ḥabad is just one of many religious resources from which spiritually searching Jews
can benefit. The same guests at Ḥabad also attend David Sevi’s lessons twice a week and often
go to biweekly lessons of two visiting Sephardic rabbis from Israel, Rabbi Avraham Haim and
Rabbi Modiano. People take adult Hebrew classes at the Jewish day school and stop by David
Sevi’s daytime yeshiva in the Şişli synagogue. Community-run websites and Facebook groups
devoted to sharing Jewish content (articles, images, and sermons of Sephardic and Ashkenazi
rabbis) provide continuous opportunities for people to bring a continuous Jewish focus to their
lives.
With so many complementary Jewish voices, Ḥabad and Rabbi Mendy stand out in large
part because they model the practice of Judaism as a manageable and pleasurable endeavor. Rifat
Kandiyoti comments on the philosophy of Ḥabad as he comprehends it. He suggests that
because Ḥabad does not discriminate between one type of Jew and another, people feel a greater
sense of welcome:
Rabbi Mendy and Ḥabad help make you see that Judaism is not dominated by
men who read and know everything about the Torah, sitting and judging people.
Ḥabad says it wants to explain everything to people clearly. You can ask any
question to Ḥabad that you would be afraid or ashamed to ask to someone else.
It’s very attractive to non-religious people. (Rifat Kandiyoti, personal
communication, 2018)
Fishkoff’s discussion of Ḥabad’s methods of nonjudgmental outreach echoes Rifat’s
observations:
The Rebbe taught his followers never to embarrass another Jew for knowing little
about Judaism, but to teach what they know in a humble and friendly fashion.
Non-observant Jews with little formal background who attend Ḥabad classes and
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services often point to this immediate, unconditional acceptance as very different
from what they have encountered in other Orthodox settings. Ḥabad shlichim like
to play up this aspect of their outreach, setting themselves apart from the “stuffy”
world of mainstream Orthodoxy. (Fishkoff:23-24)
Blurring the Sephardi/Ashkenazi Line
The role that Rabbi Mendy occupies in the spiritual and musical life of Istanbul’s Jewish
community extends well beyond Shabbat meals or holiday and family celebrations. He and his
family are also a continuous, welcomed, and respected presence in synagogue life and prayer.
Although Rabbi Mendy is the official rabbi of the Ashkenazi synagogue on Yüksekkaldırım
Caddesi in Galata, periodically officiating services there, he usually attends Shabbat services at
the Şişli synagogue. This is, in part, because of the relatively close proximity of his home to Şişli
and because Şişli synagogue maintains a much larger and more robust congregation. Rabbi
Mendy once explained that his family was able to find their own sense of community at Şişli. At
the same time, he could build enduring connections with synagogue leadership and a wider array
of congregants there. Although he is a daily presence at the Şişli synagogue, Rabbi Mendy
maintains relationships with Jews and synagogue leadership throughout the city.
On Friday evenings and Saturday mornings, Rabbi Mendy arrives at the Şişli synagogue
accompanied by three or four of his children. He takes his regular seat at the right of the teva and
his older sons occupy the chairs next to him. His two young daughters and littlest son begin
milling about the sanctuary, eliciting warm greetings and hugs from older congregants. Rabbi
Mendy offers Shabbat greetings to the other gentlemen in his section, often crossing to the
opposite side of the sanctuary to greet his close friend, Moris Sevilla, myself, and others seated
there. In his black hat and black robe, he noticeably contrasts with the other congregants.
Frequently, the synagogue’s gabbai will invite Rabbi Mendy to chant the haftarah, following the
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Torah reading.30 He chants in the Ashkenazi style with full approval by Şişli’s rabbi, David Sevi,
and various ḥazzanim. A few times a year, Rabbi Mendy also chants the Musaf in a thoroughly
Ashkenazi style. For example, he traditionally recites Musaf on the first morning of Shavuot, the
Jewish holiday that commemorates the giving of the Torah at Mount Sinai.
I attended two of these services in 2015 and 2016. These had followed the tikkun leil
Shavuot (the practice of staying up all night to study Torah). The all-night Torah study began at
midnight in the second-floor social hall and concluded at sunrise. Rabbi Mendy was an active
presence there as well, giving derashiot (sermons) on Torah to the attendees along with David
Sevi and other clergy. Holding this additional Shaḥarit service at dawn enabled the exhausted
assemblage to go home and sleep rather than return three hours later for the regularly scheduled
Shaḥarit service at 8:00 A.M.
Rabbi Mendy is a ḥazzan in his own right, possessing a strong voice and an ability to
perform in the melismatically rich style of Ashkenazi ḥazzanut. His improvised rendition of
Musaf rang out with great passion. The physical effect on the group of fifteen davening (praying)
men in the sanctuary was palpable. They swayed and bowed their heads repeatedly, closing their
eyes as Rabbi Mendy chanted the Amidah (standing prayer), he, too, caught up in the ecstatic
experience of prayer. On other occasions, Sephardic community members would actively seek
out opportunities to attend prayer services officiated by Rabbi Mendy. Sephardic friends—often
the regular lunch guests at his home—would make the hour-long journey by foot to the
Ashkenazi Synagogue when he occasionally led Shaḥarit there. I took the arduous walk several
times with a group of friends. Here, in the magnificent sanctuary of this historic synagogue,
Rabbi Mendy was able to officiate the service in full Hasidic style. He continuously peppered the
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The haftarah is a selection or group of selections of texts taken from the book of Nevi’im (Prophets) in the Hebrew
Bible. One is read every Shabbat morning after the completion of the weekly Torah reading.
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worship with rousing niggunim, vigorously striking the Torah stand and encouraging all of us to
embrace the spirited mood of the service. Following the service, we would begin the long walk
back to his home in Nişantaşı. With multiple friends and his young children in tow, the trip took
a bit longer. We marched along the cobblestoned alleyways of Galata and Beyoğlu as Rabbi
Mendy pointed out the hidden points of Jewish historical interest in neighborhoods that boasted
large Jewish populations at one time. When we passed by any of the few remaining Jewish
businesses on İstiklal Caddesi, Beyoğlu’s main commercial thoroughfare, Rabbi Mendy would
greet the proprietors, wishing them a Shabbat Shalom (a good Sabbath).
After nearly twenty years of service to the Istanbul community, Rabbi Mendy has built an
extraordinary bond. No longer a guest or visitor, he is a genuine friend and one of the
indispensable leaders of Jewish life there. Beyond the success of his teaching, collaborative work
with Sephardic clergy, and mentorship to young and spiritually searching Turkish Jews, the
Hasidic music he shares with community members is making a genuine impact on them. When
asked why Rabbi Mendy’s mostly Sephardic Jewish lunch guests seemed so enamored of
Hasidic music, Rifat Kandiyoti offered some cogent explanations about the emotional resonance
of this repertoire. He suggests that the intensity and excitement of Hasidic music sets it apart
from the more subdued Sephardic religious repertoire:
You are correct that the Ashkenazi style is different from the Sephardic style. And
people like it. Why? My first reply is that people like it because they don’t know
it. It’s brand new. Whatever we hear of the Ashkenazi style, it’s something we are
not used to, and we like it immediately. That’s one of the answers. Secondly, if
we talk about the differences between what Ashkenazi and Sephardic music does
to us, I would say that Sephardic and Eastern music does not often energize
people. When Rabbi Mendy sings Hasidic tunes, they are always at the emotional
margins—very happy or very sad. During one lunch, an Ashkenazi visitor from
out of town taught us a new Hasidic song, and explained its emotional power
well. “These tunes really get you and take you somewhere else.” These are really
deep tunes. We cannot get as deep, as dark, as emotional with the Sephardic style.
Sephardic tunes are not as able to push the high and low limits of emotion or
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energy. That is why the Ashkenazi tunes we hear and sing with Rabbi Mendy are
able to motivate us. (Rifat Kandiyoti, interview, March 2018)
For Rifat and others, the drive and passion of the Hasidic repertoire contrasts with the
formality and restraint of Turkish synagogue music. Hasidic music is a vehicle for Turkish Jews
to express joy in Judaism on Shabbat and community celebrations. Beyond the boundaries of the
Shabbat table in Rabbi Mendy’s home, some religious Turkish Jews actively select and listen to
Hasidic music on their own. My young friend, Nedim, has become a baal teshuva (a secular Jew
who becomes religiously observant). He told me once that “Hasidic and Jewish music are my
favorites. They’re all I listen to now.” He was quite emphatic about no longer wishing to listen to
non-Jewish music. This decision underscores Koskoff’s point that many newly religious Jews
reject non-Jewish music as part of their attempts to distance themselves from the secular life they
wish to leave behind. Rifat Kandiyoti listens to all kinds of music but, as his earlier description
indicates, has become deeply enamored of Hasidic songs and artists. When inviting me to his
sister’s wedding a couple of years ago, Rifat gleefully told me that the first five dance tunes on
the DJ’s playlist would be Hasidic. On the night of the party, the assembled guests wildly danced
horas to popular songs by the popular Hasidic singer from Israel, Avraham Fried such as
“Matzliach Moshiach.” Later on, the playlist shifted between Hasidic repertoire and pop songs
from Turkey and Israel.
The emotional highs and lows that Rifat describes are perhaps best illustrated through
one particular composition that Rabbi Mendy frequently sings at home with guests, at special
holiday ceremonies, and at spiritual gatherings: the Hasidic song, “Ani Maamin” (I Believe). The
song and the tale of its tragic origins continue to resonate in Ḥabad and Hasidic communities
more generally. The words are taken from Maimonides’s Thirteen Principles of Faith and
conclude by affirming the belief in the Mashiach (Messiah). Hasidim attribute the melody to Reb
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Azriel David Fastag, a Moditzer (a branch of Hasidic Judaism) Hasidand talented singer from
Poland who spontaneously began to compose the tune while on a cattle car bound for the
Treblinka concentration camp. Overcome with emotion, he cried out “I will give half of my
portion in HaOlam HaBa (the world to come) to whoever can take my song to the Modzitzer
Rebbe!” Two young men on the train dutifully volunteered to attempt an escape. One was killed
instantly by the fall and the other survived to carry the tune to the Moditzer leadership and
Jewish posterity (Dorfman 2018).
Musical Example 4.7: “Ani Maamin”

As a song of the Holocaust, Rabbi Mendy sings “Ani Maamin” at commemorative
ceremonies for Yom HaShoah (Holocaust Remembrance Day) but also around the table on
Shabbat. For him, the song’s messianic message is of the utmost importance and resonance for
every Jew in the world today. Indeed, Jews everywhere know and sing the song. During
fieldwork, I often observed the way this song seemed to move the Turkish Sephardim who sang
it. They sang this song and other Hasidic repertoire, completely immersed in the melody and
poetry. For newly observant Jews, especially young ones, the performance of Hasidic music
often stirred questions of Jewish identity in ways that local Sephardic repertoire perhaps could
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not. The themes of heritage, faith, Shabbat, and Jewish observance as a goal to strive for
continuously were more obviously present in the Hasidic lyrics. When combined with soaring,
heart-rending, and easily singable melodies, the effect was powerful. Certain friends often
reflected upon ideas of Jewish belonging during these song-filled lunches. Wanting to live a
Jewish life openly and completely, they seemed increasingly sure that making aliyah was their
only solution. Rifat Kandiyoti often repeated his own adage: “Istanbul, Philadelphia, New
York—none of it is real, Joe. Israel is the real home for us” (Rifat Kandiyoti, personal
communications, 2016). On one Saturday afternoon, gathered around Rabbi Mendy’s
resplendent Shabbat table, our group concluded the singing of “Ani Maamin,” and another friend
to my left turned toward me. Thoroughly satisfied by the musical and devotional experience, he
said, “We are waiting for Mashiach, but are we waiting in the right place? I am a Jew. Is Turkey
really where I belong?”
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Chapter Five: Conclusions
Edirne’ye Giderken (On the way to Edirne)
“We’re going home,” said the man sitting next to me on the tour bus as it pulled away
from the curb in Gayrettepe.31 It was a Monday morning in May 2015, early enough to avoid the
rush hour on the TEM highway that would take us out of Istanbul. “Were you born in Edirne?” I
asked as we carefully accepted small paper cups of hot tea from the attendant. “No, my family
moved to Istanbul a few years before I was born. I still feel a connection though. My parents
grew up in Edirne and were married in the Great Synagogue. It is hard to believe they reopened
it a couple of months ago. Once Edirne had thousands of Jews, but now there’s only one left with
a key to the shul [synagogue].” The bus was noisy as parents, children, grandparents, aunts, and
uncles, settled into their seats for the nearly three-hour journey west. A mother stood up and
rummaged through her tote in the overhead compartment to find a large bag of Biskrem
cookies32 for her son. Regretting that I had not packed one of my own for the ride, I turned back
to my seat partner, asking, “Now that the synagogue is restored, do you think any Jew would
choose to settle in Edirne?” Dropping three sugar cubes into his cup, he laughed as he carefully
stirred his tea. “There’s no life for us there. Yes, the synagogue has been rebuilt, but you can’t go
back in time. People should do what we’re doing now. Organize trips from Istanbul to open the
synagogue and pray. Have weddings and bar mitzvahs there. Be proud that the synagogue has
come back from ruin. I am excited to see it open for the first time, but my life is in Istanbul, and
you can’t change the past…” A few moments later, he added, still laughing, “And you will see
how much hotter Edirne is than Istanbul. A short visit will be enough” (Istanbul, personal
communication, May 2015).
31
32

A neighborhood on the European side of Istanbul, north of Şişli, where many Jewish families reside.
A popular brand of cookie with cocoa creme filling.
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In order to fully comprehend the vastness of Istanbul, one must drive away from it. That
morning, we had traveled more than an hour and had not yet reached the outskirts of the city.
Istanbul is in a perpetual state of expansion. The population grows and the demand for new
housing in new neighborhoods intensifies, requiring new roads, metro and bus lines, malls,
supermarkets, and other amenities to warrant a potential commute of an hour or more from home
to work and back. Well-known areas that were once Istanbul’s only commercial hubs are now
just a few of many new financial centers that have sprung up in this city of over fifteen million
people. Meanwhile, Istanbul’s peripheries continue to insinuate themselves further in all
directions.
As our tour bus flew past new and elaborately-built siteler (apartment complexes), cut
into the rolling hills of Istanbul’s western edges, I thought the city might go on forever. Just
when it appeared as if we had come to the end, the bus would ascend a slope of highway to
reveal yet another community under construction, one more Migros Supermarket.33 and the
familiar red, white, and blue Istanbul Metro signs, sprouting up at different points along the
highway. The signs were the carrot for skeptical would-be homeowners; the promise of future
public transit stations that might one day connect these emerging frontier neighborhoods with the
city’s economic and cultural centers and make one’s investment in the boondocks worthwhile.
Then, abruptly, we were no longer in Istanbul. The seemingly endless construction gave way to
farmland and rolling countryside with sheep and cows dotting the landscape on either side of the
highway. Our bus, along with another five behind us, was bound for the Great Synagogue of
Edirne where we would participate in a Shaḥarit service at the newly restored landmark building.
A friend of mine once asked with a blend of dazed wonderment and exasperation whether
Istanbul would ever stop growing. Under the current government, it seems unlikely, as the
33

A chain of supermarkets found throughout Turkey.
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president of the country continues to champion uninterrupted construction as well as
monumental infrastructure projects. In June 2016, the city opened the 2,682-meter-long
Osmangazi Bridge, the fourth-longest suspension bridge in the world, over the Marmara Sea.
Two months later, the Yavuz Sultan Selim Bridge at the mouth of the Black Sea became the third
bridge to connect the continents over the Bosphorus. Construction continues on the city’s third
airport which, when completed, will be the largest in the world.
One more, perhaps unlikely, government-supported project was the total restoration of El
Kahal Grande, The Great Synagogue of Edirne, at one time Europe’s third largest synagogue. A
massive undertaking, five years in the making, the synagogue officially reopened at an inaugural
ceremony on March 26, 2015 after languishing forty-eight years in disrepair. Turkish
government officials, dozens of international dignitaries, and more than five hundred members of
the Turkish Jewish community were in attendance. Some suggested that the government
supported the project, financially and philosophically, as a means to strengthen its image as a
defender of the country’s religious minorities, even as the Turkish Jewish population experiences
an increase in anti-semitism from sectors of government, the press, and the general population.
In fact, as the date of the reopening approached, Edirne’s mayor, in a fit of anger toward the
Israeli government’s actions in Gaza, threatened to prohibit Turkish Jews from using the
synagogue as anything more than a museum unless their community, singlehandedly, put an end
to the violence. Backlash was swift, and the mayor ultimately took back his oath. However, it
was a reminder that even the significant triumph of the Edirne synagogue restoration could not
escape anti-Jewish rhetoric.
Since the successful inaugural celebration, Jewish leadership spoke of wanting the
restored synagogue to be more than a museum. Rather, they hoped it could be a living,
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functioning house of worship for Jews, both in Turkey and abroad. In order to achieve these
goals, the community had arranged a series of organized trips from Istanbul to give Turkish Jews
the opportunity to visit and hold religious services. Two or three synagogue congregations would
participate in each trip, thereby not overwhelming the space. On this particular community visit,
I joined congregants from the Kemerburgaz synagogue along with those of the Büyükada island
community. Their respective religious leaders were in attendance as well. Rabbi İsak Alaluf,
head rabbi of Kemerburgaz, came with Büyükada’s two head ḥazzanim, Jako Sarfati and Rifat
Romi. Joining them were Nessim Beruhiel, the ḥazzan of the closed Bakırköy Synagogue (now
freelancing throughout the city), and Rabbi Mendy Chitrik and his family. Altogether, our six
buses carried more than three hundred people from Istanbul to Edirne. A mid-morning service at
the synagogue would be followed by a kosher boxed lunch and a couple of hours of free time to
explore other points of interest in the city before the return trip to Istanbul.
Many Turkish Jews, aware of local religious music history, know that the roots of the
choral society of Maftirim and their repertoire are in seventeenth-century Edirne. Though the art
form spread to neighboring Ottoman Jewish enclaves such as Istanbul, İzmir, and Salonica (now
Thessaloniki), Edirne’s synagogues cultivated the most skilled and experienced practitioners. As
the community gradually began to dwindle, beginning with the Balkan Wars of 1912 to 1913 and
through World War I and the 1934 Thrace pogroms, Maftirim singers from Edirne relocated to
Istanbul, where they helped to strengthen and perpetuate the sacred musical tradition among
local musicians.
On that Monday morning in May 2015, the Maftirim repertoire returned to Edirne,
awarded a place of prominence and honor, preceding the Torah service. Ḥazzans Romi, Sarfati,
and Beruhiel, along with Rabbi Alaluf, who, in his youth, was a ḥazzan in İzmir, gathered around
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the large reading table in the teva. Dozens of cameras, mine included, strained to find a good
view of the assembled singers and capture this unique, temporary resurrection of an historic
tradition in the city that cultivated it. The ḥazzanim sang, in deliberate fashion, a selection of
august, lengthy compositions in segah and hicaz hummayun makams. As they chanted, I looked
around the enormous and magnificently restored sanctuary, brimming with excited men, women,
and children, who were also taking in the scene.
I thought of a passage in Maureen Jackson’s recent book on Maftirim where she
describes Turkish ḥazzan Samuel Benaroya’s memories of growing up with the weekly ritual of
Maftirim singing at El Kahal Grande:
He was the youngest in a group of twenty to twenty-five Jewish singers, mostly
older and married, who would meet in El Kahal Grande (the Great Synagogue) in
Edirne on Saturday morning, one hour before prayer services. A number of
professional singers, composers, “teachers of this kind of singing from Istanbul,”
and Mevlevi dervishes joined the Maftirim session. Up to eighty or more
congregants came to listen “because they were amateurs…they loved to hear
Maftirim.” . . . Through such learning, Benayora sang in the synagogue as a
youth, organized and conducted a boys’ choir when he was a teenager, and led
services as a young adult. (Jackson 2013:31)
Now, in 2015, some of the last remaining Maftirim singers in Turkey performed for a
considerable audience again. Nevertheless, this contemporary assemblage of community
members was a different sort of audience, more distracted, and, naturally, more enamored by the
new building and the total experience of being there than they were by the Ottoman-Jewish
repertoire being sung. This is not to suggest that people did not enjoy the performance.
However, as this dissertation has shown, a collective decline of familiarity with the community’s
local sacred musics has led to a general disinterest. Maftirim are as foreign as the idea of a
Jewish community in Edirne.
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Figure 5.1: Monday morning service at the restored Great Synagogue of Edirne, El Kahal
Grande. Participants raise their tallitot (prayer shawls) and snap photos with their camera phones
as the Torah scroll is lifted prior to be read. Photos taken in May 2015.
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Our visit engendered a feeling of a stepping back in time. I joined a few older Jewish
travelers at a çay bahçesi (tea garden) on the banks of the Meriç River later that afternoon. They
expressed amusement and disbelief, remarking that there had not been this many Jews marching
around the streets of Edirne in more than sixty years. However, as my tablemates pondered the
Jewish life in Edirne that no longer existed, they maintained a touristic detachment. Their
ultimate regret and sense of nostalgic longing was for the Jewish neighborhoods in Istanbul
where they had grown up: Balat, Hasköy, and Galata. One man spoke wistfully about the
dynamic singing of Maftirim and the chanting of Pirkei Avot (Chapters of the Fathers—ethical
teachings read between the holidays of Passover and Shavuot) that he witnessed as a young boy
in the Ahrida Synagogue of Balat. “You can’t imagine how it sounded. Every ḥazzan seemed to
possess a beautiful voice, and each one tried to outshine the other in his singing. I remember it,
but that world is gone…However, have you been to Ortaköy on Shabbat? They have a wonderful
ḥazzan, Barokas, who sings with a unique approach. I like it” (personal communication, Edirne,
May 2015).
Transnational Futures of Istanbul’s Jews
Edirne’s Jewish community is gone, as are Istanbul’s historic Jewish enclaves. However,
Jewish life—and Jewish music—persist, albeit in changed and evolving ways. Many religious
Jews in Istanbul have left or intend to leave for Israel and elsewhere. In fact, a number of the
voices in this dissertation have already made aliyah. Marsel Krespi left in May 2016 and is in his
second year of university in Jerusalem. Young Nedim left for Israel six months before. He
recently got married and is studying in a Yeshiva in Jerusalem. Moris Sevilla moved to Brooklyn
to live near his two children and their families in November 2017. Following his university
graduation, Rifat Kandiyoti made aliyah in July 2018. Meanwhile, a number of other prominent,
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observant families have selected to relocate to Israel, driven by the same desire for an easier, less
isolating life as religious Jews. Living in Israel means uncomplicated access to kosher food,
Jewish institutions, a love of the land of Israel, and, most importantly, a network of like-minded
Orthodox Jews, both young and old.
The consequences of this exodus for Jewish practice in Istanbul’s community are
potentially serious. It is often the most religiously active and knowledgeable within the
community who are leaving. Sadly, they include the two young, prodigious cantors, Marsel and
Rifat, whom the community spent many years training, ideally to take on more active leadership
roles in local synagogue life one day. They were, in essence, the last young students to be trained
by the senior ḥazzanim, and no future cohorts appear to be on the horizon. There are students
within various Talmud Torah, as well as some who are being trained by Ḥazzan Yusuf Biçim in
Caddebostan on Istanbul’s Asian side. Religious training within the current Talmud Torah
programs of Istanbul is a very important topic, worthy of research, but is beyond the scope of
this dissertation. However, the Talmud Torah methodology and musical style is quite different
from the training Marsel and Rifat received from ḥazzanim such as David Sevi and Rifat Romi.
Combined, these young ḥazzanim possess more than twenty years of training in Turkish
ḥazzanut. Yet, both agree that the kind of Jewish life they long to lead will be impossible in
Istanbul.
As practitioners of local Jewish music leave Istanbul along with a critical mass of
religious Jews, the future of Jewish tradition as a whole in Istanbul is vulnerable, just as it was
decades ago in Edirne. Owing to the political, economic, and social strife rampant in Turkey,
combined with the decline of musical knowledge and the emigration or retirement of important
Jewish interlocutors, the kind of research I was able to conduct for this dissertation might no
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longer be possible. This does not mean, however, that there is no more research to be done.
Future research will entail a multi-sited approach, as observant emigrés from Istanbul to Israel
settle into their new communities, striving to retain a sense of Turkish tradition in their religious
practices.
With the financial support of affluent Turkish Jews already living in Israel, wealthy new
arrivals, and some still in Istanbul, a number of new synagogues catering to Israeli citizens of
Turkish descent have opened in cities such as Ra’anana, Ashdod, and Jerusalem. It is in these
synagogues that Turkish Jews are attempting to maintain Turkish customs, including aspects of
their liturgical music practices, while embracing the eclectic musical opportunities that Israel has
to offer. Rabbi Selim Eskenazi, formerly the young rabbi of the Büyükada synagogue, was made
the head rabbi of the synagogue in Ashdod, built in 2015. In our interview in the summer of
2016, he admitted that in Israel there is more freedom to experiment and borrow from nonTurkish musical traditions, be they Mizrachi (eastern Jewish), Hasidic, or something else. At the
same time, because his congregation includes a number of newly arrived worshippers from
Istanbul, the desire for continuity and familiarity ensures that services retain key elements and
flavors of Turkish synagogues. The Ashdod synagogue’s ḥazzan is not Turkish but of Mizrachi
Jewish descent. Rabbi Selim is pleased with the congregation’s level of energy and impressive
attendance each week. In particular, young families, and young people in general, are coming to
pray—including Zeki Salti and his family—a significant difference from the current experience
in Turkish synagogues.
The Koen Brothers, identical twins who own a highly successful jewelry business in
Turkey, were extremely active and generous leaders in the Turkish Jewish community of
Istanbul. As devout Jews who traveled to Israel with their families frequently and were
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committed to raising their children in an observant home, they finally made aliyah in 2016,
transferring their business with them. Settling in Jerusalem, they helped to establish a small
Turkish synagogue in the heart of the city, catering to Turkish Jews currently living there. Marsel
Krespi is the synagogue’s ḥazzan. Attendance is limited and the synagogue functions mostly on
Shabbat. However, they have in Marsel an opportunity to pray according to the Istanbul minhag
(custom) in Jerusalem just as they did in Turkey.
The Neve Shalom Ra’anana Türk Cemaati (Turkish Community), took its name from the
Neve Shalom Synagogue in Galata, Istanbul. The synagogue’s Facebook page describes the
community in the following way:
Turkish Jews who made aliyah to Israel and are living in Ra’anana established the
Neve Shalom Ra’anana Turkish Community to unite Turkish Jews under one roof
with the traditions and customs they left behind, together with the makams and
worship styles they got used to, creating a new and warm family environment.
Our goal is to carry our Jewish heritage to future generations by sharing with our
brothers a love of God, Torah, and Judaism, following the path of the great Torah
scholars (Neve Shalom Ra’anan Türk Cemaati’s Facebook page, accessed March
1, 2018, https://www.facebook.com/groups/131241937493810/about/).
The Ra’anana community appears to be flourishing, having recently commemorated the
completion of a new Torah scroll for the congregation. The joyous night-time celebration, held in
the street outside the synagogue, included live music—a mixture of klezmer and Sephardic
selections—and energetic dancing with the Torah. Significantly, a number of Turkish Jews still
living in Istanbul were in attendance, together with Rabbi Mendy Chitrik and members of his
family. The whole event was live-streamed on Facebook and preserved in various Facebook
videos taken by the merrymakers.
What these various examples demonstrate is that, much like many diaspora populations
throughout the world, a new generation of Jewish immigrants from Turkey is deeply committed
to honoring and investing in their Turkish heritage, even as they begin new lives in Israel. There
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is a clear aim to stay together and to create opportunities—particularly ones related to Jewish
life—to link up with the origin community still in Turkey. Facebook and the internet, in fact,
have become critical tools in that regard. Rabbi Mendy will often live stream weekday Shaḥarit
services at the Alef educational center next to the Jewish private school in Ulus, an affluent
neighborhood on Istanbul’s European side. The videos depict elementary and middle-schoolaged children, mostly boys, and their fathers, conducting the services. Turkish Jews, living both
in Istanbul and in Israel, comment and “like,” showing their support. Rabbi Chitrik also conducts
a weekly, live-streamed Torah lesson on Facebook that attracts dozens of interested viewers in
both countries. Rabbi David Sevi continues to share his popular, daily lessons in halakha (Jewish
law), on an email listserv for many subscribers in Turkey and Israel.
What is most significant for the purposes of this dissertation and future
ethnomusicological research is that new Turkish immigrants are prioritizing music as a source of
continuity, connecting their former lives in Istanbul with their new ones in Israel. While makambased sacred musics may struggle to survive in Turkey, these practices become sonic symbols of
home for emigrés. Research will be necessary to examine how new Turkish Israelis utilize their
traditional musics in new contexts. Will the assimilation into Israeli life dilute or erase them
entirely? Can historic Turkish synagogue music practices be championed and transmitted to new
generations while making room for the multiplicity of alternative minhagim (customs) in a
Jewishly diverse country? Only the passage of time will determine the future of Turkish Jewry in
Israel and its musics. However, this transitional period of arrival and adjustment is of particular
interest in understanding the current motivations and needs of this population. The community
remaining in Istanbul is in transition as well. However, I do not wish to paint a bleak picture of
its future. While many depart, a sizeable population remains. Together, Istanbul’s Jews work to
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strengthen a community that is both mindful of its local heritage and open to a world of
possibilities.
What began as a dissertation project on the musical structures of contemporary Turkish
synagogue liturgy evolved into an analysis of how ḥazzanim, rabbis, and their congregants make
music as a means to strengthen Jewish identity within their community. This study illuminates
the complex relationship between Turkish Jews and their traditional music practices. There is a
struggle to uphold local heritage, a product of Jewish musical innovation during the Ottoman
period, alongside the listening habits and tastes of a contemporary community. Jews wanting to
fill more seats in synagogue on Shabbat morning are acutely aware of the dilemma. As this
dissertation has shown, Turkish ḥazzanim of different generations and backgrounds are finding
alternative methods, musical or otherwise, to achieve these goals. For Jews living in Istanbul
today, the preservation of local musics is, understandably, not necessarily a chief priority. The
community, always in a state of political precariousness, will likely face new challenges as
Turkey’s activities and position in the region continue to evolve. I contend that religious musicmaking is an area through which the Turkish Jewish experience of precariousness, spiritual
transition, and adjustment can be told. It is my sincere hope that this dissertation, in some small
way, may contribute to that goal.
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GLOSSARY
aliyah

Immigration to Israel.

Arvit

Evening service in traditional Jewish practice.

dhimmi

Protected Ottoman subject.

ezan

Muslim call to prayer.

fasıl

Suite in Turkish classical music.

gabbai

Person who assists in running of synagogue services.

Hahambaşı

Chief Rabbi of Turkey.

halakha

Jewish law.

ḥazzan

Synagogue cantor.

hoca

Teacher.

Kaddish

Jewish prayer for the dead.

kashrut

Jewish religious laws relating to dietary restrictions.

kehillah

Jewish community; synagogue congregation.

Kiddush

Jewish prayer over wine.

Maftirim

A para-liturgical Ottoman Jewish repertoire.

mahalle

Neighborhood.

makam

A melodic mode in Turkish classical music.

Minḥa

Afternoon prayer service in traditional Jewish practice.

minhag

Custom or tradition.

Musaf

Additional service recited on Shabbat.

niggun

Jewish religious song, often wordless and sung with vocables.

sanat müziği

Turkish classical music.
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Sephardi

A Jew of Spanish or Portuguese descent.

Seudah shelishit

“Third meal”; traditionally eaten on Shabbat afternoons.

Shabbat

The Jewish Sabbath.

Shaḥarit

Morning prayer service in traditional Jewish practice.

siddur

Jewish prayer book.

taamei hamikra

Short musical motives with corresponding markings that indicate how to
properly chant a portion of Torah.

Talmud Torah

Community religious school.

tefilah

Jewish prayer.

teva

Synagogue pulpit.

yeshiva

Jewish learning institution devoted to the study of religious texts,
including Talmud and Torah.

zemirot

Jewish hymns.
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